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PREFACE
Status of Women Canada’s Policy Research Fund was instituted in 1996 to support independent,
nationally relevant policy research on gender equality issues. In order to determine the structure
and priorities of the Policy Research Fund, Status of Women Canada held consultations from
March to May 1996 with a range of national, regional and local women’s organizations,
researchers and research organizations, community, social service and professional groups, other
levels of government, and individuals interested in women’s equality. Consultation participants
indicated their support for the Fund to address both long-term emerging policy issues as well as
urgent issues, and recommended that a small, non-governmental external committee would play a
key role in identifying priorities, selecting research proposals for funding, and exercising quality
control over the final research papers.
As an interim measure during the fiscal year 1996-1997, consulation participants agreed that
short-term research projects addressing immediate needs should be undertaken while the external
committee was being established to develop longer-term priorities. In this context, policy
research on issues surrounding the Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST) and access to
justice were identified as priorities.
On June 21, 1996, a call for research proposals on the impact of the CHST on women was issued.
The proposals were assessed by Status of Women Canada and external reviewers. The research
projects selected for funding in this area focus on women receiving social assistance, economic
security for families with children, women with disabilities, the availability and affordability of
child care services, women and health care, and women’s human rights.
The call for research proposals on access to justice was issued on July 18, 1996. Also assessed by
Status of Women Canada and external reviewers, the selected policy research projects in this area
include a study of abused immigrant women, lesbians, women and civil legal aid, family mediation,
and the implications for victims of sexual harassment of the Supreme Court ruling in Béliveau-St.
Jacques.
The objective of Status of Women Canada’s Policy Research Fund is to enhance public debate on
gender equality issues and contribute to the ability of individuals and organizations to participate
more effectively in the policy development process. We believe that good policy is based on good
policy research. We thank all the authors for their contribution to this objective.
A complete listing of the research projects funded by Status of Women Canada on issues
surrounding the Canada Health and Social Transfer and access to justice is provided at the end of
this report.
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INTRODUCTION
In February 1995, in legislation to implement the budget entitled the Budget Implementation Act (BIA),i
ii
the Government of Canada repealed the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) and introduced the Canada
iii
Health and Social Transfer (CHST). This book is about the profound alteration to social policy in
Canada that the BIA represents. It is also a book about women's right to equality. The two are linked.
Before the BIA was introduced, CAP provided that Canadians have a right to social assistance when in
need, a right to an amount of social assistance that takes into account basic requirements, and a right to
appeal when assistance is denied. Provinces were required to honour these conditions in order to qualify
under CAP for 50:50 cost sharing with the federal government of social assistance and important social
services.
In place of CAP, the BIA creates the CHST, a new vehicle for transferring federal funds to the provinces.
The BIA eliminates the conditions formerly attached to social assistance spending. It removes the separate
designation of funds for social assistance, combines those funds with block funds for health and postsecondary education, and permits the provinces to spend the funds in any way they wish. It continues the
general trend of reducing federal contributions to social programs. By doing so, it increases the likelihood
that the federal government will not be able to maintain national standards for any of Canada's social
programs because of its reduced spending, and because of the demands of the provinces for control over
the programs that they are increasingly responsible for funding.
For women, who are poorer than men, more vulnerable to domestic violence, and more likely to be
caregivers for children and older people, the diminished commitment to social programs and services, and
to national standards, has significant immediate and long-term consequences. For single mothers, elderly
women, Aboriginal women, immigrant women, women of colour, and women with disabilities — who are
among the very poorest Canadians — the impact is more drastic.
The BIA marks a profound change in the social and political life of Canada. It affects the role of the
federal government in the provision of social programs; Canada's ability to create and maintain coherent
and equitable standards for social programs; the distribution of power and responsibility between federal,
provincial, and territorial governments; and, consequently, the shape of the Canadian state.
Because of this profound change, this is a historic moment for the meaning of women's rights in Canada.
It is a moment no less significant than was the introduction of statutory prohibitions of sex discrimination
in the 1970s, or the constitutionalization of equality guarantees in the 1980s. At stake now is not just the
repeal of the general entitlement to social assistance, further cuts to federal funding, the loss of national
standards, and the threat of a race to the bottom in social programs — all of which will affect Canadian
women, and especially Canada's poorest women. Also at stake is the ability of women's human rights to be
a vital, responding, alternative discourse in a time of global and national restructuring.
There is a danger that the human rights of Canadian women may slide into irrelevance unless they are
understood by women, and interpreted by both governments and courts, to have content that can address
the threats to women's advancement that neo-liberal economic policies currently pose in the Canadian
context.
Unfortunately, at the same time as the federal government divests itself of responsibility for social
programs and makes budgetary decisions that have significant negative effects on women, Canadian
courts are selectively sidestepping rights challenges brought by disadvantaged groups that raise issues of
material conditions. Too often, courts are acceding to government claims that it is not the role of the
courts to judicially review economic policy decisions.
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We are concerned about the direction of Canadian equality rights jurisprudence, the positions being
advanced by governments in equality rights litigation, and the apparent unwillingness of the courts to be a
counterbalancing influence when governments ignore women's interests and voices. How courts treat the
relationship between the right to equality and economic policy is important because of its potential impact
on women. What courts say about rights also influences the understanding people have of their relations
to others, and how governments view their roles and responsibilities.
But we are not interested only in what courts say about rights. What governments, political parties, the
media, and women say about rights influences what they come to mean, both in and out of court. Public
talk about what women's right to equality means in relation to economic and social policy does matter —
whether that talk is in the courts, in the media, in meetings, in legislatures, or in government corridors.
Although the BIA is of historic importance for Canada, we are not interested in it just for itself, but also as
a paradigm, an example of an economic policy whose negative implications for women are not
acknowledged or taken into account by policy makers. The BIA, unfortunately, is part of a pattern of
national and international economic policy making that is deepening women's inequality.
In this book our broad interest, then, is the disturbing disconnection between the economic and social
policy decisions that are affecting women's lives and the commitments that have been made over the last
five decades, both domestically and internationally, to the equality of all women. Our specific concern is
to set the BIA in an equality framework and to explore the ways in which, if women are to advance,
economic and social policy must connect with women's right to equality.
Economic policy and women's equality rights do not belong in watertight compartments; they cannot be
treated as though they have nothing to do with each other, as though they are different and unrelated
discourses. They are integrally connected.
This book advances two propositions: (1) that women's persistent economic inequality violates Canada's
domestic and international commitments to equality for all women, and (2) that because social programs
— and social and economic policy more broadly — are a central means of realizing equality commitments
and redressing women's economic disadvantage, they must be designed with the goal of advancing
women's equality at their heart.
We believe in Canada's commitments to equality for women, and we believe that those commitments
speak directly to the social and economic dimensions of women's inequality. We also believe that the BIA
violates those commitments. This book explains why.
Chapter 1 examines the implications for women of Canada's most major social policy decision of the last
40 years: the introduction of the BIA. Chapter 2 describes the equality commitments that Canada has
made internationally and domestically. Chapter 3 examines the arguments that are offered by courts and
governments for narrowing the interpretation and application of equality rights when economic policies
are challenged in the courts. Chapter 4 explores more closely the content of the rights instruments that
women have available to them, and sets out interpretations of equality guarantees that can be responsive to
women's material inequality and that draw on the richness and complexity of Canada's equality
commitments. In Chapter 5 we consider the work that women must do to ensure that both social programs
and equality guarantees can be responsive to women's needs and aspirations in this time of change. We
suggest future directions for women's activism, institutional reform, and government policy.
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Endnotes
i

Budget Implementation Act, 1995, S.C. 1995, c. 17 [hereinafter BIA]. Section 31 of the BIA provided
that no payment would be made under the Canada Assistance Plan for any fiscal year commencing after 1
April 1996, and no payment would be made to a province under CAP after 1 April 2000. Section 32 of the
BIA provided that CAP would be repealed on 31 March 2000. The four-year delay between 1 April 1996
and 1 April 2000 merely permits payouts to be made to reimburse provinces for the federal share of CAP
costs incurred before 1 April 1996.
ii

R.S.C. 1985, c. C-1 [hereinafter CAP].

iii

The CHST was established by means of an amendment to the Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arrangements
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. F-8.
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INTRODUCTION
In February 1995, in legislation to implement the budget entitled the Budget Implementation Act (BIA),i
ii
the Government of Canada repealed the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) and introduced the Canada
iii
Health and Social Transfer (CHST). This book is about the profound alteration to social policy in
Canada that the BIA represents. It is also a book about women's right to equality. The two are linked.
Before the BIA was introduced, CAP provided that Canadians have a right to social assistance when in
need, a right to an amount of social assistance that takes into account basic requirements, and a right to
appeal when assistance is denied. Provinces were required to honour these conditions in order to qualify
under CAP for 50:50 cost sharing with the federal government of social assistance and important social
services.
In place of CAP, the BIA creates the CHST, a new vehicle for transferring federal funds to the provinces.
The BIA eliminates the conditions formerly attached to social assistance spending. It removes the separate
designation of funds for social assistance, combines those funds with block funds for health and postsecondary education, and permits the provinces to spend the funds in any way they wish. It continues the
general trend of reducing federal contributions to social programs. By doing so, it increases the likelihood
that the federal government will not be able to maintain national standards for any of Canada's social
programs because of its reduced spending, and because of the demands of the provinces for control over
the programs that they are increasingly responsible for funding.
For women, who are poorer than men, more vulnerable to domestic violence, and more likely to be
caregivers for children and older people, the diminished commitment to social programs and services, and
to national standards, has significant immediate and long-term consequences. For single mothers, elderly
women, Aboriginal women, immigrant women, women of colour, and women with disabilities — who are
among the very poorest Canadians — the impact is more drastic.
The BIA marks a profound change in the social and political life of Canada. It affects the role of the
federal government in the provision of social programs; Canada's ability to create and maintain coherent
and equitable standards for social programs; the distribution of power and responsibility between federal,
provincial, and territorial governments; and, consequently, the shape of the Canadian state.
Because of this profound change, this is a historic moment for the meaning of women's rights in Canada.
It is a moment no less significant than was the introduction of statutory prohibitions of sex discrimination
in the 1970s, or the constitutionalization of equality guarantees in the 1980s. At stake now is not just the
repeal of the general entitlement to social assistance, further cuts to federal funding, the loss of national
standards, and the threat of a race to the bottom in social programs — all of which will affect Canadian
women, and especially Canada's poorest women. Also at stake is the ability of women's human rights to be
a vital, responding, alternative discourse in a time of global and national restructuring.
There is a danger that the human rights of Canadian women may slide into irrelevance unless they are
understood by women, and interpreted by both governments and courts, to have content that can address
the threats to women's advancement that neo-liberal economic policies currently pose in the Canadian
context.
Unfortunately, at the same time as the federal government divests itself of responsibility for social
programs and makes budgetary decisions that have significant negative effects on women, Canadian
courts are selectively sidestepping rights challenges brought by disadvantaged groups that raise issues of
material conditions. Too often, courts are acceding to government claims that it is not the role of the
courts to judicially review economic policy decisions.
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We are concerned about the direction of Canadian equality rights jurisprudence, the positions being
advanced by governments in equality rights litigation, and the apparent unwillingness of the courts to be a
counterbalancing influence when governments ignore women's interests and voices. How courts treat the
relationship between the right to equality and economic policy is important because of its potential impact
on women. What courts say about rights also influences the understanding people have of their relations
to others, and how governments view their roles and responsibilities.
But we are not interested only in what courts say about rights. What governments, political parties, the
media, and women say about rights influences what they come to mean, both in and out of court. Public
talk about what women's right to equality means in relation to economic and social policy does matter —
whether that talk is in the courts, in the media, in meetings, in legislatures, or in government corridors.
Although the BIA is of historic importance for Canada, we are not interested in it just for itself, but also as
a paradigm, an example of an economic policy whose negative implications for women are not
acknowledged or taken into account by policy makers. The BIA, unfortunately, is part of a pattern of
national and international economic policy making that is deepening women's inequality.
In this book our broad interest, then, is the disturbing disconnection between the economic and social
policy decisions that are affecting women's lives and the commitments that have been made over the last
five decades, both domestically and internationally, to the equality of all women. Our specific concern is
to set the BIA in an equality framework and to explore the ways in which, if women are to advance,
economic and social policy must connect with women's right to equality.
Economic policy and women's equality rights do not belong in watertight compartments; they cannot be
treated as though they have nothing to do with each other, as though they are different and unrelated
discourses. They are integrally connected.
This book advances two propositions: (1) that women's persistent economic inequality violates Canada's
domestic and international commitments to equality for all women, and (2) that because social programs
— and social and economic policy more broadly — are a central means of realizing equality commitments
and redressing women's economic disadvantage, they must be designed with the goal of advancing
women's equality at their heart.
We believe in Canada's commitments to equality for women, and we believe that those commitments
speak directly to the social and economic dimensions of women's inequality. We also believe that the BIA
violates those commitments. This book explains why.
Chapter 1 examines the implications for women of Canada's most major social policy decision of the last
40 years: the introduction of the BIA. Chapter 2 describes the equality commitments that Canada has
made internationally and domestically. Chapter 3 examines the arguments that are offered by courts and
governments for narrowing the interpretation and application of equality rights when economic policies
are challenged in the courts. Chapter 4 explores more closely the content of the rights instruments that
women have available to them, and sets out interpretations of equality guarantees that can be responsive to
women's material inequality and that draw on the richness and complexity of Canada's equality
commitments. In Chapter 5 we consider the work that women must do to ensure that both social programs
and equality guarantees can be responsive to women's needs and aspirations in this time of change. We
suggest future directions for women's activism, institutional reform, and government policy.
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i

Budget Implementation Act, 1995, S.C. 1995, c. 17 [hereinafter BIA]. Section 31 of the BIA provided
that no payment would be made under the Canada Assistance Plan for any fiscal year commencing after 1
April 1996, and no payment would be made to a province under CAP after 1 April 2000. Section 32 of the
BIA provided that CAP would be repealed on 31 March 2000. The four-year delay between 1 April 1996
and 1 April 2000 merely permits payouts to be made to reimburse provinces for the federal share of CAP
costs incurred before 1 April 1996.
ii

R.S.C. 1985, c. C-1 [hereinafter CAP].

iii

The CHST was established by means of an amendment to the Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arrangements
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. F-8.
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CHAPTER 1
From CAP to the CHST: The Losses
Introduction
Women all over the world are struggling with increasing economic inequality and with the impact of
restructuring, whose elements include reducing the size of government, deregulating markets,
privatizing services, and cutting social programs. In Canada there is another element in the
restructuring dynamic: the push for increased devolution of responsibility to the provinces, with a
concomitant weakening of the capacity of the federal government to play a constructive role in
creating and maintaining a Canadian social safety net.
The future of social programs and arrangements between levels of government for allocating resources
and responsibilities is inextricably intertwined. Because of this, the Budget Implementation Act
(BIA) represents both the most significant change in social policy and the most significant change in
relations among Canadian governments since the 1950s. It has implications for Canada's ability to
maintain coherent and equitable standards for social programs, for the distribution of power and
responsibility between federal and provincial governments, and consequently for the shape of the
Canadian state.
Many Canadian women now fear that the “social union” or the “social Canada”1 that they believe in, and
have relied on, is disappearing. The spectre arises of a diminishing patchwork of social programs,
different in different provinces and territories, inconsistent in goals, form, and adequacy, and
vulnerable to changing political temper.
In this chapter we ask: What was in the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP)? What does the BIA take away? What
is the history of national standards for social programs and the federal government's role in setting
them? We ask further: Is the federal government's role as national standard setter essential? If it is
essential, how should the federal government as standard setter relate to Quebec, and how does this
affect the national unity debate?

The Larger Frame
The Material Inequality of Women
The BIA is important to women because of their high rate of poverty and general economic inequality.
This legislation fits into a larger pattern of government decision making that ignores, and
consequently threatens to exacerbate, women's economic inequality.2
There is a tendency for discussions about poverty and social programs to become divorced from a
critique of underlying unequal power relations and of social institutions. The gendered dimensions of
poverty are rarely acknowledged. Poverty is seen as an indication of individual weakness, as
individual tragedy, as an abstract social ill, or, currently, as a problem of children but not of their
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mothers, grandmothers, and aunts. For its effects to be fully understood, the BIA must be seen in the
larger context of women's economic inequality.
Women in Canada are poorer than men and face a higher risk of poverty.3 In 1995, 57 percent of all
persons living in low-income situations in Canada were women: 2.059 million women.4 At all ages and
stages of their lives but one, the rates of poverty are higher for women than for men; however, the
differences between the sexes are most pronounced in the youngest and oldest groups.5 In 1995, 18.2
percent of women, compared to 14.3 percent of men, were living in poverty.6
Single mothers and other “unattached women” are most likely to be poor, with poverty rates for these
groups reaching as high as 57.2 percent for single mothers under 65, and 43.4 percent for unattached
women over 65.7 The poverty rates for single mothers are much worse when the figures are disaggregated
by their ages and the ages of their children. Single mothers with children under seven had poverty
rates as high as 82.8 percent in 1995, and single mothers under age 25 had a poverty rate of 83
percent.8 Poor single mothers under 65 are also living in the deepest poverty, with incomes $8,851
below the poverty line in 1995.9
Poor mothers have poor children. In 1995, 20.5 percent of all Canadian children under 18 were poor,10
the highest rate in 16 years. The poverty rate among children with single mothers was 62.2 percent.11
Aboriginal women, immigrant women, visible minority women, and women with disabilities are more
vulnerable to poverty than other women. In 1990, 33 percent of Aboriginal women, 28 percent of visible
minority women, and 21 percent of immigrant women were living below the low-income cut-off, compared
to 16 percent of other women.12 Also, at all ages, women with disabilities have lower incomes than women
without disabilities or men with disabilities.13
While national data on welfare recipients14 is not disaggregated by sex, extrapolating from statistics
on “family type” it is reasonable to estimate that more adult women than men receive social
assistance.15 Children are the largest group that receives social assistance in Canada.16
Women have a higher incidence of poverty. But even when their incomes are above the poverty level, they
are not economically equal to men. Though women have moved into the paid labour force in everincreasing numbers over the last two decades,17 they do not enjoy equality in earnings, or in access to
non-traditional jobs and managerial positions,18 or in benefits.19 The gap between men's and women's
full-time, full-year wages is, in part, owing to occupational segregation in the workforce that
remains entrenched and to the lower pay that is accorded to traditionally female jobs. Though the wage
gap has decreased in recent years, with women employed on a full-time, full-year basis now earning
about 72 percent of the amount earned by men in comparable jobs, part of this narrowing of the gap is
due to a decline in men's earnings as a result of restructuring, not to an increase in women's
earnings.20
The average annual income of women from all sources is about 58 percent of men's income,21 and there is
an equivalent gap in pension benefits, with women receiving only 58.8 percent of the Canada Pension
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Plan/Quebec Pension Plan (CPP/QPP) pension benefits that men receive.22 This significant gap in annual
income is due, in part, to the wage gap, but also to the fact that women work fewer hours in the paid
labour force than men. They work fewer hours because they cannot obtain full-time work,23 and because
they carry more responsibility for unpaid care-giving duties.24 As of 1994, 40 percent of women,
compared to 27 percent of men, held non-standard jobs,25 that is, they were self-employed, had multiple
jobs, or jobs that are temporary or part-time. These jobs are unlikely to be unionized and unlikely to
provide pensions or benefits.26
Visible minority women, Aboriginal women, and women with disabilities earn less than their male
counterparts, and less than other women in most age groups.27
Although women's earnings are substantially lower than men's, women play a significant role in keeping
their families out of poverty through their earnings. Without women's earnings, poverty rates would
rise dramatically and the number of poor families would more than double.28
In addition to diminished rewards for their labour, women do not enjoy an equal share of wealth,
including property, savings, and other resources. This means that their opportunities to make
autonomous choices regarding relationships, education and work are restricted.29
It is clear that female sex, motherhood, and single status are significant determinants of poverty.
Being a woman of colour, an Aboriginal woman, or a woman with a disability further increases the risk
of poverty. It is also clear that women generally are economically unequal to men, and that race and
disability complicate and deepen that inequality.
Women's persistent economic inequality is caused by a number of interlocking factors: the social
assignment to women of the unpaid role of caregiver and nurturer for children, men, and old people;30
the fact that in the paid labour force women perform the majority of work in the “caring” occupations
and that this “women's work” is lower paid than “men's work”;31 the lack of affordable, safe child
care;32 the lack of adequate recognition and support for child care and parenting responsibilities that
either constrains women's participation in the labour force or doubles the burden they carry; the fact
that women are more likely than men to have non-standard jobs with no job security, union protection,
or benefits;33 the entrenched devaluation of the labour of women of colour, Aboriginal women, and women
with disabilities; and the economic penalties that women incur when they are unattached to men, or have
children alone. In general, women as a group are economically unequal because they bear and raise
children and have been assigned the role of caregiver. Secondary status and income go with these roles.
To eliminate this inequality requires removing the economic penalty from doing “women's work”; valuing
caregiving and nurturing work, both socially and economically; spreading the responsibility for it
more evenly across society; compensating for the insecurities inherent in non-standard work; and
eliminating economic insecurity as a means of keeping women attached to men.34 Economic autonomy for
women requires access to stable, decent-paying jobs with benefits, or access to other sources of
incomes, such as adequate social assistance and pensions. It also requires that women can have
children and adequate incomes. Without these opportunities, women, too often, have no choice but
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dependence on men, or poverty. Neither is a formula for equality.
The fact that the incidence of poverty is high and persistent among women and children makes it obvious
that poverty cannot be dealt with unless the particular nature of women's poverty is addressed. Social
policy has been unsuccessful at diminishing the substantial differences in the risk of poverty between
single mothers and other unattached women, on the one hand, and couples, single fathers, and
unattached men on the other.35 Nor has it succeeded so far in putting women, economically, on an equal
footing with men, and in changing the economic imbalance of power in most women's individual
relationships with men, or between women and men as groups.
Women are not poor for the same reasons that men are poor; and women, as a group, experience economic
inequality with all its ramifications. The lack of success in eliminating these conditions is directly
attributable to an unwillingness on the part of policy makers to acknowledge that poverty and economic
inequality have a gendered character that is further complicated by racism, and discrimination based
on disability.
Restructuring
The BIA must also be situated in the context of global restructuring. Restructuring has been presented
to women as a natural force over which governments have no control.36 Isabella Bakker describes it this
way:
In the last few years, the term restructuring has been used as a “buzzword” referring to
a necessary but painful process of change for Canadians. In general, restructuring is
presented as a response to the inevitable pressures of global liberalization. The new
global economy, we have been told, requires increased international competition between
countries for investment and production, a greater emphasis on trade, and less government
spending and regulation of the economy. In other words, governments have no choice but to
adapt their domestic economies, particularly the fiscal side, to the new demands of an
increasingly global economy. Treaties and international trade agreements such as NAFTA
reflect governments' intentions to create a favourable investment climate for foreign
capital. Firms, industries, and workers are also being challenged to be more “flexible”
and “competitive” in an effort to stem the outflow of manufacturing operations to
countries of the South.
The internationalization of production is the most obvious manifestation of the forces
driving restructuring. Broadly referred to as globalization, what it signals is a
transformation of the methods and locations of production. Technological and managerial
changes are taking place that allow firms to divide the different aspects of their
operations globally in order to take advantage of the lowest-cost raw materials, the best
research and development, the highest-quality assembly, and the most effective marketing.
…
Nation states' responses to transnational production are increasingly circumscribed by
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a neo-liberal consensus that imposes the same demands on all governments: the need to
reduce state spending and regulation, maximize exports, and enable market forces to
restructure national economies as part of transnational or regional trading blocs. The
economic becomes self-regulating and depoliticized in the sense that the imperatives of
efficiency and competition become inevitable, imposed by some external force over which
people have no control. … Its presentation as a universal force makes “restructuring”
appear apolitical and, in conjuction with this, gender, race, and class neutral.37
The neo-liberal economic agenda also dictates a particular approach to government. The private sphere
— the home, the market — is considered worthy of enlargement and sanctification, and the public sphere,
including the institution of government itself, is considered dangerous and best kept small. When
governments follow this agenda, they treat their capacity to impose limits on the market, in the name
of collective values, as suspect, and permit the unqualified assertion of market-oriented values, such
as self-reliance and competition.38 The citizenry becomes individualized. The emphasis is not on
understanding and addressing the “social and structural foundations of dependency”39 but on
“individual solutions to what are perceived to be individually determined problems.”40
The BIA is a prominent Canadian example of restructuring. It both reduces social spending and
privatizes dependency, as programs and services formerly considered to be public are eliminated, and
people are enjoined to turn to the private sphere of the family and the market to have their needs met.
The reduction in social spending and the dismantling of social safety nets have been justified
worldwide as necessary to deal with deficits. In Canada, it is telling that the Budget Implementation
Act is the official name of the statute that brings restructuring to social programs. Before the
introduction of the BIA, the federal government had been engaged in a public review of social security
programs. This was pre-empted by the February 1995 budget announcement. Government documents issued
prior to the 1995 budget are replete with comments that blame the deficit on rising social program
costs. A 1994 federal government publication Improving Social Security in Canada: The Context of
Reform, A Supplementary Paper, states: “Our ability to pay for social programs is stretched to the
limit. … These trends toward ever greater expenditure cannot be sustained. Economic well-being and a
healthy labour market are being jeopardized by the size of the deficit. Reducing the federal deficit
will inevitably require lower spending on many governmental activities, including social security.”41
However, many critics point out that increases in social spending have contributed very little to
creating deficits and debt.42 Economists Mimoto and Cross argue that government spending on social
programs did not increase between 1975 and 1990, and accordingly that the deficit cannot be due to
government social spending.43 Lisa Philipps states that,
The notion that excessive social spending was somehow responsible for the deterioration
of Canada's fiscal condition has now been thoroughly discredited. Looking back on the last
two decades, numerous analysts have concluded that an extraordinarily high interest rate
policy, combined with the lower employment and economic growth that high interest rates
helped to engender, are overwhelmingly responsible for the dramatic rise in the debt
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burden. Nor are social spending cuts primarily responsible for the recent success of some
governments in shrinking or even eliminating their deficits. Rather, the explanation lies
in the increased revenues they are enjoying in a period of stronger economic growth,
helped along by lower interest rates. It is interesting to note that the same economic
factors were responsible for diminishing the massive levels of public debt accumulated
during the war years. These facts cast grave doubt on whether the degree of social
spending cuts was ever warranted or needed to balance government budgets.44
There are other reasons for scepticism about the legitimacy of invoking the deficit as a rationale for
current directions. As progressive Canadian scholars and activists have persuasively argued, it is an
inadequate analysis of costs and benefits that chooses to focus only on the costs associated with
social spending, without taking account of the costs of not engaging in adequate social spending.
Social spending is not just an expense; it is a necessary social investment, the lack of which also has
costs.45 One significant cost of not spending on social programs is that women's inequality is
reinforced. Not spending is not gender-neutral.46
However, governments do not admit this fact. Rather, they have pursued a course of persuading
Canadians that social expectations must be reduced, and that social programs, as we know them, are
beyond our means. This choice of political direction is a significant move away from the
redistributive values that are key to women achieving equality. It also means that women are taken for
granted. It is assumed, when social programs are cut, that women will provide unpaid care for children,
husbands, elderly parents, and others. Numerous studies now show that the demands on women to play this
role have serious consequences for their health, their incomes, and their autonomy.47
It is clear that, in the name of deficit eduction and restructuring, both the current federal Liberal
government, and the Conservative government before it, have used the cover of economic policy to
depoliticize highly value-laden decisions. These decisions have been characterized as urgent fiscal
decisions that serve the common interests of all Canadians, in order to block critics from debating
their ideological content and their social impact. Deficit rhetoric relies on quantification and a
mathematical version of reality, but the choices made are not neutral. Lisa Philipps argues that,
technical discourses have worked to depoliticize one of the most pressing social
conflicts of our time, translating it into a matter of expert knowledge and shrinking the
space for popular resistance to the harmful effects of such policies on many citizens. At
the same time, they have helped to legitimate the way restraint policies exploit and
deepen class, gender and other social inequalities, by promoting an ideological vision
of society in which market power is minimally constrained, and individuals are held
personally responsible for their own economic difficulties.48
In Canada, blocking debate over the ideological content and the social impact of restructuring is
further assisted by the shift of power and responsibility to the provinces to design and pay for social
programs and services. The impact of the restructuring of social programs and services is thrust out of
public debate, both by being characterized as a neutral economic issue, and by being driven into a
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fragmented sphere of provincial and territorial jurisdictions, where there is no identifiable venue
for discussion of the overall impact on Canada and on its most disadvantaged people.

National Social Programs and Fiscal Federalism
There can be no doubt that the repeal of the CAP, combined with the shift to the CHST, represents an
extremely serious threat to the social security system in Canada. In one fell swoop the federal
government has eliminated the regulatory underpinnings and the funding framework for crucial
components of a national safety net, including social assistance, counselling and referral services,
child care, child welfare programs, community development services, legal aid, and services for
persons with disabilities. The shifts effected by the BIA have been referred to as “a fundamental
watershed in the evolution of Canadian social assistance policy,”49 and as “the most important social
policy changes in Canada in almost thirty years.”50 To understand these shifts, it is essential to look
more closely at how social programs in the areas of health, post-secondary education, and welfare
developed in Canada, the fiscal arrangements that have supported these social programs, the content of
national standards, and the role of the federal government.
Health
For the last 30 years, Canada has had national standards for health and social assistance. These
standards were set out in federal legislation in the Medicare Care Act, the Canada Health Act (CHA),
and the CAP, even though health and social assistance (as well as post-secondary education) fall into
provincial jurisdiction under the division of powers in Canada's constitution. The national medicare
and welfare programs were created and their standards were enforced through the use of the federal
spending power. The story of their development is the story of fiscal federalism.
In 194851 the federal government first used the power of its treasury in the field of health by
providing grants to the provinces for hospital construction, cancer control programs, and other
specific health care services. Gradually, grants for other services were added. In 1953, after four
provinces had initiated some form of public hospital insurance, the federal government introduced the
Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act. Under this Act the federal government reimbursed 50
percent of the provinces' costs of providing specified hospital services under their insurance plans.
By 1961 all provinces had joined this scheme.
In 1968 the Medicare Care Act came into effect. This provided medical care insurance similar to the
hospital insurance that was already in place. Under this Act, “[t]he federal contribution to each
province was 50% of the average national per capita cost multiplied by the province's population.
Provincial expenditure levels were not taken into account directly, and no ceiling was imposed on the
amount of the grant. Initially provinces were required to meet four conditions to be eligible for
reimbursement: the provincial plans had to provide universal coverage, be comprehensive in the range
of services covered, be administered by the province or an agency of the province, and be portable
between provinces.”52 Although medicare was invented in Saskatchewan, the federal government converted
it into a national program by offering, on certain conditions, to share its costs. By 1971 all
provinces were a part of the national medicare program.
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In 1977 the financial arrangements were changed and the separate grants that the federal government
provided for hospital insurance, medicare insurance, and post-secondary education were rolled into
Established Programs Financing (EPF). Under this arrangement, the federal government transferred more
“tax points” to the provinces; that is, it reduced its share of corporate and personal income tax and
allowed the provinces to raise theirs proportionately.
Although both federal and provincial governments have constitutional powers to impose income taxes on
individuals and corporations, in practice, the two levels of government coordinate and rationalize
income taxes for the practical reason that they both look to the same tax base, that is, to the same
taxpayers and the same income. At various times, one or the other level of government has agreed to
cede some of its “tax room” to the other. In other words, one level agrees to reduce its income tax rate
on the understanding that there will be a corresponding rise in the taxes collected by the other level.
The amount of “tax room” ceded in this fashion is often expressed as a certain number of “tax points,”
referring to the percentage points by which one level of government reduces tax rates in order to leave
“room” for the other.53
In 1967 the federal government began ceding tax points to the provinces to replace part of its cash
commitment for post-secondary education. In 1977, with the new EPF, the federal government gave up an
additional chunk of tax points as part of a permanent arrangement for funding post-secondary education
and health. It also provided block cash transfers to support both health and education, which gave an
equal per capita payment to each province. This cash transfer was set at the level of 50 percent of the
federal contribution to hospital, medicare, and post-secondary education programs in 1975–76. The
cash transfer would grow from year to year to reflect changes in provincial population and growth in
Gross National Product (GNP).54 The 1977 EPF was an agreement through which the provinces agreed to
provide post-secondary education and health services with the cash and tax points transferred by the
federal government.
The National Council on Welfare explains how the EPF arrangement works on an ongoing basis in this way:
Each year, the federal government calculates its total commitments under EPF to each
province and territory. It then calculates the revenue raised that year by the tax points
that were transferred to each province and territory [in 1977], and it subtracts the tax
revenue from total EPF entitlements. The amount left over is paid in cash by Ottawa.55
This change from cost sharing to block funding for health and post-secondary education was a result of
unease at both federal and provincial levels. At the federal level, there was increasing concern about
the open-endedness of the funding formula and the lack of control it afforded as health costs rose. As
long as the federal government paid 50 percent of provincial health-care costs with no ceiling, its
expenditures were dictated by provincial levels of spending. At the provincial level, there was
resentment because of the extent of federal intrusion into the province's constitutional jurisdiction
over health and education.56 The shift to the block funding of the EPF meant that the amount of the
federal government's cash transfer was no longer determined solely by the provinces. For the
provinces, it meant that they were freer to allocate the funds between health and education according
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to their priorities and with fewer conditions.57
In 1984, at the time when federal cash transfers were at their highest level, the Canada Health Act
(CHA) was enacted to replace the legislation that dealt separately with hospital insurance and medical
care insurance. The CHA sets out the five standards that provinces must meet in order to receive the
full EPF cash transfer:
C

accessibility: provide reasonable access to health care without financial or
other barriers;

C

comprehensiveness: cover all medically necessary hospital and medical services;

C

universality: cover all legal residents of a province (after a three-month
residency);

C

portability: entitle residents to coverage when temporarily absent from their
province or when moving between provinces; and

C

public administration: administer health plans by an agency of the province on a
non-profit basis.58

The CHA outlines the federal government's authority to enforce the standard of accessibility by
reducing the cash transfer dollar for dollar if a province allows doctors to bill their patients or
hospitals to charge user fees. It also allows the federal government to reduce the cash transfer if
other standards are violated.59
Though the CHA articulates the standards and recognizes the federal role in the health field,
legislation is not the key here. Both the existence of the national medicare program, and the
enforcement of the five national standards flow from the federal government's (1) spending on a matter
that constitutionally falls within provincial jurisdiction, and (2) conditioning the transfer of
funds to the provinces on their adherence to the standards that it sets.
Social Assistance and Social Services
As with health, national standards regarding welfare have been developed through the federal
government's sharing the costs of social assistance and social services with the provinces and setting
conditions on its contribution.
In the 1950s, the federal government passed the Old Age Assistance Act, the Blind Persons Act, the
Disabled Persons Act, and the Unemployment Assistance Act. This legislation permitted the federal and
provincial governments to share the costs of assisting low-income seniors, blind and severely disabled
adults, and some unemployed people.60 At the time, provincial and local governments provided
allowances for single mothers and relief programs for others who were needy.61
In the 1960s, there were two major advances. The federal government introduced the Guaranteed Income
Supplement (GIS) for low-income Canadians over 65. The GIS was simply added to the Old Age Security
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Pension for those who passed an income test. It has changed markedly the rates of poverty among seniors
in Canada.62
For people under 65, the CAP in 1966 overtook the scatter of programs operated and funded by both
levels of government, replacing it with a scheme that meant “for the first time ever, welfare was
available everywhere in Canada to all people who were unable to provide for their own needs.”63
Since that time, the CAP, a federal statute, has been the vehicle for federal-provincial cost sharing
for social assistance, and for national standard setting in the welfare field. Peter Hogg says:
“Without the federal initiative, and the federal sharing of costs, it is certain that at least some of
these services would have come later, at standards which varied from province to province, and not at
all in some provinces.”64
The CAP was adopted by Parliament in order to encourage provinces to develop social assistance
programs that met national standards. In its preamble the CAP stated:
WHEREAS the Parliament of Canada, recognizing the provision of adequate assistance to and
in respect of persons in need and the prevention and removal of the causes of poverty and
dependence on social assistance are the concern of all Canadians, is desirous of
encouraging the further development and extension of assistance and welfare services
programs throughout Canada by cost-sharing more fully with the provinces in the cost
thereof.
The CAP authorized the federal government to make payments to provincial governments, to enable them
to finance and administer social assistance programs and other welfare-related services, subject to
contractual conditions,65 or in other words, standards. The standards included:
C

accessibility: provide financial aid or other assistance to any person in need;66

C

adequacy: provide an amount that is consistent with a person's basic
requirements.
(The CAP defined basic requirements as “food, shelter, clothing, fuel,
utilities, household supplies and personal requirements.”67 In other words,
the CAP established a minimum national standard of substantive adequacy for
provincial social assistance programs.)68

C

universality: impose no residency requirement as a condition of eligibility to
receive or to continue to receive assistance;69

C

right of appeal: provide a procedure for appeals for applicants for assistance
from decisions of welfare agencies;70 and

C

right to refuse work: impose no requirement that recipients of assistance provide
labour in a federal-provincial cost-shared work project.
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The importance of the standards set out by the CAP cannot be overemphasized. Although, in our view,
they were significantly incomplete, they provided basic entitlements. Because of these standards,
residents anywhere in Canada were entitled to social assistance. Since the 1960s, Canadians have not
been required to have a particular status, such as widowed mother, or to have a particular condition,
such as blindness, to qualify for social assistance, but only to show that they meet an income test for
eligibility.71 Also, applicants were entitled to appeal decisions of the welfare-granting agency.
Finally, the CAP, while not barring it completely, put a definite chill on workfare. Each one of these
standards was essential to the dignity of those who found themselves without means.
Collectively, the CAP protections constituted crucial elements of a social safety net for people
living in poverty. They were useful because they represented a kind of commitment by governments that
they do not usually ignore lightly. Under the CAP, any provincial government that violated a funding
agreement knew it was vulnerable to involvement in expensive litigation. An individual could sue the
federal government, as Jim Finlay did in the early 1980s, for failing to require a province to meet the
conditions of the CAP.72 Provinces were also vulnerable to a withdrawal of federal funding.73 Thus, the
CAP gave social assistance beneficiaries a reasonable expectation that the CAP standards would be
enforced by the federal government and respected by provincial governments.
As well as providing 50:50 cost sharing for social assistance, the CAP also provided 50:50 cost sharing
of important welfare-related social services, including:
C

homemaker services for the elderly, to assist them with shopping, cooking,
cleaning;

C

attendant services for people with disabilities, to allow them to live
independently;

C

child care services to assist parents with the care of young children while they
completed their education, got training, or worked;

C

services to unemployed people to assist them to enter or re-enter the workforce,
by paying for start-up costs, such as transportation and clothing, or tools;

C

child welfare services to assist children who are neglected or abused;

C

services for women fleeing male violence and abusive relationships, such as
shelters and transition homes;

C

counselling services for individuals, couples, families, and children, to assist
them with personal, health-related, or employment problems;

C

information and referral services to direct people in need to counselling,
training, shelters, or emergency support;

C

respite services to assist parents caring at home for children with severe
disabilities; and

C

assistance in covering the costs of medically prescribed diets, wheelchairs,
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special eyeglasses, and prostheses for people unable to purchase these
necessities on their own.74
There was an incentive under the CAP for provincial governments to provide the services that were
eligible for 50:50 cost sharing because for every 50 cents they spent, they could provide a dollar's
worth of services for the residents of their province.
The CAP also committed the federal government to pay 50 percent of the real costs of social assistance
and CAP-funded services in each province.75 In other words, the CAP contemplated that the amount of
money contributed by the federal government would vary in proportion to the levels of need experienced
in a province.
Additionally, the CAP regulations required that funds contributed by the federal government under the
CAP were available only as reimbursement to the provinces for actual expenditures on social assistance
and social services;76 that is, federal funds designated for social assistance programs and welfare
services were not available for provinces to spend on other initiatives that might be more popular
among the less needy residents of a province.
The National Council of Welfare estimates that in March 1994 there were about 3.1 million people on
welfare, or about 11 percent of Canada's population, with one of the largest groups being single
mothers and their children.77 Two-thirds of CAP dollars have gone directly into social assistance and
to legal aid for family and other non-criminal cases; the other third has been directed to
administration and to CAP-funded services.78 The National Council concludes that CAP-funded programs
have, over 30 years, helped many millions of Canadians.79

The Impact of the Budget Implementation Act
Under the BIA, four things are lost:
1.

The CAP standards are gone. The requirement that social assistance programs adhere to
substantive and procedural standards is eliminated, along with the reasonable expectation
that the federal government will enforce those standards.80 Canadians no longer have an
entitlement in every jurisdiction to social assistance, to an adequate standard of social
assistance, to appeal decisions made by welfare agencies,81 or to challenge in the courts
transfers that do not meet the CAP conditions. And it is clear that provinces have been given
the “flexibility” to require work for welfare. The only condition that survives in the CHST is
that no residency requirement can be imposed on applicants for welfare.
By contrast, in the BIA, the Canada Health Act is retained with its five standards. This
provides a clear indication that while the federal government considers medicare standards
national icons, not to be vandalized overtly, the CAP standards do not have the same status and
can be abolished without political penalty.

2.

The 50:50 cost sharing for social assistance and social services is gone. Funds for social
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assistance are now part of a block fund for health, post-secondary education, and social
assistance, and each province receives funds in the same proportion as the 1995–96 transfers
under the EPF and CAP.
The loss of 50:50 cost sharing for social assistance and social services is significant. Block
funding does not reimburse for 50 percent of actual expenditures. It does not allow for the
fact that welfare is a more volatile social program than health care or post-secondary
education, and that funds required to adequately support it fluctuate with economic cycles and
with rises and falls in the rate of unemployment.82 Also, the loss of cost sharing means that an
important incentive to provide the CAP-funded social services is gone, because now provincial
governments have to pay the whole cost of those services.
3.

The specific allocation of funds for social assistance and social services, which the CAP
provided, is gone. Now, funds for social assistance and social services are rolled in with
those for health and post-secondary education to provide to the provinces one comprehensive
Canadian Health and Social Transfer. Further, despite its name, there is no condition
requiring the provinces to spend any of the Transfer funds on health, post-secondary
education, or social assistance. Consequently, provinces can allocate the transfer monies to
health, post-secondary education, and welfare in whatever way they wish, or they can allocate
the monies to none of these. Only if they spend some CHST money on health do they have to
conform to the CHA standards, and only if they spend some CHST money on social assistance do
they have to respect the no-residency-requirement rule for social assistance.

4.

Finally, the amounts transferred to the provinces under the CHST are cut. Thomas Courchene
notes that,
… the 1995 budget … imposed two substantial cuts on the overall CHST entitlement — first
a $2.5 billion cut in 1996/97 from what the overall funding levels would otherwise have
been (that is, beyond the previous cuts announced in the 1994 federal budget), and then
a further $1.8 billion cut in the overall CHST entitlements between 1996/97 and 1997/98.
The result is a level for the CHST entitlement ceiling in 1997/98 of $25.1 billion.83

Under the terms of the 1995 budget, the cash portion of the transfer was to be $6.6 billion less in
1997–98 than in 1994–95, bringing the cash payments under the CHST to about $11 billion for 1997–98.84
As an election promise, the Liberal government cancelled the planned 1997–98 cut in April 1997,
leaving the cash floor for the CHST at $12.5 billion.85,86
The Controversy Over Financial Arrangements
The 1995 budget cuts are not the federal government's first unilateral cuts to transfer payments for
social programs, but rather the latest in a series. As Courchene points out, the federal government has
been an unreliable and unpredictable partner in the financing of social programs for some time.87
In particular, after the initial financial formula was set in 1977 for the EPF transfers for health and
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post-secondary education, a steady string of financial restraints was imposed on provincial
entitlements between 1983 and 1995, with the result that federal cash transfers for health fell from
paying for 36.5 percent of provincial health expenditures in 1980 to 21.1 percent in 1995.88
Also, the 50:50 cost-sharing formula of the CAP was changed abruptly in 1990 when, in the federal
budget speech, without any prior notice, Finance Minister Michael Wilson announced a “cap on CAP” for
the three wealthiest provinces: Alberta, British Columbia, and Ontario. Ottawa indicated that it would
no longer be bound by the 50:50 formula; in these provinces it would limit any increase in its CAP
contribution to 5 percent a year.
The CHST entrenches these cuts and adds to them. One of the problematic elements of the financial
arrangements has been that the cash portion of the transfer is vanishing. The CHST is an extension of
the EPF model, so it too is a combination of tax points and cash. Because under this formula the federal
government calculates the current value of the tax points that were transferred in 1977 and subtracts
this amount from the current value of the entitlements, the amount of the cash transfer is reduced as
the value of the tax points rises. The combination of restraints on the overall amount of the
entitlements and the rising value of the 1977 tax points means that the federal government has been
gradually reducing the amount of the cash transfer. The cuts that were part of the 1995 budget made
this reduction in the cash transfer dramatic. Without change, the cash transfers to the provinces
would run out in about another decade.89
The provinces argue that only the cash transfers are felt as direct federal contributions to social
programs, because the provinces consider the tax room transferred in 1977 to be a permanent part of
their revenue base now.90 As far as they are concerned, only the cash portion of the transfer matters.
And, as the federal government's cash contribution diminishes, so does its ability to set or enforce
any standards, including those in the area of health. The federal government has little leverage as its
contribution declines. This is evident, for example, from the statement of the Western Premiers in
November 1995: “All provinces agreed that it is unacceptable for the federal government to
unilaterally prescribe structure and standards for social policy while abandoning their commitment to
support social programs with adequate, stable and predictable funding.”91
There is, in fact, no reason for the CHST cash transfer to run out. Taking the deficit agenda at face
value, the provinces have made a big contribution to reducing the federal deficit, and, as the federal
government contemplates impending surpluses, there is no fiscal argument to support continuing
reductions.92 In fact, after the 1995 budget, the federal government indicated that it may not allow
the cash portion of the transfer to decline to zero. As noted, during the 1997 election campaign, the
Liberals promised to keep the floor for cash payments at $12.5 billion.
One of the results of the history and the changing structure of fiscal federalism is that currently
there is an intense, sometimes acrimonious, federal-provincial and interprovincial struggle under way
over fairness. Because of the combination of the original 50:50 cost-sharing formula, the series of
freezes and cuts to EPF, the cap on CAP, and the CHST allocation of payments to the provinces based on
their 1995–96 level of EPF and CAP funds, the provinces do not receive equal per capita grants under
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the CHST. Added to other reasons for tension, levels of payments are a hot issue, with vying claims of
unfair treatment. How the CHST funds should be allocated after 1997–98 is an issue of nation-wide
dispute.
There are many signs of this ongoing disagreement. For example, because of the effects of the cap on
CAP,93 the British Columbia government claimed that it had been treated unfairly by the federal
government. It unsuccessfully challenged the cap on CAP in court. Subsequently it imposed a threemonth waiting period on applicants for social assistance, contrary to the one CAP rule that survives in
the CHST. The federal government held back $47 million in payments as a penalty. British Columbia
explained its actions by stating that it supports equalization payments, but it does not support the
federal government taking funds from British Columbia in every program to redistribute to the poorer
provinces. It complained that “Ottawa discriminates against the trio of prosperous provinces by
failing to provide equal levels of funding for health, post-secondary education and welfare programs.
… Under the CHST, British Columbia is receiving $472 per capita compared to Newfoundland's $594.”94
In August 1996, writing for the Ontario government, Thomas Courchene developed a new model for an
interprovincial economic and social union and a new structuring of transfer payments. He proposed that
there should be a complete federal withdrawal from the funding of social programs by converting the
CHST cash transfers into “additional equalized tax-point transfers.”95 This was greeted with outrage
by the Premiers of the poorer provinces, and it led Premier John Savage, of Nova Scotia, to make an
impassioned speech to the Empire Club in October 1996 entitled “Two Canadas: The Have Canada and The
Have-Not Canada.” He reported that in August 1996 at the First Ministers' Meeting,
Courchene was thrown from the train. … Thomas Courchene's controversial paper on rebalancing federal-provincial social responsibilities gave us a defining moment. For the
first time Nova Scotia and five other have-not provinces voiced a resounding and
harmonious “no” to an option which obviously has some appeal to Canada's rich provinces.
We said “no” to the Courchene scenario in which Ottawa would completely get out of social
programs like health care and turn its cash transfers into equalized tax points for the
provinces.
… The plain truth is Nova Scotia can't afford to let Ottawa vacate the social welfare field
because, on its own, our province doesn't have the money to bankroll a takeover. Ontario,
Alberta and British Columbia do. …
It should be remembered that if every have-not province paid full fare for its social
programs, this country's existing disparities would be greatly magnified. … As our eastwest economic links slacken to take advantage of the continental north-south pull, it's
generally agreed we must maintain social bonds, like medicare, which Canadians recognize
as national family traits — as entitlements of citizenship and unifying features of this
country.
… Canadians in richer provinces should not have substantially better social programs than
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those in poorer provinces.
It is important to note here that not only have contributions to social programs been cut, and national
standards for social assistance repealed, with the exception of the no-residency-requirement rule,
but the federal government also has imposed limits on its own use of the spending power with respect to
any new programs. In the 1996 Throne Speech, the federal government announced:
The Government of Canada will not use its spending power to create new cost-shared
programs in areas of exclusive [provincial] jurisdiction without the consent of the
majority of the provinces. Any new program will be designed so that non-participating
provinces will be compensated, provided they establish equivalent or comparable
initiatives.
The federal government is backing away from using its spending power to create and set standards for
social programs in spite of the fact that this practice is supported by the Constitution Act, 1867.
Provincial programs for health, welfare, and post-secondary education fall within provincial
jurisdiction. However, the federal government is permitted to spend in these areas, and to attach
conditions to its expenditures in the form of national standards that bind the provinces. This issue
has been squarely addressed by the courts.
In the case of Winterhaven Stables Ltd. v. Canada (A.G.),96 an Alberta taxpayer challenged the
constitutional validity of various government spending statutes, including the CAP, on the grounds
that they impinged on the legislative authority of the provinces. The taxpayer argued that by the power
of its purse, the federal government unconstitutionally coerced the provinces into participating in
certain programs in the fields of health, welfare, and post-secondary education.
The challenge was rejected in its entirety by the Alberta Court of Appeal, which held that the federal
government has the constitutional authority to spend on social programs and to attach conditions to
those expenditures. Moreover, the constitutional validity of the challenged spending statutes,
including the CAP, was specifically upheld. The Court recognized that
“… Canada, over many years, has established a robust posture in negotiating with provinces towards
establishing these cost-shared programs which are intended to provide Canadians with common national
standards of services.”97 The Court even went so far as to acknowledge that the consequence is to
“impose considerable pressure on the provinces to pass complementary legislation or otherwise comply
with the conditions,”98 and nevertheless upheld the federal government's standard-setting authority,
commenting on the potential harm of federal retreat from cost sharing. The Court said: “To hold that
conditions cannot be imposed would be an invitation to discontinue federal assistance to any region or
province, destroying an important feature of Canadian federalism.”99
In short, Winterhaven Stables accords judicial recognition to the spending power of the federal
government. Leave to appeal in Winterhaven Stables was denied by the Supreme Court of Canada.100
What conclusions should we come to? First of all, the federal government's authority to set and enforce
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national standards is based on money. Historically, it has converted provincial programs into national
ones by the use of its spending power, and also used this power to set and enforce national standards.
Its right to do this has been constitutionally confirmed. However, if its contributions decrease, its
power to shape or maintain a Canadian social union also diminishes. Many commentators have concluded
that “[n]o federal cash means no enforceable conditions, no national standards, no realizable
objectives for medicare or an income safety net.”101
The Liberal government acknowledged this problem, in part, during the 1997 election by promising that
the cash portion of the transfer will not disappear and that a floor of $12.5 billion for the cash
payments will be maintained. It stated that while other federal parties have called for elimination of
cash transfers to the provinces in favour of a transfer system based on tax points alone, “this would
amount to an abandonment of the federal government's authority to uphold the fundamental principles of
medicare. By continuing to provide significant cash transfers to the provinces, we will be able to
retain this authority under the Canada Health Act.”102 This statement is significant. While the Liberal
government seems to concede that the federal spending power is an essential tool for maintaining and
enforcing national standards, only national standards for health care now exist and only these receive
attention.
With respect to other standards, the CHST directs the Minister of Human Resources to invite
representatives of all the provinces to consult and work together to develop, through mutual consent,
a set of shared principles and objectives for social programs.103 This apparently envisions federalprovincial agreement on “principles and objectives” as a substitute for national standards for social
assistance and social services. The federal government and the provinces have formed a Ministerial
Council on Social Policy and Renewal. The provinces appear to believe that they can develop panCanadian standards that can be implemented effectively without the federal government using its
spending power to enforce them. The provinces' resistance to the use of the federal spending power to
enforce standards was demonstrated again at the December 1997 meeting of First Ministers on the social
union. At that time, First Ministers, with the exception of Premier Lucien Bouchard, appeared to be in
agreement about first steps for developing a new framework for Canada's social union. However, in
reporting the results of the meeting, it became apparent that they disagreed over how the national
standards in the Canada Health Act will be enforced in future. The Premiers thought it was a question
open for negotiation; the Prime Minister responded that the federal government would continue to
enforce the Act through the use of the spending power as before.104
There are many reasons to be sceptical about the provinces' ability to develop pan-Canadian standards
that can be effectively implemented in the absence of federal enforcement through spending power. As
Michael Mendelson points out, the track record on interprovincial agreement is poor, and provincial
governments are not likely to agree to national standards that are meaningful and substantial. If
consensus is required, this is likely to block agreement on standards that are more than mere
platitudes. If they did agree on standards with substance, it is not clear how those standards would be
enforced since the provinces would not have the ability to impose financial penalties on each other as
the federal government has.105 It is difficult not to conclude that there is no simple, effective
alternative to the federal spending power to turn to for establishing and enforcing national standards
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for social programs.
Secondly, social values have become lost in the fiscal struggle. Whereas fiscal arrangements were
originally the vehicle for creating a comprehensive and equitable social safety net for Canada, they
are now the main concern. There is no new social vision here, and what governments (although not the
people) are most concerned about is whether they are, relative to each other, carrying a fair share of
the cost of social programs. Governments are now arguing about “equality.” But the subject is not the
“equality” of Canadian residents; rather it is the “equal treatment” of governments.
Keith Banting notes: “In most Western nations, debate focuses primarily on the role of social policy in
redistributing income between high and low income groups. However, in Canada, the political intensity
of linguistic and regional divisions ensures that social policy debate is also concerned with
interregional distribution.”106 He concludes that the 1995 budget is concerned principally with
interregional, not interpersonal distribution, even though “Canadians … have obligations to each
other that go well beyond an interregional laundering of money.”107
Finally, there is a very strong decentralizing thrust to the CHST. Canadians may be left with 12 very
different health and welfare programs and a federal government that, in the field of social policy, is
only an instrument for some interregional equalization.
Why Should Standards Be National?
Clearly, if we believe that social programs and social services are vital to women, and that standards
are necessary to ensure the availability and adequacy of those programs and services, it follows that
those standards should apply to all programs for all women. However, this brings us to the “national
unity debate.”
Women's organizations have had more comfort than other groups with the idea that there could be
differences among the powers allocated to different provincial governments. The National Action
Committee on the Status of Women (NAC) and some other women's organizations have supported a “threenations” position since the Charlottetown Round of Constitutional Talks, recognizing that Canada can
be thought of, and governed as, three nations, with Quebec and Aboriginal peoples enjoying levels of
sovereignty that would not be enjoyed by other provincial and territorial governments.108 In February
1994, NAC described the perspectives of these “three nations” in its brief to the Standing Committee on
Human Resource Development in this way:
Social programs are valued by all Canadians. At the same time, Canada's constitutional
debates have demonstrated that English-speaking Canadians, aboriginal peoples and the
people of Quebec have distinct perspectives on the role of particular governments in the
management and delivery of social programs. A restructuring of social programs must
respect these differences and not attempt to impose a formula which meets the needs of one
national community onto the others. With respect to English-speaking Canada, this means
respecting the desire of most Canadians outside of Quebec to have the Canadian government
play a strong role in social programs. With respect to Quebec, this means recognizing that
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the majority of Quebecers look to the Quebec government for the management and delivery
of their social programs. With respect to aboriginal peoples, this means respecting their
desire for self-government which includes control of social services. Furthermore, the
multi-racial and multi-cultural makeup of Quebec and the rest of Canada must be recognized
in the design and delivery of anti-racist and culturally appropriate social services.
Accepting these different perspectives, it is important to permit Quebec to develop social programs
suited to its distinct cultural and social needs, and it is just as important to permit the rest of
Canada to retain and improve “national” standards for its social programs, rather than abandoning them
and blaming Quebec for their loss. Barbara Cameron points out that “there is a conflict inherent in
existing Canadian federalism between the social rights of English Canadians and the national rights of
Quebec.”109 At present, Canadians in Quebec and the rest of Canada are being offered solutions that
satisfy neither interest — too little provincial autonomy for Quebec and too much provincial autonomy
for the rest of Canada.
In the rest of Canada, women experience the current shove towards decentralization, not as a new
opportunity to increase the powers of the government nearest to them, but as the triumph of territorial
interests over those of disadvantaged Canadians. Many women harbour a deep suspicion of the commitment
of male-dominated provincial governments in the rest of Canada to values or policies that will assist
women in the long term. Provincial governments do not advocate for more powers for themselves on the
grounds that this power will enable them to provide more progressive social programs or advances for
women. In fact, they do not try to persuade residents that decentralization is best for them on the
terrain of values at all. Instead, they argue that further decentralization will eliminate duplication
and “confusion,” or that they are defending the honour of their province by not allowing any other
province to get more (money, or powers). Women see the need for national standards as a way to speak
across regional interests, which, in the rest of Canada, often seem petty, parochial, and male.110 They
care about a strong role for the federal government not because they believe that the federal
government will necessarily have women's interests closer to its heart, but because, by definition,
its role is to cut across territorial interests. This provides an opening for some other values to be
asserted.
Because women are so directly affected by social programs and social services, and by cuts to them,
women need coherence, certainty, and adequacy. These cannot be provided without standards that provide
parameters and guarantees for all women. While women in Quebec are likely to remain in Quebec in order
to live and work in French, women in the rest of Canada move from one province to another, often not
because of their own choice, but because of the dictates of family members or a spouse's work
requirements.111 This means that security for women in the rest of Canada requires that social programs
are adequate in all the provinces and territories. The spectre that is raised for women, if there are
no national standards, is of trying to lobby effectively nine provincial (not counting Quebec)
governments, two territorial governments, and an increasing plethora of regional and community boards
to whom responsibility for health care and social programs is being devolved. Far from bringing
democracy closer to the people, this dispersion of responsibility makes it increasingly difficult for
politically marginalized groups to have any impact.
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Also, it is not the experience of women that the geographical proximity of a seat of government
translates into greater government responsiveness. The gulf between women and governments is a gulf
created by a lack of adequate mechanisms for women's democratic participation, and a lack of
willingness on the part of government to create them.
The irony of the current impasse is that women in Quebec and women in the rest of Canada want the same
thing from governments — practical realization of commitments to eradicating their inequality. Yet
women in the rest of Canada are being told that they cannot have national standards for social programs
that might ensure that practical realization, while women in Quebec are being told that they cannot
have the national powers for their government that might ensure it. Any solution that actually
satisfies the interests of Quebec and the rest of Canada will have to have two characteristics: (1)
real content that expresses shared values and a commitment to addressing disadvantage, and (2)
asymmetry with respect to powers in order to recognize the sovereignty of Quebec in the area of social
programs, the desire of Aboriginal peoples to control social services in their own communities, and a
central role for the federal government in social programs for the rest of Canada.112
At the time of the Charlottetown Round of Constitutional Talks, women argued against the principle of
same treatment for the provinces as an unworkable version of equality to apply in a complex nation.
Since that time, however, it has become more accepted, and in the 1997 elections the Reform Party
presented its divisive version of it under the rallying cry of “equality of provinces and citizens.”
Slogan to the contrary, Preston Manning's vision of a new Canada is profoundly anti-egalitarian. To
Preston Manning, “equality” simply means “same treatment,” and therefore, in his mouth, equality
stands for a blatant refusal to deal with cultural difference, regional disparities, or disadvantage.
“Equality of provinces and citizens” is a code for a form of devolution that elevates identical
treatment for provincial governments to the status of a core social value, while abandoning a
collective sense of responsibility for the well-being or equality of Canadians.
Central to the reasons that many women opposed the Charlottetown Accord was that it did not satisfy the
demands of Quebec; it proposed to make new social programs more difficult to initiate by requiring that
they have the support of seven provinces and 50 percent of the population; and it proposed to devolve
powers to the provinces in the rest of Canada without speaking to the issue of maintaining standards
for health, education, social assistance, or the environment. Though the Charlottetown Accord was
defeated, it seems clear that the Accord is being implemented nonetheless through administrative
decisions and budgets.
The Premiers' Principles and Executive Federalism
The CHST has spawned the Ministerial Council on Social Policy Reform and Renewal. Established by the
federal government and the provincial Premiers in 1995, all provinces and territories, except Quebec,
appointed a Minister to this Council. The Premiers, who have taken the lead role so far in this
configuration, asked the Council to “formulate common positions on national social policy issues” and
“draft a set of guiding principles and underlying values for social policy reform and renewal.” The
Council produced a report in December 1995, which was adopted by the Premiers in March 1996.
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In the Report adopted by the Premiers, 15 “Principles” are offered to guide social policy reform and
renewal. These principles are vague and sometimes contradictory. It is not clear in what way they can
“guide” social policy reform and renewal.
The obfuscation of the gendered character of poverty and economic inequality is a feature of the Report
to Premiers. Women appear in the last of the 15 Principles, but the language is reminiscent of the
references in The Federal for Gender Equality Plan to the need for “gender-based analysis.”113
Ironically, the need for gender-based analysis was acknowledged by the federal government at just
about the same time as the CAP was repealed. The analysis of the impact of social policies on women is
essential,114 but we already know a lot about the inequality of women. Gender-based analysis will not be
valuable if, rather than being a vehicle for making women's advancement a central goal of policy
formulation now, it is used to provide backward-gazing reflections on the reasons for lack of
progress.
With the exception of this fifteenth Principle, women appear in the remainder of the Report to Premiers
as an unnamed social phenomenon. The Report to Premiers cites as one of the reasons for social policy
reform the fact that “the family's role and the structure of society itself are changing.” To
illustrate this, the Report to Premiers indicates that “the number of children per family is
decreasing and the number of families headed by single parents has increased dramatically in the past
few decades. As well, the percentage of two parent families with both parents working outside the home
has increased significantly.”115
The fact that these changes in the “family's role” and the “structure of society” are principally a
reflection of the changes in the lives of women over this period is obscured. The number of families
headed by single parents has increased dramatically, and over 82 percent of these families are headed
by single mothers.116 The percentage of two-parent families with both parents working outside the home
has increased significantly because women have gone out to work in the paid labour
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The Premiers' Principles
1.

Social policy must assure reasonable access to health, education and training, income support and
social services that meet Canadians' basic needs.

2.

Social policy must support and protect Canadians most in need.

3.

Social policy must promote social and economic conditions which enhance self-sufficiency and wellbeing, to assist all Canadians to actively participate in economic and social life.

4.

Social policy must promote active development of individuals' skills and capabilities as the
foundation for social and economic development.

5.

Social policy must promote the well-being of children and families, as children are our future. It
must ensure the protection and development of children and youth in a healthy, safe and nurturing
environment.

6.

Social policy must reflect our individual and collective responsibility for health, education and
social security, and reinforce the commitment of Canadians to the dignity and independence of the
individual.

7.

Partnerships among governments, communities, social organizations, business, labour, families and
individuals are essential to the continued strength of our social system.

8.

There is a continuing and important role, to be defined, for both orders of government in the
establishment, maintenance and interpretation of national principles for social programs.

9.

The ability to fund social programs must be protected. Social programs must be affordable,
sustainable, and designed to achieve intended and measurable results.

10.

The long-term benefits of prevention and early intervention must be reflected in the design of
social programs.

11.

Federal constitutional, fiduciary, treaty and other historic responsibilities for assurance of
Aboriginal health, income support, social services, housing, training and educational
opportunities must be fulfilled. The federal government must recognize its financial
responsibilities for Aboriginal Canadians, both on and off reserve.

12.

Governments must coordinate and integrate social programming and funding in order to ensure
efficient and effective program delivery, and to reduce waste and duplication.

13.

Social policy must be flexible and responsive to changing social and economic conditions,
regional/local priorities and individual circumstances.

14.

Governments must ensure that all Canadians have access to reasonably comparable basic social
programming throughout Canada, and ensure that Canadians are treated with fairness and equity.

15.

Social policy must recognize and take into account the differential impact social programming can
have on men and women.
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force in growing numbers. Governments are unlikely to devise social programs that will lead to
equality for women when they do not identify women separately from “family” or from “the structure of
society.”
The Report to Premiers also states that the Council is building a framework that “increases
appreciation for the strength of families and communities, and the role which they can play with other
partners, such as business and labour.”
In practice, women know that “families and communities” means them; that “increasing appreciation for
the strength of families and communities” is a way of saying that governments, after an all too brief
period of relieving women of some of their burden of caregiving through public social programs, are in
the business of downloading caregiving to women once more. “Social policy reform” seem to be code words
that mean women will be expected to do more, not less, unpaid caregiving in their families and in their
communities. Apparently lost in these Principles is the comprehension that social programs and
services are essential to women's equality.117
The weakness of the Premiers' Principles is very disturbing, as is the fact that principles are what is
on offer. The message is that national standards, as Canadians have known them, are not a part of the
future, as far as the provinces are concerned.118 The provinces state that the use of the federal
spending power should not allow the federal government “to unilaterally dictate program design.”
Instead, both orders of government will have a role, to be defined, in the “establishment, maintenance
and interpretation of principles for social programs.” This statement is no substitute for standards
that must be met as a condition of funding.
The Report to Premiers is now the basis for dialogue with the Prime Minister on the future of Canada's
social safety net, and the basis for establishing a national framework for the reform process in areas
of provincial/territorial responsibility. The key elements of this framework are: (1) the principles;
(2) the agenda for reform being developed by the Ministerial Council with input from sectoral
Ministerial Committees;119,120 and (3) a mechanism for settling differences and monitoring national
progress on social policy reform and renewal. The dialogue between the Prime Minister and the
provinces apparently began in earnest in December 1997 when Prime Minister Chrétien and the Premiers
of all provinces, except Quebec, agreed to start negotiating a new framework agreement for Canada's
social union.
Unfortunately, this dialogue is premised on a report that, in its content, is disturbingly weak. Also,
the Report to Premiers takes for granted a form of decision making that is disturbingly private.121
Decision making by the Ministerial Council on Social Policy Reform and Renewal, in combination with
the First Ministers, constitutes a form of governance reminiscent of the Council of the Federation, an
institution that was proposed by the federal government in 1991 during the Charlottetown Round of
Constitutional Talks. The Council of the Federation was to be given the power to decide on issues of
intergovernmental coordination and collaboration, including on the use of the federal spending power
on new Canada-wide shared-cost programs and conditional transfers in areas of exclusive provincial
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jurisdiction. It was rejected by many at the time because it would be an institution of governance that
lacked transparency and accountability, while being given authority over crucial decisions.
In the Ministerial Council on Social Policy Reform and Renewal and the Premiers' and First Ministers'
Conferences that follow its work, executive federalism is being established as the vehicle for making
decisions about social policy, the financing of social programs, and the distribution of
responsibilities between levels of government. These are decisions that are central to women and to
all Canadians. The problem with executive federalism is that the decision-making process is opaque;
those who are affected have no access to participation; and decisions are not reviewed or confirmed by
the Parliament and the legislatures.
This form of executive federalism is all too familiar, but the situation is worse. Women were sceptical
of the proposed Council of the Federation at the time of the Charlottetown Round of Constitutional
Talks because of the way in which constitutional talks had taken place in the 1980s. Women were
excluded then, and women are being excluded now, when unprecedented shifts in social policy are taking
place.
Ministers are, once again, dealing with vital questions behind closed doors; weak principles are
proposed as a substitute for abandoned national standards; the federal government's clout has
diminished; and groups affected by the decisions have no access.
This means that the federal government has stepped back, and the provinces have stepped into the centre
of the social policy arena. While the provinces have an essential role to play, they are not capable of
setting and maintaining enforceable standards for social programs for the rest of Canada. They lack
the will to enforce against each other binding, meaningful standards, and they have no tangible and
effective tool, such as the spending power, with which to do so.
This decentralization is not inevitable; the federal government could continue to play a strong role.
But that would require an open and strong commitment to all social programs, not just health care, a
willingness to provide secure long-term funding, the determination to develop and enforce meaningful
standards, and the courage to make an asymmetrical arrangement with Quebec.

Conclusion
Although the full implications of the CHST and the BIA have not yet made their way into social programs
and services, the impact on women of this restructuring is already clear: It increases women's social
and economic vulnerability.
Women's rates of poverty are disproportionately high. And women's vulnerability to poverty is higher
than men's. Single mothers, Aboriginal women, women of colour, women with disabilities, and older
single women are particularly likely to live their lives in poverty. Many women are only one beating,
one marriage breakdown, or one non-standard job away from needing welfare. Many women count on the
social services that have been funded under the CAP, such as child care, home care services,
counselling, and job re-entry costs, to fill in essential gaps, to keep themselves and their families
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afloat. Also, access to legal aid for family law matters and to shelters and transition houses are a
sine qua non of women's equality.
The cuts to caregiving services that are taking place across the country both eliminate paid jobs that
are mainly held by women, and push more unpaid caregiving onto women. This increases women's workload,
constrains their participation in paid work, and makes them more economically dependent. It is clear
that women's equality depends on the willingness of governments to counterbalance the powerful
dynamics of patriarchy that keep women poorer, dependent, and marginal to decision making. Social
programs and social services are a central means of assisting women to contend with conditions of
social and economic inequality.
What is most disturbing of all, then, in light of the tight connection between social programs and
services and women's equality, is that the most drastic changes to social programs of the last 40 years
have been presented as a purely budgetary matter, unrelated to the rights of women.
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Endnotes for Chapter 1
1

These are terms used by different commentators. “Social Canada” is the term used by Thomas Courchene to refer to the social compact
that Canadians will take care of each other and share resources in order to do so: “The Federal Provincial Dimension of the Budget:
Two Cheers for the CHST” in Thomas J. Courchene and Thomas A. Wilson, eds., The 1995 Federal Budget: Retrospect and Prospect
(Kingston, Ont.: John Deutsch Institute for the Study of Economic Policy, Queen's University, 1995) 107 at 108.
2

Another recent decision of this kind is the introduction of family income testing, rather than individual income testing, for
eligibility for Old Age Security. Monica Townson points out in Independent Means: A Canadian Woman's Guide to Pensions and a Secure
Financial Future (Toronto: Macmillan, 1997) [hereinafter Independent Means] at 60 that “[f]or women, a family-income test for OAS
is a major step backwards because it denies them economic autonomy. It also assumes that women have equal access to family income,
which is not always the case — especially in families where there is wife abuse. A married woman's right to OAS, in most cases, will
now depend on her husband's income, whether or not she works outside the home before retirement. That's because the average income
of husbands usually far exceeds that of wives — even in retirement. So when you add a husband's income to a wife's, generally the
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CHAPTER 2
Women's Equality: The Normative Commitment
Introduction
The commitment of Canadians to equality values has been made express in various human rights
instruments — international, constitutional, and statutory. These commitments to equality for women
must be understood to encompass the goal of redressing the social and economic inequality of women, not
just inequality in the form of laws.
At some level this seems an incredibly obvious claim. Why is it even necessary to argue that the
commitment to women's equality includes the social and economic dimensions of women's inequality? The
answer to this lies, in part at least, in the relative newness of the acknowledgement that inequality
has systemic, group dimensions, and in the persistence of formal equality thinking.
Formal equality is an old idea, rooted in the notion of the rule of law, an early incarnation of
equality rights. The rule of law, which holds simply that everyone shall be subject to law, was a
reaction against a hierarchical social order in which laws did not apply to everyone. Some people, like
kings, were above the law; others, like women, were below it. Formal equality and the rule of law are
closely linked. The rule of law requires that everyone should be equally subject to the law, and formal
equality requires that the law treat all like persons alike. When French and U.S. revolutionaries
proclaimed that “all men [sic] are born equal” and are “free and equal in respect of rights,” they were
endorsing the ideas inherent in the rule of law.
Although contemporary understandings of equality have far surpassed this early version, key tenets of
formal equality thinking live on as ideology in the political memory of the culture. Because of its
lingering hold, it is important to examine the elements of formal equality theory.
In formal equality theory it is assumed that equality is achieved if the law treats likes alike. An
absence of different treatment of men and women in the form of the law (gender neutrality), together
with neutral application of the law, is thought to make men and women equal. Certainly, there are times
when like treatment is exactly what women want. The fights for the vote and for admission to
professions were fights by women to be treated the same as men. In circumstances where women and men
are identically situated with respect to the opportunity or right sought, the model of formal equality
works. However, when women and men are not identically situated, which is most of the time, the formal
equality model is no help; in fact, it perpetuates discrimination, because it cannot address real
inequality in conditions.
There are problems for women at the heart of formal equality. To begin with, equality is considered a
matter of sameness and difference, and there is an insistence on narrow comparability. This can be seen
in the test that is applied in formal equality theory, the “similarly situated test.” This test holds
that an equality violation consists of different treatment of similarly situated individuals. To
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satisfy this test a woman is required to show that she is just like men who are treated more favourably
by a given law, policy, or practice. Advantaged groups establish the norms for comparison. Women can
fail the similarly situated test by having a characteristic that is unique, or by being designated as
“different” simply because they are relatively disadvantaged. To the extent that women are not like
men, because they are biologically different from men or because society has assigned them a
subordinate status, they cannot achieve equality through the application of formal equality. The
persistent social and economic inequality of women is obscured when equality is defined as a matter of
difference in the form of the law. Disadvantage in real conditions is made invisible.
Also, formal equality does not compel an inquiry into the discriminatory effects that a seemingly
neutral rule may have. For example, if equality analysis of the Budget Implementation Act (BIA) that
created the CHST were restricted solely to the language of the legislation, ignoring its effects on
women, the sex equality issue would disappear.
Closer examination of the formal equality model reveals that it is a package of interlocking
components, which function to both conceal and legitimate the oppression of marginalized groups in the
society. Formal equality is characterized by:
C

acceptance of the highly formalistic similarly situated test, which derives from the
Aristotelian formulation that things that are alike should be treated alike, while
things that are unalike should be treated unalike in proportion to their unalikeness;

C

a refusal to see that inequality is a question of dominance and subordination between
groups in the society;

C

a refusal to see that relations of inequality between groups are sustained by
government inaction as well as by government action;

C

a propensity to place many forms of inequality in a realm, such as the family or the
market, that is categorized as “private,” beyond the reach and responsibility of
government;

C

a policy of blindness to personal characteristics thought to be out of the control of
the individual, such as genitalia and skin colour;

C

resistance to dealing with discrimination relating to a category of stigmatization
concerning which there may be a significant element of choice, such as being lesbian,
or which, like poverty, is not readily reduced to personal characteristics analogous
to skin colour;

C

an incapacity to appreciate the adverse effects of facially neutral laws;

C

an understanding of discrimination, not as systemic, but rather as consisting of
individualized, intentional differential treatment;

C

a tendency to individualize everything so that patterns of group-based oppression and
subordination are rendered invisible;
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C

a conception of government as always a threat to individual liberty, and not as a
significant actor in creating the conditions necessary for human flourishing; and

C

a false polarization of liberty and equality.

The neo-liberal restructuring agenda has recently given some renewed life to formal equality, because
formal equality tends to idealize market freedom and demonize state intervention to ameliorate extreme
disparities in wealth and social power. It supports social Darwinism by asserting that as long as laws
and policies are facially neutral, everyone has the same opportunities, and those who flourish do so
because of their fitness. Formal equality is thus an ideological underpinning of the restructuring
agenda of recent years, and it is therefore popular within governments and the media.
However, formal equality can never solve the real problems of inequality. To embrace it as a sole model
is, in effect, to refuse to fulfil social commitments to equality. This highly individualistic version
of equality, which refuses to deal with the disadvantage of groups, which also accepts that the right
to equality applies only to the form of laws, and not to social and economic inequality, and which
precludes a role for the state in promoting equality among groups, cannot adequately serve the
interests of women. It also provides an inadequate theoretical base upon which to build
interpretations of legal equality rights guarantees.
Fortunately, equality thinking has moved well beyond this narrow interpretation over the last 50
years. The meaning of equality has changed and expanded dramatically. There is wide acknowledgement
now that inequality affects groups, and that it has historic roots and structural dimensions. The
“normal” functioning of central institutions causes and perpetuates the inequality of some groups, and
remedying that inequality requires changing how those institutions function. The trend in analysis is
away from an approach that sees only the individual and only an individual remedy, and towards a more
broadly focused, socially comprehensive one that recognizes there are complex, historically
engendered hierarchies of relationships among groups, and that some groups experience compounded
forms of disadvantage and multiple violations of human rights. It is widely understood now that women
as a group are disadvantaged, and that equality measures must address the economic, social, legal, and
political dimensions of that group disadvantage.
In legal literature, this newer and broader understanding is referred to as substantive equality, to
reflect its concern about content, rather than form. Substantive equality, by contrast to formal
equality, posits that:
C

equality is not a matter of sameness and difference, but rather a matter of dominance,
subordination, and material disparities between groups;

C

the effects of laws, policies, and practices, not the absence or presence of facial
neutrality, determine whether laws or actions are discriminatory;

C

remedying inequality between groups requires government action;

C

the so-called “private” realms of the family and the marketplace cannot be set outside
the boundaries of equality inquiry or obligation, because they are key sites of
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inequality;
C

neither liberty nor equality for individuals can be achieved unless equality is
achieved for disadvantaged groups;

C

it is essential to be conscious of patterns of advantage and disadvantage associated
with group membership; and

C

the test of equality is not whether an individual is like the members of a group that is
treated more favourably by a law, policy, or practice; rather, the test is whether the
members of a group that has historically been disadvantaged enjoy equality in real
conditions, including economic conditions.

Substantive equality thinking has fundamentally altered social, political, and legal understandings
of what discrimination is and how it occurs. It has made the equality framework both more expansive and
more attuned to the need for legislation and legal reasoning grounded in the social realities of
disadvantaged groups. The history of international human rights commitments, Canadian human rights
law, and the Constitution all reveal an enlarged post–World War II understanding of equality that is
concerned with redressing group disadvantage, including the economic dimensions of group
disadvantage, and that acknowledges that government action is essential to creating equality of
condition.

International Human Rights Commitments
The Covenants
Canada is a signatory to all of the central international human rights treaties. Together they form a
body of international human rights law by which Canada has agreed to be bound. In these treaties,
Canada has made commitments to substantive equality for women.
The 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR), the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR), and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW),
all commit governments to taking positive steps to promote legal, social, and economic equality.
The UDHR laid the foundation for post–World War II thinking on human rights. It is a declaration — not a
binding treaty to which governments agree to become signatories. However, the UDHR has great moral
authority, setting out a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations,1 and it is the
root document from which the international human rights treaties have grown.
The UDHR presents an integrated vision of what is necessary to make human beings secure and free. It
declares that everyone has civil and political rights, such as the right to life, liberty, and security
of the person; to freedom from slavery; to freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading
treatment; and to freedom from arbitrary arrest, detention, or exile. It also declares the right of
everyone to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion, and freedom of expression, peaceful
assembly, and association with others. It sets out the democratic rights to take part in the conduct of
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public affairs, to vote, and to be elected at genuine periodic elections. These are the kinds of civil
and political rights commonly associated with eighteenth and nineteenth century understandings of
human rights.
The UDHR also recognizes social and economic rights, rights more typical of later stages of human
rights development. Notably, it declares that everyone has a right to an adequate standard of living,2
to social security, to realization of the economic, social, and cultural rights indispensable to
dignity,3 and to a social and international order in which these rights can be fully implemented.4
Thus, the UDHR embodies in one scheme an integrated conception of human rights, including both civil
and political rights and social and economic rights.
The two central Covenants, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which are binding international
treaties for the governments that have ratified them,5 grew out of this Declaration. The ICCPR obliges
States Parties to guarantee in law the same civil and political rights that appear in the UDHR and to
provide the means of fully enforcing them. The ICESCR obliges States Parties to progressively realize
social and economic rights, including the right of everyone to gain a living by work that is freely
chosen;6 to social security, including social insurance;7 to an adequate standard of living, including
adequate food, clothing, and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions;8 to the
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health;9 and to education.10 Canada
ratified both Covenants, with the consent of the provinces, in 1976.
While the rights that appear together in the UDHR were divided into the two Covenants, the Preamble to
the ICCPR expressly asserts the indivisibility of civil and political freedoms from economic, social,
and cultural rights. The Preamble to the ICCPR states: “… the ideal of free human beings enjoying civil
and political freedom and freedom from fear and want can only be achieved if conditions are created
whereby everyone may enjoy … economic, social and cultural rights.”
In the lived experience of women and men, economic, social, and cultural rights cannot be easily
separated from civil and political rights. People who are hungry will not be active participants in the
political life of their societies. Likewise, people who do not enjoy freedom of expression cannot
effectively struggle for social and economic fairness.11 The Economic Commission for Latin America and
the Caribbean (ECLAC) describes the interaction between economic, social and cultural rights, and
civil and political rights in this way:
Without progress in economic and social rights, civil and political rights … tend to
become a dead letter for the sectors with least resources and lowest levels of education
and information. Today it is abundantly clear that these sectors have much greater
difficulty in gaining access to justice and opportunities for defending themselves
against abuse by third parties or the State. Poverty and the non-exercise of citizenship
very often go hand in hand. Changing this situation is a fundamental necessity in order
to … achieve genuinely universal citizenship.12
Recently Canada reaffirmed its commitment to the indivisibility of civil, political, economic,
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social, and cultural rights by supporting a 1997 resolution of the United Nations General Assembly
which states: “All human rights and fundamental freedoms are indivisible and interdependent.” The
resolution also recognizes that the “full realization of civil and political rights without the
enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights is impossible.”13 Canada voted in favour of the
resolution, notwithstanding that the United Kingdom, the United States, and several other industrial
democracies abstained. The resolution was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly.
When thinking about the indivisibility of rights, it is important to understand that the international
instruments recognize an integral relationship between civil and political rights, social and
economic rights, and equality rights. Indeed, it is useful to think of equality as the bridge between
these two sets of rights. Both the ICCPR and the ICESCR guarantee that the rights in each Covenant will
be available to all without discrimination based on race, colour, sex, language, religion, political
or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth, or other status.14 Further, in Article 3
of both Covenants, “States Parties undertake to ensure the equal right of men and women to the
enjoyment of all … rights set forth in the … Covenant.”15 Article 26 of the ICCPR makes an additional
guarantee of equality that goes beyond the four corners of that Covenant. Article 26 requires States
Parties to make broad guarantees of equality in law and to provide effective protection against
discrimination wherever it arises.16
The Covenants guarantee the right of everyone to enjoy equally civil and political rights, and
economic, social, and cultural rights. But there is more. Together, the ICESCR and the ICCPR delineate
the multiple dimensions of equality. To enjoy equality, a woman must be able to enjoy fully all her
rights. Equality is a bridging and an encompassing value, whose realization requires the full
realization of both civil and political rights, and economic, social, and cultural rights.
It is also important to note that the ICESCR requires positive action by governments to realize
economic, social, and cultural rights. The ICCPR projects a more classical liberal conception of the
relationship between the individual and the state, with the state envisioned principally as the main
perpetrator of rights violations,17 and liberty, defined as freedom from government interference, as
the dominant value. The ICESCR, however, views governments as key implementers of rights, actors who
can give rights practical meaning. The general obligation of each State Party to this Covenant18 is “to
take steps, … to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the
full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including
… the adoption of legislative measures.”19
The ICESCR is important to women's equality because its subject matter is practical, material
conditions, and because it articulates the responsibility of governments for making those conditions
adequate. As Barbara Stark points out, it recognizes “the right of every human being to be nurtured —
to be housed, fed, clothed, healed and educated.”20 These rights, she argues, describe women's work.
Caregiving work is constructed as female and therefore as undeserving of adequate compensation; and
this is a major factor in women's poverty. Stark says the importance of the ICESCR lies in the fact that
it “shifts the responsibility from women to the State for some nurturing work.” 21
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)
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CEDAW22 was developed as a new treaty in 1979 after the ICCPR and the ICESCR had already come into
force. It contains elements of both civil and political rights, and economic, social, and cultural
rights, knitting the two together in a women's rights instrument.
CEDAW is significant precisely because it is a convention about women, and a convention that commits
signatories to eliminating all forms of discrimination against women. It recognizes that women are a
subordinated group in all societies, and that governments must make conscious, concerted efforts to
change this fact.
Various provisions of CEDAW make it clear that this is a document concerned with women's substantive
right to equality. At the outset, the Preamble to the Convention recognizes that formal guarantees of
equality are not enough. It recognizes that despite the existence of various treaties guaranteeing
equal rights to women, “extensive discrimination against women continues to exist.”23 The explicit
purpose of the Convention is to ensure that measures are adopted that will “[eliminate] such
discrimination in all its forms and manifestations.”24
CEDAW requires States Parties, or signatories to the Convention, to enact legal guarantees of equality
and to provide the means of fully enforcing them. It also requires much more. First, the Convention
obliges States Parties to guarantee women the “exercise and enjoyment” of these legal rights.25
“Exercise of the rights” connotes access to the use of them, by making adjudicative procedures for
vindicating rights accessible, affordable, and known. “Enjoyment of the rights” means actually
experiencing the benefit of the right, having the content of the right made real in one's life.26
The Convention's definition of discrimination reinforces this concern with women's enjoyment of their
rights. According to the Convention, discrimination includes “any distinction, exclusion or
restriction … which has the purpose or effect of impairing or nullifying the … enjoyment … by women … of
human rights and fundamental freedoms. …” The Convention, then, prohibits both acts and omissions that
impair women's ability to enjoy, in their actual conditions, the substantive content of human rights
and fundamental freedoms.
The Convention also requires States Parties not just to state, in legal documents, that they are
committed to the principle of equality for women, but also to “ensure, through law and other
appropriate means, the practical realization of this principle.”
Thus, the scope of CEDAW's concerns is broad. The goal of the Convention is the elimination of all
forms of discrimination against women “in all fields, including the political, economic, social, and
cultural fields.”27 This language precludes a reading of CEDAW that would permit signatories to address
only the forms of discrimination which appear on the face of laws or policies, and thus to ignore the
structural subordination of women. It also indicates that the Convention's application is not limited
in any way, and that economic, social, and cultural forms of inequality are of particular concern. This
concern with social and economic inequality is reinforced by the detailed Articles of Part III of CEDAW
which require specific measures to overcome inequality in women's economic conditions, and in relation
to access to work, remuneration for work, social security, pregnancy and maternity, education, health
care, and living conditions.28
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CEDAW obliges States Parties to pursue the goals of the treaty by “all appropriate means” or by taking
“all appropriate measures.” Most of the specific Articles in the Convention state that States Parties
shall “take all appropriate measures” (to eliminate discrimination against women in education, public
life, etc.). Legislation may be required, but legislation is not the complete solution. All
appropriate measures are required and those may include designing and implementing programs, or
allocating resources. The obligation is a positive one. Governments are required to act, not just to
refrain from discriminating.
CEDAW also repudiates the split between public and private spheres, and the tendency of formal
equality to designate the family and the market as private and therefore off limits. It does so by
obliging States Parties to eliminate discrimination against women by “any person, or organization or
enterprise.” This distinction is crucial for women, because if discrimination in the “private” spheres
of the family and the marketplace are not matters of state obligation, significant sites of women's
subordination are set outside the boundary of equality commitments. Acknowledging this fact, CEDAW
places obligations on States Parties to eliminate discrimination against women not just in the acts of
government, but also in the conduct of non-governmental actors, whether they are individuals,
organizations, or enterprises.29
CEDAW explicitly addresses two different ways in which women as a group are subordinated: through the
social construction of stereotyped and subservient roles30 and through the commodification of their
sexuality.31 These provisions demonstrate that the Convention's vision is not a rigidly
individualistic one. Rather, it comprehends systemic, structural, and group-based forms of
oppression.
The Convention also recognizes the need for governments and other actors to implement affirmative
measures to overcome the historical disadvantage of women.32 This reveals the underlying principle of
the Convention, and clarifies that its goal is de facto equality. The general rule of the Convention is
that women should be treated in a way that will bring the subordination of women to an end and produce
equality in the real conditions of women's lives, regardless of whether that treatment is the same as,
or different from, the treatment of men. The affirmative action clause reinforces the Convention's
interest in real, material equality for women by repudiating a formal version of equality that would
automatically deem measures discriminatory if they involve treating women differently from men.
Report of the Fourth World Conference on Women
The Beijing Platform for Action33 provides further evidence that Canada has committed itself to
substantive equality for women. The Platform for Action was adopted by participating governments,
including Canada, in September 1995 at the Fourth World Conference on Women. It is the newest statement
on the conditions of women's inequality around the world. It is also the latest effort by governments,
negotiating together, to articulate in detail the concrete steps that are necessary if women are to
advance. Notably, the Platform does not confine its focus to the forms of laws, or to the “public”
sphere. Rather, the Platform is wide-ranging, dealing with the multiple facets of women's inequality,
and setting out a long list of corrective actions that governments need to take.
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The Platform for Action is not just important in itself. It is also an aid to understanding the meaning
of CEDAW. The Platform for Action and CEDAW are complementary documents. Since 1975 there have been
four United Nations-sponsored women's conferences, an International Women's Year (1975), and a Decade
for Women (1976–1985). Through these events, strategies for advancing the equality of women have been
developed, including the Forward-looking Strategies adopted in 1985 at the Third World Conference on
Women, and the Declaration on Violence Against Women adopted in 1993.34 These documents and the
Platform for Action should be regarded as basic interpretive aids to CEDAW. CEDAW cannot be given a
static, or time-fixed, reading. The Platform for Action provides a 1995 statement of the specific
commitments of participating governments to advancing the equality of women. It is also, therefore,
the most up-to-date guide to interpreting what CEDAW commitments mean now.
There are two parts of the Platform for Action that deal directly with economic issues: one addresses
the issue of poverty; the other addresses the issues of women's inequality in economic structures and
policies, in particular those related to remunerated and unremunerated work.
The Platform recognizes that “[i]n the past decade the number of women living in poverty has increased
disproportionately to the number of men”;35 that there is “a persistent and increasing burden of
poverty on women”;36 and that women's poverty has been deepened by globalization, economic
restructuring, and structural adjustment programs.37 The Platform commits governments to reviewing and
modifying macro-economic and social policies that impede the advancement of women, or reinforce their
inequality.
The actions to be taken by governments to eliminate women's poverty include the following:38
!

Review and modify, with the full and equal participation of women, macroeconomic and social policies with a view to achieving the objectives of the
Platform for Action;

!

Analyze, from a gender perspective, policies and programs — including those
related to macro-economic stability, structural adjustment, external debt
problems, taxation, investments, employment, markets and all relevant sectors
of the economy — with respect to their impact on poverty, on inequality and
particularly on women; assess their impact on family well-being and
conditions, and adjust them, as appropriate, to promote more equitable
distribution of productive assets, wealth, opportunities, income and
services;

!

Pursue and implement sound and stable macro-economic and sectoral policies
that are designed and monitored with the full and equal participation of women,
encourage broad-based sustained economic growth, address the structural
causes of poverty and are geared towards eradicating poverty and reducing
gender-based inequality within the overall framework of achieving peoplecentred sustainable development;

!

Restructure and target the allocation of public expenditures to promote
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women's economic opportunities and equal access to productive resources and to
address the basic social, educational and health needs of women, particularly
those living in poverty;
!

Provide adequate safety nets and strengthen state-based and community-based
support systems, as an integral part of social policy, in order to enable women
living in poverty to withstand adverse economic environments and preserve
their livelihood, assets and revenues in times of crisis;

!

Formulate and implement, when necessary, specific economic, social,
agricultural and related policies in support of female-headed households;

!

Introduce measures for the empowerment of women migrants and internally
displaced women through the easing of stringent and restrictive migration
policies, recognition of qualifications and skills of documented immigrants
and their full integration into the labour force, and the undertaking of other
measures necessary for the full realization of the human rights of internally
displaced persons;

!

Enable women to obtain affordable housing and access to land by, among other
things, removing all obstacles to access, with special emphasis on meeting the
needs of women, especially those living in poverty and female heads of
households;

!

Create social security systems wherever they do not exist, or review them with
a view to placing individual women and men on an equal footing, at every stage
of their lives;

!

Ensure access to free or low-cost legal services, including legal literacy,
especially designed to reach women living in poverty;

!

Take particular measures to promote and strengthen policies and programs for
indigenous women with their full participation and respect for their cultural
diversity, so that they have opportunities and the possibility of choice in the
development process in order to eradicate the poverty that affects them.

The Platform for Action also addresses women's “inequality in economic structures and policies, in all
forms of productive activities and in access to resources.”39 The Platform is targeted at women's lack
of economic autonomy, the disparity between their incomes and wealth and those of men, and the ways in
which discrimination in employment, and the devaluation of women's paid and unpaid work contribute to
this inequality.40
To address the negative impact on women of economic structures and policies, the actions to be taken by
governments include the following:
!

Enact and enforce legislation to guarantee the rights of women and men to equal
pay for … work of equal value;
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!

Devise mechanisms and take positive action to enable women to gain access to
full and equal participation in the formulation of policies and definition of
structures through such bodies as ministries of finance and trade, national
economic commissions, economic research institutes and other key agencies, as
well as through their participation in appropriate international bodies;

!

Conduct reviews of national income and inheritance tax and social security
systems to eliminate any existing bias against women;

!

Seek to ensure that national policies related to international and regional
trade agreements do not adversely impact women's new and traditional economic
activities;

!

Ensure that all corporations, including transnational corporations, comply
with national laws and codes, social security regulations, applicable
international agreements, instruments and conventions, including those
related to the environment, and other relevant laws;

!

Enact and enforce equal opportunity laws, take positive action and ensure
compliance by the public and private sectors through various means;

!

Use gender-impact analysis in the development of macro- and micro-economic and
social policies in order to monitor such impact and restructure policies in
cases where harmful impact occurs …41

The fact that Canada is a signatory to CEDAW, and that it has indicated it fully intends to satisfy the
terms of the Platform for Action, confirms that Canada's commitment to the equality of women includes a
commitment to eradicating women's economic inequality.
Taken together, the international treaties to which Canada is a signatory, as well as other UN
declarations and documents, make it clear that substantive equality for women is part of the explicit
commitment of our nation.

Domestic Human Rights Commitments
Canada's Human Rights Statutes
The commitment of Canadians to equality is also expressed in domestic human rights legislation at the
federal, provincial, and territorial levels.
Some early anti-discrimination initiatives in Canada included British Columbia's 1931 Unemployment
Relief Act, Ontario's 1932 Insurance Act, Manitoba's 1934 Libel Act, British Columbia's 1945 Social
Assistance Act, and Saskatchewan's 1947 Bill of Rights.42
However, Canada's domestic human rights legislation, like the international human rights treaties,
really developed during the post–World War II period. After World War II, there was a dramatic increase
in human rights activity. In Canada the lesson of the Holocaust led to the gradual repeal of
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discriminatory laws and a reduction in blatantly racist practices. Restrictive covenants forbidding
the sale of property in certain areas to “Jews and persons of other objectionable nationality” were
revoked. Segregated schools for Blacks and Aboriginal peoples gradually disappeared, as did
segregated swimming pools and separate sections in theatres and restaurants for non-whites. Bars on
the entry of Jews and non-whites into certain professions were dropped. Japanese-Canadians, Inuit,
Indo-Canadians, Doukhobours, and finally status Indians were given the vote for the first time in
Canada during this post-war period.
Human rights legislation appeared, prohibiting discrimination in employment and accommodation and
public services. More complex human rights laws have since been developed in every jurisdiction. These
laws are administered by human rights commissions, with specialized tribunals to hear and decide on
allegations of discrimination brought before them.
The history of human rights legislation in Canada is a history of growing commitment to advancing the
equality of disadvantaged groups in the society. At first human rights legislation prohibited
discrimination only on the grounds of race, religion, colour, ethnic, or national origin. But in
response to an expanding understanding of discrimination and to the demands of other groups, including
women, other grounds of discrimination have been added gradually, extending coverage to include sex,
physical and mental disability, marital status, family status, age, and, in some jurisdictions,
political belief, criminal record, and sexual orientation.43 A few human rights statutes now recognize
social assistance recipients as a group entitled to protection from discrimination,44 reflecting a
commitment to dealing with economic inequality as a human rights issue.
As well, faced with new laws and with the particularities and complexities of real discrimination
cases, tribunals and courts have been required to consider the status of human rights law in relation
to other laws, and to expand and deepen their conception of discrimination.
Since 1982 the Supreme Court of Canada has made a number of pronouncements about the nature of human
rights law and its place in the hierarchy of laws. The Court has concluded that human rights
legislation is of a special nature because of the importance of the values it endeavours to buttress
and protect. It is quasi-constitutional; that is, not quite constitutional, but more important than
all other laws. No one can contract out of human rights legislation, nor can it be suspended, repealed,
or altered except by clear legislative pronouncement.45 Because of its important purpose and because it
is remedial in nature, the Court has said that human rights legislation should not be interpreted
restrictively, but rather in such a way as to give the rights their full recognition and effect.46
These conclusions reached about the nature of human rights legislation have led logically to the
development of other human rights principles. One of these principles is that discrimination must be
identified by its effects on the victim, not by the intent of the perpetrator. In 1985 the Supreme
Court of Canada ruled in the case of Ontario (Human Rights Commission) and O'Malley v. Simpsons Sears47
that discrimination need not be intentional to violate human rights protections. Theresa O'Malley
disputed a requirement that all employees of Simpsons Sears work Friday evenings and Saturdays on a
rotation basis. Ms. O'Malley was a Seventh Day Adventist and her religion required strict observance
of the Sabbath from sundown Friday to sundown Saturday. Clearly this employment requirement was not
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imposed with the intention of discriminating against Ms. O'Malley as a Seventh Day Adventist.
Nonetheless, the rule had a discriminatory effect, forcing her to choose between her employment and
her religion.
Although the discrimination was unintentional, the Supreme Court of Canada found that Ms. O'Malley was
discriminated against. Further, the Court ruled that policies or practices that appear neutral on
their face, but which have an adverse effect on a protected group, contravene the law. Because human
rights legislation is remedial in nature and must be given an interpretation that will fulfil the broad
aim of eliminating discrimination, the Court concluded that it is not necessary to prove intent in
order to establish that discrimination has occurred, and that discrimination must be identified by its
effects.
When discrimination is identified by its effects, it is also clear that treatment is not
determinative. In some cases, as in O'Malley, identical treatment causes discrimination, and
asymmetrical treatment may be necessary to create equality. The assumption, inherent in a formal
equality approach, that same treatment is good and different treatment is bad, has exploded when
tribunals and courts have had to apply the law to the realities of discrimination in Canada. The
repudiation of same treatment as a formula for equality began early in human rights adjudication. In
cases such as Tharp v. Lornex Mining Corp. Ltd.,48 Singh v. Security and Investigation Services Ltd.,49
and Colfer v. Ottawa Police Commission,50 Boards of Inquiry found that same treatment caused
discrimination. In Tharp, a British Columbia Board of Inquiry ruled that Jean Tharp was denied
company-provided room and board at a mining site because of her sex, contrary to her right to be free
from discrimination. The Board of Inquiry rejected the company's argument that it had offered her the
“equality” of sharing the men's bunk house, shower, and washroom facilities.51 In Singh, the Board of
Inquiry found that the complainant was discriminated against by a rule that required all employees to
be clean-shaven and to wear caps. Mr. Singh was a practising Sikh, and the tenets of his religion
forbade him from shaving and required him to wear a turban. In Colfer, the Board of Inquiry found that
Ann Colfer was discriminated against by a rule that required all Ottawa police officers to meet
standard height and weight requirements. Because the standards were based on a male norm, they had the
effect of screening out a disproportionate number of women. Had the adjudicators in these cases
applied a same treatment model of equality, findings of discrimination could not have been made.
The issue of the adequacy of same treatment as the formula for equality reached the higher courts in
the 1980s. In 1985 the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal handed down its decision in Huck v. Canadian Odeon
Theatres.52 (A subsequent application for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was refused.)
In this case, the Court was called upon to decide whether Canadian Odeon Theatres had discriminated
against Michael Huck because of his physical disability. Mr. Huck, who had muscular dystrophy and used
a motorized wheelchair, was refused service at the new Canadian Odeon Theatre in Regina unless he
agreed to sit in front of the front row of seats. The theatre argued that Mr. Huck had been offered the
same service as every other patron: a ticket for the movie and a seat to watch it from. If Mr. Huck
could not enjoy the service in the same way as everyone else, the problem was caused by his disability,
not by the theatre, it was contended. The Saskatchewan Court of Appeal rejected this analysis in
forceful terms:
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If that interpretation of the meaning of discrimination … is correct then the right not
to be discriminated for physical disability … is meaningless. If that interpretation is
correct, I can conceive of no situation in which a disabled person could be discriminated
against in the use of accommodation, services or facilities which are offered to the
public. If that interpretation is correct, the owner of a public facility, who offers
washroom facilities of the same kind offered to the public generally to a disabled person
or offers any other service notwithstanding that it can't be used by a wheelchair reliant
person, will then be found to have discharged his obligation under the Code. A physically
reliant person does not, in my opinion, acquire an equal opportunity to utilize facilities
or services which are of no use to him or her. Identical treatment does not necessarily
mean equal treatment or lack of discrimination.53
The Court further stated:
The treatment of a person differently from others may or may not amount to discrimination
just as treating people equally is not determinative of the issue. If the effect of the
treatment has adverse consequences which are incompatible with the objects of the
legislation by restricting or excluding a right of full and equal recognition and exercise
of those rights it will be discriminatory.54
The Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Brooks v. Canada Safeway55 also added important nuances to
the understanding of equality. In this decision, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that Canada
Safeway's disability plan discriminated against pregnant employees, and that discrimination because
of pregnancy is discrimination because of sex within the meaning of the Manitoba Human Rights Act.56
The Canada Safeway disability plan provided 26 weeks of benefits to any worker who had worked for
Safeway for three months and who had to be absent from work for health reasons. However, it denied
benefits to pregnant employees during a 17-week period commencing 10 weeks before childbirth and
extending six weeks after it. Benefits were denied during this period no matter whether women were
unable to work because of pregnancy-related complications or non-pregnancy-related illnesses.
Unemployment Insurance maternity benefits provided an imperfect substitute for the disability
benefits because they provided less money for a shorter time. The Court's decision in Brooks
repudiated Bliss v. Canada (A.G.),57 a ruling made 10 years earlier under the Canadian Bill of Rights.
In Bliss, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled in 1979 that the Unemployment Insurance Act, which had a
provision similar to the Canada Safeway disability plan, did not discriminate on the basis of sex.
Stella Bliss challenged the Act when she was denied unemployment insurance benefits because she was
pregnant. Even though she had worked the requisite number of weeks to qualify for them, Ms. Bliss could
not claim regular unemployment benefits because the Act barred a pregnant woman from claiming regular
unemployment insurance benefits in the 15 weeks immediately surrounding the birth of her child.
Denied regular benefits, Ms. Bliss could not qualify for unemployment insurance pregnancy benefits
either. The Unemployment Insurance Act required a woman to have been employed for a longer period to be
eligible for these benefits. Because she was not eligible under this rule, Bliss could not get any
benefits. She was refused pregnancy benefits because she did not qualify and refused regular benefits
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because she was pregnant. In both ways, Ms. Bliss was discriminated against because of her sex.
However, the Court ruled that there was no discrimination based on sex, “since the distinction being
made is not between male and female persons, but between pregnant and non-pregnant persons.”58 The
Court adopted the view that because not all women become pregnant, the distinction is not one based on
sex. It overlooked the fact that only women become pregnant and that laws that discriminate against
those who are pregnant discriminate against women exclusively.
The Court expressed agreement with Justice Pratte of the Federal Court of Appeal who said:
Assuming the respondent to have been “discriminated against,” it would not have been by
reason of her sex. Section 46 applies to women, and has no application to women who are not
pregnant, and it has no application, of course to men. If section 46 treats unemployed
pregnant women differently from other unemployed persons, be they male or female, it is,
it seems to me, because they are pregnant not because they are women.59
In other words, by treating all non-pregnant persons the same (whether male or female), the Act
satisfied the requirement of neutrality, that is, of treating likes alike.
The Bliss Court also distinguished penalties from benefits, contending that there should be a
difference in the way that equality analysis thinks about penalizing legislation, such as a criminal
law provision, that treats one section of the population more harshly than others, and legislation
providing “additional benefits to one class of women.” Contrasting the case of Drybones, which dealt
with a Criminal Code provision that made it an offence for an Indian to be intoxicated, the Court said:
There is a wide difference between legislation which treats one section of the population
more harshly than all others by reason of race as in the case of Regina v. Drybones, and
legislation providing additional benefits to one class of women, specifying conditions
which entitle a claimant to such benefits and defining a period during which no benefits
are available.60
Looking back at Bliss, it can be seen as an early blueprint for derailing challenges to laws and
policies that contribute to the economic inequality of women. In Bliss the Court shifted
responsibility for the inequality complained of by Stella Bliss away from the legislative scheme,
finding the cause of the inequality did not reside in the legislation but rather was created by nature.
The Court said that “[these provisions] are concerned with conditions from which men are excluded. Any
inequality between the sexes in this area is not created by legislation but by nature.”61
Because of that reasoning, it was important that 10 years later in Brooks, the Court repudiated Bliss.
Unlike Bliss, which made the social disadvantage associated with pregnancy disappear, the Brooks
decision makes disadvantage visible. In Brooks the Court found that burdening women with a
disproportionate share of the cost of procreation is discriminatory. The Court anchored its analysis
in the purpose of human rights legislation, saying:
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… one of the purposes of anti-discrimination legislation … is the removal of unfair
disadvantages which have been imposed on individuals or groups in society. Such an unfair
disadvantage may result when the costs of an activity from which all of society benefits
are placed upon a single group of persons. This is the effect of the Safeway plan. It
cannot be disputed that everyone in society benefits from procreation. The Safeway plan,
however, places one of the major costs of procreation entirely upon one group in society:
pregnant women. … Removal of such unfair impositions upon women and other groups in
society is a key purpose of anti-discrimination legislation.62
Women experience a tangible and serious disadvantage when they are penalized because of childbearing
or childbearing capacity. This is a social consequence of biology that men will never experience.
Unlike Bliss, the Brooks decision makes women's disadvantage visible precisely because it admits that
women are negatively affected by pregnancy-related discrimination in a way that men are not. In Brooks
the Court found that the social disadvantages that are uniquely linked to women's gender are issues of
sex discrimination.
It is notable in the Brooks decision that the Court pays attention to a larger social context of
childbearing and the inequality of women. The Court does not focus solely on the narrow question of the
legitimacy of the Safeway disability plan, but considers also the broader question of what is
necessary for women to be able to function equally in society. The pervasiveness of discrimination
based on pregnancy and the unfair disadvantage to women created by this are recognized and taken into
account in determining that discrimination has occurred.
As in the decision in Brooks, in Janzen v. Platy Enterprises Ltd.63 the Supreme Court of Canada adopted
an inclusive, effects-based approach to the ground of sex discrimination that prioritizes the
perspective of women, and assesses the significance of the challenged law or practice in the context of
the social, historical, economic, and political realities of discrimination. In this case, this
approach led the Supreme Court of Canada to conclude that sexual harassment is sex discrimination. Had
the Court followed the reasoning of Bliss, or the reasoning of the lower courts, sexual harassment
would have been dismissed as a matter of an individual man's sexual attraction to a particular woman.
Instead, the Court recognized that sexual harassment is experienced by women predominantly, and that
sexual harassment is an acting out of power relations between dominant men and subordinate women. As
such, it is a form of sex discrimination.
The acceptance of effects as the test of discrimination has led not only to an expanded and more
complicated understanding of how discrimination occurs, but also to the recognition of systemic
discrimination. In addition to the fact that systemic discrimination can be recognized by its effects,
it can also be recognized by the fact that it affects whole groups of people. Canadian adjudicators
have moved beyond the notion that discrimination is a smattering of isolated events, unconnected to
history or social context, which occur between individuals. Although individual instances of
discrimination occur and require individual remedies, there is also discrimination that affects whole
groups of people because of their sex, race, disability, or sexual orientation. That a rule or practice
has an impact on a whole group is a key element of what is meant by systemic discrimination.
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Systemic discrimination was identified in Action Travail des Femmes,64 a case initiated and carried
forward by Action Travail des Femmes, a Montreal women's organization. In that case, the Supreme Court
said that “[t]he complaint was not that of a single complainant or even of a series of individual
complainants; it was a complaint of systemic discrimination practised against an identifiable
group.”65 The Court held that, in a case of systemic discrimination, a systemic remedy is appropriate.
The evidence in the case of Action Travail des Femmes revealed that women were being systematically
discriminated against with respect to employment in blue-collar jobs with the Canadian National
Railway. Women were discriminated against at the time they applied for jobs. They were also required to
take discriminatory tests, required to have unnecessary qualifications, and harassed on the job if
they were hired. Some of the discrimination was overt in form; for example, there was sex-based
harassment on the job. Some of it occurred through the discriminatory operation of seemingly neutral
requirements; for example, tests were used that screened out a disproportionate number of women and
were not job related. The result was a pattern of exclusion of women from blue-collar jobs. At the end
of 1981, there were only 57 women in blue-collar jobs in the St. Lawrence region of Canadian National
Railway. These 57 women were 0.7 percent of Canadian National's blue-collar labour force in the
region.
In the circumstances, the Tribunal that originally heard the complaint considered it necessary to
order that a number of steps be taken to rectify the situation. It ordered Canadian National to cease
using discriminatory tests and requiring women to take physical tests that were not given to men; to
change its recruitment and interviewing practices; to stop its supervisory personnel from
discriminating when hiring; and to take steps to prevent women from being sexually harassed on the job.
In addition, it ordered Canadian National to hire one woman in every four new hires until the
representation of women in blue-collar jobs in the St. Lawrence region reached 13 percent.
Canadian National disputed the part of the remedial order that set the hiring quota. At the Supreme
Court level the question was whether the Tribunal had erred in fashioning such a remedy. The Court
concluded that it had not, and described the operation of the remedy in this way:
An employment equity programme … is designed to work in three ways. First, by countering
the cumulative effects of systemic discrimination, such a programme renders further
discrimination pointless. To the extent that some intentional discrimination may be
present, for example in the case of a foreman who controls hiring and who simply does not
want women in the unit, a mandatory employment equity scheme places women in the unit
despite the discriminatory intent of the foreman. His battle is lost.
Secondly, by placing members of the group that had previously been excluded into the heart
of the work place and by allowing them to prove ability on the job, the employment equity
scheme addresses the attitudinal problem of stereotyping. For example, if women are seen
to be doing the job of “brakeman” or heavy cleaner or signaller at Canadian National, it
is no longer possible to see women as capable of fulfilling only certain traditional
occupational roles. It will become more and more difficult to ascribe characteristics to
an individual by reference to the stereotypical characteristics ascribed to all women.
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Thirdly, an employment equity programme helps to create what has been termed a “critical
mass” of the previously excluded group in the work place. This “critical mass” has
important effects. The presence of a significant number of individuals from the targeted
group eliminates the problems of “tokenism”; it is no longer the case that one or two
women, for example, will be seen to “represent” all women. … Moreover, women will not be
so easily placed on the periphery of management concern. The “critical mass” also
effectively remedies systemic inequities in the process of hiring … once a “critical mass”
of the previously excluded group has been created in the work force, there is a
significant chance for the continuing self-correction of the system.66
The Court concluded:
To render future discrimination pointless, to destroy discriminatory stereotyping and to
create the required “critical mass” of target group participation in the work force, it
is essential to combat the effects of past systemic discrimination. In so doing,
possibilities are created for the continuing amelioration of employment opportunities for
the previously excluded group. The dominant purpose of employment equity programmes is
always to improve the situation of the target group in the future. … Systemic remedies
must be built upon the experience of the past so as to prevent discrimination in the
future. Specific hiring goals … are a rational attempt to impose a systemic remedy on a
systemic problem.67
At virtually the same time as the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Action Travail des Femmes, the
Court issued another decision underlining its position on the remedial character of human rights
legislation. In Canada (Treasury Board) v. Robichaud,68 the Court was asked to decide whether the
Department of National Defence (DND) was liable for an employee's sexual harassment by her supervisor,
Dennis Brennan. Drawing on its earlier decisions, the Supreme Court of Canada found that DND was liable
for the harassment because only the employer could provide an effective remedy.
The Court stated:
Since the Act is essentially concerned with the removal of discrimination, as opposed to
punishing anti-social behaviour, it follows that the motives or intention of those who
discriminate are not central to its concerns. Rather the Act is directed to redressing
socially undesirable conditions quite apart from the reasons for their existence.69
… the Act is not aimed at determining fault or punishing conduct. It is remedial. Its aim
is to identify and eliminate discrimination. If this is to be done, then the remedies must
be effective, consistent with the “almost constitutional” nature of the rights
protected.70
… if the Act is concerned with the effects of discrimination rather than its causes (or
motivations), it must be admitted that only an employer can remedy undesirable effects;
only an employer can provide the most important remedy — a healthy work environment. The
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legislative emphasis on prevention and elimination of undesirable conditions, rather than
on fault, moral responsibility and punishment, argues for making the Act's carefully
crafted remedies effective. … if the Act is to achieve its purpose, the Commission must
be empowered to strike at the heart of the problem, to prevent its recurrence and to
require that steps be taken to enhance the work environment.71
All these decisions, taken together, mean that in the 1990s there is a much more complex foundation for
equality analysis. Neither sameness nor difference of treatment is determinative. Discrimination has
a group-based dimension; identifying and eliminating it requires focusing on the broader social
context and on the conditions of the group in question. Effects of discrimination, not intentions, are
the concern of human rights protections; the goal is not to punish the perpetrator but to change the
circumstances of the victims.
Charter Equality Rights Guarantees
In 1982, when Canada's Constitution was repatriated from Britain, a Charter of Rights and Freedoms
that includes equality guarantees was added. Those constitutional guarantees of equality, now in
section 15 of the Charter, are part of the trend of the past several decades in Canada to enact and
expand human rights protections that will reduce inequality. However, it was because of the danger
posed by decisions such as Bliss, which were rendered by courts under the Canadian Bill of Rights, that
women mounted a massive lobby to influence the wording of the Charter. Important amendments to the text
of the Charter were made, which can be directly traced to representations by women's organizations
concerning the inadequacy of Bill of Rights jurisprudence.
Section 15 underwent a transformation from a clause guaranteeing “equality before the law” and “equal
protection of the law” to a guarantee of these rights together with “equality under the law” and “equal
benefit of the law.” The additions were intended to give s. 15 substantive content and to ensure that
the guarantee is applied to benefits, not just penalties. Section 28, a specific sex equality
guarantee, was added to ensure that women would receive the equal benefit of all the rights guaranteed
in the Charter.
One of the strongest supports for the view that s. 15 is intended to promote conditions of equality for
historically disadvantaged groups is provided by s. 15(2) of the Charter. Section 15(2) authorizes
laws, programs, or activities designed to ameliorate “conditions” of disadvantage for members of
disadvantaged groups. Section 15(2) clarifies the meaning of Charter equality rights by ruling out the
idea that treating someone differently is, by definition, discriminatory.72
It was a logical next step in the evolution of equality law when the Supreme Court of Canada in Andrews
v. Law Society (British Columbia),73 its first decision interpreting the equality guarantees, swept
into s. 15 the human rights principles that it had shaped over the previous decade. “In general,” the
Court said, “the principles which have been applied under the Human Rights Acts are equally applicable
in considering questions of discrimination under
s. 15(1).”74
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Viewed against the backdrop of Bliss and other Bill of Rights equality cases,75 the 1989 decision of the
Supreme Court of Canada in Andrews was a watershed development.76 The facts of the case — a challenge by
a British subject to a citizenship requirement for practising law in British Columbia — were not
particularly important to women, but because it was the first Charter equality rights case to reach the
Supreme Court of Canada, the interpretive issues were critical. The question at the time of Andrews was
whether the Court would simply entrench formal equality or begin to develop a contemporary Canadian
theory of constitutional equality rights that could address the persistent, substantive inequality of
women, people of colour, Aboriginal people, and people with disabilities.
In Andrews the Court endorsed a concept of discrimination that focused on adverse effects, made group
disadvantage central to its analysis, and jettisoned any requirement for proof of intent to
discriminate.
Regarding the content of s. 15, the Court said:
The principle of equality before the law has long been recognized as a feature of our
constitutional tradition and found statutory recognition in the Canadian Bill of Rights.
However, unlike the Canadian Bill of Rights, which spoke only of equality before the law,
s. 15 (1) of the Charter provides much broader protection. Section 15 spells out four
basic rights (1) the right to equality before the law; (2) the right to equality under the
law; (3) the right to equal protection of the law; and (4) the right to equal benefit of
the law. The inclusion of these additional rights in s. 15 of the Charter was an attempt
to remedy some of the shortcomings of the right to equality under the Canadian Bill of
Rights.77
Concerning Bill of Rights case law such as Bliss, the Court said: “It is readily apparent that the
language of s. 15 was chosen to remedy some of the perceived defects under the Canadian Bill of
Rights.”78
In Turpin,79 a subsequent Charter equality rights decision, the Supreme Court of Canada elaborated
further on the approach articulated in Andrews, emphasizing the importance of a finding of
disadvantage that exists apart from the particular legal distinction being challenged. On behalf of a
unanimous Court, Wilson J. recognized that a purpose of s. 15 is “remedying or preventing
discrimination against groups suffering social, political and legal disadvantage in our society.”80
The Court's holding in Turpin was consistent with a conception of s. 15 as primarily concerned with the
remediation of the inequality of disadvantaged groups.
Since Andrews, various members of the Court have at various times confirmed their agreement with its
overall approach.81 They have also repudiated the similarly situated test;82 acknowledged the
inadequacies of a same treatment theory of equality;83 recognized the importance of discriminatory
effects and adverse effects analysis;84 affirmed that discrimination may be unintentional;85
emphasized the crucial role of context;86 endorsed a purposive interpretive approach to s. 15;87 and
identified as purposes of s. 15 the protection of human dignity and the prevention of distinctions that
may worsen the circumstances of those who have already suffered marginalization or historical
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disadvantage in our society.88
The Supreme Court of Canada has expressly recognized that Charter equality rights have positive
content. In Schachter v. Canada, a case concerning the right of fathers to parental leave, Lamer C.J.
stated:
The right which was determined to be violated here is a positive right: the right to equal
benefit of the law. … Other rights will be more in the nature of “negative rights” which
merely restrict government … the equality right is a hybrid of sorts since it is neither
purely positive nor purely negative. In some contexts it will be proper to characterize
s. 15 as providing positive benefits.89
Schachter was applied by the Ontario Court of Appeal in the case of Haig v. Canada, wherein it was held
that s. 15 requires the extension of human rights protections to gays and lesbians. Adopting a
purposive approach that places disadvantaged groups at the forefront of the analysis, Krever J.A.
stated:
[T]he remedy chosen must not only respect the role of the legislature but it must also
promote the purposes of the Charter. In choosing the remedy one must look to the values and
objectives of the Charter, because an appreciation of the Charter's deeper social
purposes is central to the determination of remedy, especially when the impugned
legislation confers a benefit on disadvantaged groups.90
These interpretive developments all reflect Canada's commitments to substantive equality.
Social Programs and Other Domestic Legislation
Canada's commitment to equality is expressed not just in those instruments that declare human rights
as their subject matter. It is expressed in other laws and in social programs as well. In particular,
it can be found in the laws and programs that constitute Canada's social safety net, including
unemployment insurance (now employment insurance), social assistance, public pensions, and health
care. These programs involve government in redistribution, regulation, and planning. Canada's social
safety net, along with workers' compensation schemes, labour standards legislation, health and safety
regulations, environmental laws, and other such interventions, all reflect a recognition of the
inability of nineteenth century laissez-faire capitalism or formal equality to provide fairness and
equality.
Family law reforms, equal pay laws, employment equity legislation, and workplace anti-harassment
policies also reflect a trend in Canadian law and policy to dismantle social hierarchies that are
premised on the economic and social subordination of women.
Section 36 of the Constitution
Also significant, as evidence that the normative content of equality is not necessarily fulfilled by
the absence of government intervention, is s. 36 of the Constitution which commits the federal
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government and the provinces together to “promoting equal opportunities for the well-being of all
Canadians”; “furthering economic development to reduce disparities in opportunities”; and “providing
essential public services of reasonable quality to all Canadians.”
The history of constitutional debates leading up to the enactment of s. 36 discloses a sensitivity to
the reality that the goal of individual equality is inextricably linked to the availability of an
adequate social safety net, and to the capacity of government to redistribute income in favour of
disadvantaged groups and regions. Moreover, it is clear that successive generations of Canadian
political leaders have recognized that the goals of economic equality and basic security for all
Canadians are so fundamental as to surpass regional interests.
These fundamental objectives were recognized by former Prime Minister Lester Pearson, who asserted in
a paper presented to the Federal/Provincial First Ministers' Conference held in Ottawa, on 5–7
February 1968:
The economic prospects of Canadians of certain regions remain more limited than those of
people in other regions. … Only through that sense of equality — equality in the
opportunities open to all Canadians, whatever their language or cultural heritage, and
wherever they may choose to live or move — can we give a purpose to Canada that will meet
the proper expectations of our people. And only through measures that will carry this
conviction — that we intend to make equality of opportunity an achievement as well as a
goal — can we preserve the unity of the country. … Caring for the less privileged, and the
disadvantaged, no longer is a matter for the local community alone; for haphazard
municipal or charitable relief. … [A] loose association of political units … would
jeopardize the ability of the federal government to contribute to rising living standards
for the people of Canada. … We believe that the Government of Canada must have the power
to redistribute income, between persons and between provinces, if it is to equalize
opportunity across the country. This would involve, as it does now, the rights to make
payments to individuals, for the purpose of supporting their income levels — old age
security pensions, unemployment insurance, family allowances — and the right to make
payments to provinces, for the purpose of equalizing the level of provincial government
services. It must involve, too, the powers of taxation which would enable the federal
government to tax those best able to contribute to those equalization measures. Only in
this way can the national government contribute to the equalization of opportunity in
Canada, and thus supplement and support provincial measures to this end.91
Similarly, former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau wrote:
There is no room in our society for great or widening disparities — disparities as between
the opportunities available to individual Canadians, or disparities in the opportunities
or the public services available in the several regions of the country. … [The federal
government] must have the power to redistribute income and to maintain reasonable levels
of livelihood for individual Canadians, if the effects of regional disparities on
individual citizens are to be minimized. The provincial governments … must be able to
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provide an adequate standard of public services to their citizens and to support the
incomes of those who are in need.92

Conclusion
Canada has made commitments to equality at every level — internationally, constitutionally, in quasiconstitutional human rights statutes in every jurisdiction, and through related laws, social
programs, and other forms of social regulation. These various levels of commitments are not
disconnected from each other; they are components of a larger equality framework. Each instrument can
be given its full meaning only when it is seen as part of this framework, and not in isolation.
There is widespread consensus in Canada that equality is a central and fundamental value, and that
women are entitled to it. Although the idea of formal equality still has power and is being reasserted
now by corporate and political forces, it is clear that Canada's human rights treaty commitments,
domestic human rights legislation, the Charter's equality guarantees, the social safety net and
related legislation, as well as s. 36 of the Constitution, are commitments to a vision of social
equality that goes well beyond what is offered by formal equality.
There can be no question, looking at the larger framework of Canada's equality commitments and all its
components, that it encompasses a commitment to the elimination of women's social and economic
inequality. The question now is: Will Canada live up to this commitment?
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qualification in s. 15 that the differential treatment be `without discrimination' is determinative of whether or not there has
been a violation of the section. It is only when one of the four equality rights has been denied with discrimination that the
values protected by s. 15 are threatened and the court's legitimate role as the protector of such values comes into play.” As
well, in Miron v. Trudel, [1995] 2 S.C.R. 418 at 484, 10 M.V.R. (3d) 151, 23 O.R. (3d) 160 (note) [1995] 1 L.R. 1-3185, 13 R.F.L.
(4th) 1, 181 N.R. 253, 124 D.L.R. (4th) 693, 81 O.A.C. 253 [hereinafter Miron cited to S.C.R.] McLachlin J., writing for the
majority, L'Heureux-Dubé J. in a separate concurring opinion, and Gonthier J. in dissent, all acknowledge Andrews as supplying
the analytical framework for the s. 15 analysis.
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La Forest J., writing for the majority in McKinney v. University of Guelph, [1990] 3 S.C.R. 229 at 279, 91 C.L.L.C. 17,004, 76
D.L.R. (4th) 545, 118 N.R. 1, 13 C.H.R.R. D/171, 45 O.A.C. 1, 2 O.R. (3d) 319 (note) 2 C.R.R. (2d) 1 [hereinafter McKinney cited
to S.C.R.], repudiated the similarly situated test as mechanical and stated, “I do not believe that the similarly situated test
can be applied other than mechanically, and I do not believe that it survived Andrews v. Law Society of British Columbia.”
In Symes v. Canada, [1993] 4 S.C.R. 695 at 754, 94 D.T.C. 6001, 161 N.R. 243, [1994] 1 C.T.C. 40, 19 C.R.R. (2d) 1, 110 D.L.R.
(4th) 470, [1994] W.D.F.L. 171 [hereinafter Symes cited to S.C.R.] Iacobucci J., writing for the majority, reaffirmed the
Court's discarding of the similarly situated test. Iacobucci J. also noted that in Andrews the Court had rejected the view that
s. 15 analysis should be governed by the comparison of similarly situated persons.
In Miron, supra note 81 at 466, L'Heureux-Dubé J. noted that the similarly situated test “was rejected by this Court on the basis
that it contemplated only formal, Aristotelian equality, and because it excluded any consideration of the nature of the impugned
law itself …” In asserting that the similarly situated test had been rejected, L'Heureux-Dubé J. pointed to Andrews, supra note
73 at 165–68.
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In Symes, ibid. at 754, the same treatment model of equality was discarded by Iacobucci J., writing for the majority. In that
case, Iacobucci J. recognized that s. 15 is more concerned with the impact of an impugned law than its form. He stated that
“Section 15(1) guarantees more than formal equality; it guarantees that equality will be mainly concerned with the `impact of the
law on the individual or group concerned.'”
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In McKinney, supra note 82 at 279, La Forest J., writing for the majority, acknowledged that s. 15 protects against adverse
effects discrimination. He states that, “not only does the Charter protect from direct or intentional discrimination, it also
protects from adverse impact discrimination.” The same acknowledgement was made in Symes, supra note 82 at 755, by Iacobucci J.
who stated that “it is clear that a law may be discriminatory even if it is not directly or expressly discriminatory. In other
words, adverse effects discrimination is comprehended by s. 15(1).” Iacobucci J. also referred to the opinion of McIntyre in
O'Malley, supra note 47, holding that discrimination may result from the adverse effects of a facially neutral rule, and a
finding of discrimination may be made even if there is no intention to discriminate.
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In Swain, supra note 81 at 990, Lamer C.J. clearly notes that discrimination may be unintentional when he cites the Andrews
definition of discrimination as: “[A] distinction, whether intentional or not but based on grounds relating to personal
characteristics of the individual or group, which has the effect of imposing burdens, obligations, or disadvantages on such
individual or group not imposed upon others, or which withholds or limits access to opportunities, benefits, and advantages
available to other members of society”. Lamer C.J. also notes that this definition of “discrimination” was affirmed in McKinney.
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In Swain, ibid. at 991, Lamer C.J. looks to Wilson J.'s judgment in Turpin and reaffirms the correctness of the view that in
determining whether the requirement of discrimination is present in a particular case, it is important to look not only at the
impugned legislation which has created a distinction, but also to the “larger social, political and legal context.” Thus, Lamer
C.J. opines that, “in determining whether an individual or group falls into a category analogous to those specifically
enumerated in s. 15, courts must examine `the place of the group in the entire social, political and legal fabric of our
society.'”
The need to contextualize is also underlined by Iacobucci J. in Symes, supra note 82 at 756. Iacobucci J. also looks to Wilson
J.'s decision in Turpin for the proposition that in determining whether there is discrimination, it is important to look not only
at the impugned legislation but also to the larger social, political, and legal context. He notes that “[w]hat is recognized by
both Andrews and Turpin is that the working definition of `discrimination' is not self-applying. Instead, within the analytical
parameters established by that definition, this Court must `search for indicia of discrimination.'” (See Turpin, supra note 79
at 1333 and Symes, ibid. at 757.)
In her dissent in Symes, ibid. at 826, L'Heureux-Dubé J. also notes the importance of context. She states: “I believe that it is
important to recall the context in which the determination of Charter issues must be considered, as was set out by my colleague in
reference to Wilson J.'s statement in R. v. Turpin, [1989] 1 S.C.R. 1296, and as I wrote in R. v. Seaboyer, [1991] 2 S.C.R. 577 at
647: `It is my view that the constitutional questions must be examined in their broader political, social and historical context
in order to attempt any kind of meaningful constitutional analysis.'”
In a dissenting opinion in Miron, supra note 81 at 438, Gonthier J. also acknowledges the importance of context. He states that
“[t]he larger context importantly informs all stages of the analysis and ensures that it is not narrowly restricted to the `four
corners of the impugned legislation'”; Gonthier J. quotes from Wilson J. in Turpin, supra note 79 at 1332.
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In Egan v. Canada, [1995] 2 S.C.R. 513, 95 C.L.L.C. 210-025, [1995] W.D.F.L. 981, C.E.B. & P.G.R. 8216, 12 R.F.L. (4th) 201, 124
D.L.R. (4th) 609, 182 N.R. 161, 29 C.R.R. (2d) 79, 96 F.T.R 80 (note) [hereinafter Egan cited to S.C.R.], an opinion in which
there are three major divisions, the interpretive mantra is repeated, with La Forest J. writing for himself and three other
members of the Court, emphasizing the importance of contextual analysis. La Forest J. cites Gonthier J. and Wilson J. in Turpin,
supra note 79 at 1331–32, for the proposition that “[the s. 15 analysis] must be linked to an examination of the larger context,
and in particular with an understanding that the Charter was, in Dickson C.J.'s words, `not enacted in a vacuum,' but must `be
placed in its proper linguistic, philosophic and historical contexts' if we are to avoid mechanical and sterile categorization.”
See Egan, ibid. at 532. Also in Egan, Sopinka J. opines, using a quote from La Forest J. in McKinney (see McKinney, supra note 82
at 318–19) that “[t]he courts should adopt a stance that encourages legislative advances in the protection of human rights.” See
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Egan, ibid. at 574. As will be discussed in the text, Sopinka J. finds that discrimination based on sexual orientation in this
case is a reasonable limit on equality rights, pursuant to s. 1 of the Charter. However, the point here is to highlight the
apparent agreement among the judges as to the goal of s. 15 and the framework for interpreting it.
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In Egan, ibid. at 544, an extended exposition on the purpose of s. 15, written by L'Heureux-Dubé J., in dissent, characterizes
s. 15 as both an individual rights guarantee that protects fundamental human dignity and a protection for vulnerable groups
against systemic discrimination. She reminds the Court of its previous holdings in Andrews and Turpin which have held that “an
important, though not necessarily exclusive, purpose of s. 15 is the prevention or reduction of distinctions that may worsen the
circumstances of those who have already suffered marginalization or historical disadvantage in our society.” Cory and Iacobucci
JJ. also highlight the s. 15 goal of protecting human dignity. Cory J. writes on behalf of himself and Iacobucci J. that
“[s]ection 15(1) of the Charter is of fundamental importance to Canadian society. The praiseworthy object of the section is the
prevention of discrimination and the promotion of a `society in which all are secure in the knowledge that they are recognized at
law as human beings equally deserving of concern, respect and consideration. It has a large remedial component': Andrews v. Law
Society of British Columbia, [1989] 1 S.C.R. 143, at p. 171. It has been recognized that the purpose of s. 15(1) is `to advance
the value that all persons be subject to the equal demands and burdens of the law and not suffer any greater disability in the
substance and application of the law than others.': R. v. Turpin, [1989] 1 S.C.R. 1296, at p. 1329. It is this section of the
Charter, more than any other, which recognizes and cherishes the innate human dignity of every individual. It is this section
which recognizes that no legislation should treat individuals unfairly simply on the basis of personal characteristics which
bear no relationship to their merit, capacity or need.” See Egan, ibid. at 583–84.
In Thibaudeau v. Canada (M.N.R.), [1995] 2 S.C.R. 627 at 701, [1995] W.D.F.L. 957, [1995] 1 C.T.C. 382, 95 D.T.C. 5273, 12 R.F.L.
(4th) 1, 124 D.L.R. (4th) 449, 182 N.R. 1, 29 C.R.R. (2d) 1, Cory and Iacobucci JJ. indicate that the purpose of s. 15(1) is to
protect human dignity by ensuring that all individuals are recognized at law as being equally deserving of concern, respect and
consideration. This leads them to the conclusion that it is the effect that an impugned distinction has upon a claimant which is
the prime concern under s. 15(1).
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Schachter v. Canada (Employment & Immigration Commission), [1992] 2 S.C.R. 679 at 721, 93 D.L.R. (4th) 1, 139 N.R. 1, 92
C.L.L.C. 14,036, 10 C.R.R. (2d).
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Haig v. Canada (1992) 9 O.R. (3d) 495 at 505, 94 D.L.R. (4th) 1, 57 O.A.C. 272, 92 C.L.L.C. 17,034, 10 C.R.R. (2d) 287.
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The Right Honourable Lester B. Pearson, Prime Minister of Canada, Federalism for the Future: A Statement of Policy by the
Government of Canada (Ottawa: Government of Canada, 1968) at 4, 12, 16, 38.
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The Right Honourable Pierre Elliott Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada, The Constitution and the People of Canada: An Approach
to the Objectives of Confederation, the Rights of People and the Institutions of Government (Ottawa: Government of Canada, 1969)
at 8, 10.
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CHAPTER 3
The Arguments of the Opposition*
Introduction
What are the rationalizations offered for not giving full effect to Canada's equality commitments?
This chapter is concerned with the rhetorical moves that are used to push the social and economic
dimensions of inequality outside the equality rights frame. The equality rights guarantees that are
intended to give effect to equality commitments are always in danger of being marginalized and
diminished so that less powerful groups do not receive the full benefit of them. Because of this, it is
essential to understand the rationalizations given for escaping from the equality commitments that are
so important to women, and the form those rationalizations take in standard argumentation.
We draw on decisions of the courts to illustrate the rhetorical moves, noting, however, that the same
arguments are made by governments outside the courts and by the media. They infect public debate.
Five Charter equality cases are drawn upon: Egan v. Canada,1 a gay rights challenge to a public pension
plan; Masse v. Ontario (Ministry of Community and Social Services),2 a challenge to cuts in social
assistance programs, brought by welfare recipients; Eldridge v. British Columbia,3 which challenges
the lack of interpreter services for people who are deaf; Symes v. Canada,4 and Thibaudeau v. Canada,5
which are women's claims of sex discrimination in the income tax system. These cases have been chosen
because they illuminate a range of problems in the way that courts have been dealing with Charter
challenges in areas that are thought to engage social and/or economic policy considerations.6 They
also reveal what arguments government lawyers have been advancing in such cases.
The cases tell a story about how equality rights can get divorced from the social and economic
dimensions of inequality and be rendered ineffectual. They also tell a story about a judiciary that is
not yet reconciled to the task of responding to the equality rights claims of groups, and the
discriminatory effects that certain taxation and expenditure choices may have on such groups. And some
decisions reveal a judiciary that is divided, and — particularly at the level of the Supreme Court of
Canada — divided along gender lines.
However, the obstacles that confronted the rights claimants in these cases are not necessarily
confined to Charter litigation, because they are obstacles that can be traced back to the enduring
influence of formal equality thinking. It follows that similar problems can be anticipated in
connection with efforts to enforce Canada's human rights treaty commitments, notwithstanding that the
treaties speak to issues of social and economic inequality explicitly, concretely, and unambiguously.

*

Gwen Brodsky is the sole author of this chapter.
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It also bears underscoring that Charter equality rights law is not only a source of information about
what judges think. The cases also reveal a lot about what governments consider their equality
obligations to be. In particular, the cases reveal government ambivalence about having rights claims
enforced against them, even though enforceability is essential to the definition of a right.
It appears that governments are especially reluctant to submit to adjudication of rights claims that
are brought by women or other disadvantaged groups that raise questions about how government funds are
raised and spent (or not spent) on social programs such as pensions, health care, and social
assistance. Governments are not quite as reluctant to have their criminal laws subjected to review by a
court, because judicial review of criminal laws and practices accords with an older recognition that
in their police role governments threaten the liberty of some individuals. Governments are more or
less resigned to the courts having a role as protectors of “the individual.” However, when it comes to
the more recently acknowledged and developed role of the state as regulator of the economy and provider
of social programs, and to the insight that human rights violations have group dimensions, governments
are ambivalent about giving up power to any independent oversight body. This ambivalence places Canada
in a contradictory position. On the one hand, Canada wants to, and does, hold itself out as a world
leader in its commitments to equality and social justice, pointing to the Charter and human rights
statutes as evidence of those commitments. On the other hand, governments want to be free to abandon
and minimize their commitments at will, as though they were merely policy objectives, and not real
rights.
The goal of achieving equality for women cannot be served by interpretive approaches that either place
issues of economic inequality outside the purview of equality rights or that allow governments to deny
responsibility for legislated social and economic inequality.

Overview of the Cases
Egan v. Canada
The appellants Egan and Nesbit, two gay men who had lived together since 1948, challenged the spousal
allowance provisions of the Old Age Security Act. When Mr. Egan became 65 years old in 1968, he began to
receive old age security and guaranteed annual income supplements under the Old Age Security Act. On
reaching age 60, Mr. Nesbit applied for spousal allowance under s. 19(1) of the Act, which is available
to spouses between the ages of 60 to 65 whose combined income falls below a fixed level.
Mr. Nesbit's application was rejected on the basis that his relationship with Mr. Egan did not fall
within the definition of “spouse” in the Act, which includes a person of the opposite sex who is living
with the pensioner, if the two persons have publicly represented themselves as husband and wife.
Messrs. Nesbit and Egan brought an action in the Federal Court seeking a declaration that the
definition should be extended to include “partners in same-sex relationships otherwise akin to a
conjugal relationship.” The Trial Division dismissed the action. The Federal Court of Appeal upheld
the judgment. In the Supreme Court of Canada a majority of five judges held that the Act was
discriminatory. However, Sopinka J. held that the equality rights violation was justified pursuant to
s. 1 of the Charter. The four remaining judges held that the Act was not discriminatory, and in the
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alternative that s. 1 of the Charter provided a justification.
Masse v. Ontario (Ministry of Community and Social Services)
In the Masse case, multiple plaintiffs joined together to challenge the welfare cuts of Ontario's
Harris government. Their claim was that the cuts were discriminatory in that they imposed a
disproportionate responsibility for fiscal austerity measures on welfare recipients, contrary to s.
15 of the Charter, and that the cuts pushed welfare recipients below an irreducible minimum standard
without fundamental justice, contrary to s. 7 of the Charter. The applicants filed extensive evidence
attesting to the fact that the government had targeted welfare recipients for prejudicial treatment,
and that reduced rates were creating extreme hardship including hunger and loss of shelter. A Court of
three judges, Corbett, O'Driscoll, and O'Brien JJ., dismissed the claim.7
Eldridge v. British Columbia
In Eldridge (B.C.C.A.),8 the appellants, Robin Eldridge and Linda and John Warren, challenged the
Medical and Health Care Services Act and the Hospital Insurance Act because of a failure to provide
medical interpreting services for the deaf as a benefit, effectively denying to the deaf medical
services that are available to the hearing.
A medical interpreting service was previously provided to deaf people in the Lower Mainland of British
Columbia by an organization known as the Western Institute for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing. The
Institute had stopped the service because it no longer had sufficient monies to pay for it.
Robin Eldridge and the Warrens brought suit in the British Columbia Supreme Court against the
provincial government. They sought relief under s. 15 of the Charter, which guarantees equal benefit
of the law without discrimination based on disability.9 The British Columbia Supreme Court dismissed
the application. The British Columbia Court of Appeal also rejected the claim. Hollinrake and Cumming
JJ.A. found that there was no discrimination. Lambert J.A. found that there was discrimination but
that it was justified under s. 1 of the Charter.
Thibaudeau v. Canada
Suzanne Thibaudeau challenged s. 56(1)(b) of the Income Tax Act (ITA) pursuant to which she was
required to pay income tax on child support received from her ex-husband. Section 56(1)(b) of the ITA
required a separated or divorced parent to include in income any amounts received as child support,
while s. 60(b) allowed the non-custodial parent who has paid child support to deduct those payments
from his income. For Ms. Thibaudeau the inclusion of the children's support payments in her taxable
income increased her tax burden by $3,705 in 1989, whereas the divorce decree provided only $1,200 for
this additional burden. The Federal Court of Appeal in a 2 to 1 decision held that the
deduction/inclusion scheme penalizes the custodial parent by imposing a proportionately higher tax
burden on her than on the non-custodial parent who benefits from a 100 percent deduction for the
amounts he pays towards the support of his children. On appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, a
majority found that there was no discrimination.
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Symes v. Canada
Beth Symes, a self-employed lawyer, sought the right to deduct child care expenses from her income
pursuant to the principle that expenses related to the cost of earning business income are deductible
expenses. She argued that child care is vital to women's ability to earn an income, and that to exclude
child care expenses from the concept of “business expense” is contrary to the basic principles of s. 15
of the Charter. Revenue Canada initially allowed the deductions claimed by Ms. Symes, but subsequently
disallowed them on the basis that child care expenses were not incurred for the purpose of producing
income, but rather were personal or living expenses. Ms. Symes appealed.
The Federal Court Trial Division agreed with Ms. Symes; however, the Federal Court of Appeal affirmed
Revenue Canada's refusal to recognize the claimed expenses. In the Supreme Court of Canada, a majority
of the Court ruled against Ms. Symes. McLachlin and L'Heureux-Dubé JJ. dissented.

Pushing the Social and Economic Dimensions of Inequality Outside the Equality Frame
The standard oppositional moves that are made to counter claims of discrimination in government
economic policy involve pushing the subject matter of the claim outside the boundary of law and into
the realm of the social and economic, and conducting the discrimination analysis in such a way as to
break the cause and effect linkage between the inequality complained of and the Charter's equality
guarantees.
The first move and the second move are closely related. In some decisions, such as Masse, several
things happen at once: a judge says both that the case is about social and economic policy that the
court should not interfere with, and that there is no discrimination. The moves are unified by
underlying premises. One underlying premise is that social and economic inequality are within the
control of the affected individual. A related premise is that because individuals can achieve equality
as a matter of personal choice and merit, there is no obligation on government to reduce de facto
disparities between groups and provide a social safety net. Governments may choose to do these things,
but the choice and the criteria for establishing program parameters and entitlements are within the
sole discretion of the government. However, for the sake of analytical clarity, we focus separately,
first, on the characterization of socio-economic policy as a special species of legislation, and
second, on the question of how discrimination analysis is conducted.
The Separation of Equality Rights from Social and Economic Policy
There is a line of government and judicial commentary contending that legislation concerning social or
economic policy questions should either be immune from judicial review, or subject to a lower standard
of scrutiny. The usual candidates for the socio-economic legislation category are income tax
legislation and social program legislation providing such benefits as health care, pensions, and
social assistance.
It would appear that this line of commentary finds its roots in two ideas. One idea is that economic
legislation is value neutral. The other idea is that it is not institutionally legitimate for courts to
intrude on government decision making that involves the allocation of resources between groups. Judges
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can and should do law. Law is concerned with a contest between the individual and the state, and not
with group interests, which are really policy issues. Policy issues should be left to legislatures.
Economics as Value Neutral
Governments have argued that some legislation is only based on economic realities and not on political
choices about how resources are to be distributed among groups. The idea is to elevate economic
considerations to a plane that transcends both law and politics, and excludes discriminatory motives.
In Thibaudeau (F.C.A.) such a characterization of the ITA found a supporter in Létourneau J.A. He said:
“The Income Tax Act is essentially economic legislation, which may even be described as amoral … its
purpose being to trace income and tax it on the basis of the social and economic needs of the community,
taking into account the reality of the taxpayer's situation … numerous provisions of the Act … impose
different burdens based on different economic realities.”10
Létourneau J.A.'s portrayal of the ITA as “essentially economic legislation, which may even be
described as amoral” serves, though perhaps unconsciously, to establish authority for the ITA that
places it outside the norm of equality, and in turn to shelter the judge's decision from scrutiny. The
inference to be drawn is that ordinary people are in no position to judge the ITA because it is driven
by unchallengeable, unknowable, value free, economic factors that should not be second guessed.
The income tax system is commonly portrayed by lawyers, economists, and others as amoral, that is,
neutral or value free. Lisa Philipps and Margot Young describe the problem this way:
There has been tremendous resistance to seeing the Income Tax Act for what it is: a social
policy document, influenced by notions of just distribution and ideologically-specific
understandings of ideal forms of social ordering. Instead, the ITA is often viewed as a
politically and morally neutral document, structured by the dictates of financial
accounting, economic theory and tax principles that permit no political shades or
shaping.11
An additional problem with an approach to equality rights that concedes that certain legislation has
neutral goals is that it draws attention away from the more important question, which is the effects of
the legislation. Even if income tax legislation were value neutral in its goals or intentions, which it
is not, equality rights analysis should be concerned with disparate effects.
The decision of the Federal Court of Appeal in Thibaudeau (F.C.A.) was appealed to the Supreme Court of
Canada.12 A majority of the Court rejected the view that the socio-economic label can operate so as to
completely immunize a certain category of legislation from review. On behalf of the majority,
Iacobucci J. said: “As must any other legislation, the Income Tax Act is subject to Charter scrutiny.
The scope of the s. 15 right is not dependent upon the legislation which is being challenged.”13
However, Gonthier J. contended in Thibaudeau that the “special nature” of the ITA is “a significant
factor that must be taken into account” in defining the scope of the right to equal benefit of the law.
Gonthier J. said:
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It is the very essence of the ITA to make distinctions, so as to generate revenue for
government while equitably reconciling a range of divergent interests. In view of this,
the right to equal benefit of the law cannot mean that each taxpayer has an equal right to
receive the same amounts, deductions or benefits, but merely the right to be equally
governed by the law.14
The decisions in Thibaudeau indicate a continuing reluctance on the part of some members of the
judiciary to subject tax law to the same equality standards as other legislation.15
Discrimination and the Democratic Legitimacy of the Courts
The first s. 15 case in which the issue of institutional legitimacy arises is Andrews, wherein La
Forest J. of the Supreme Court of Canada said: “Much economic and social policy-making is simply beyond
the institutional competence of courts: their role is to protect against incursions on fundamental
values, not to second guess policy decisions.”16 He also cautioned against judicial intervention in
areas “beyond the traditionally established and analogous policies against discrimination.”17
Initially, in Andrews, these statements were made in obiter, as cautionary notes.
However, the argument about institutional legitimacy has been repeatedly articulated by La Forest J.
Recently, in RJR MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (A.G.) he stated:
In drawing a distinction between legislation aimed at “mediating between groups” where
a higher standard of s. 1 justification may be appropriate, and legislation where the
state acts as the “singular antagonist of the individual”, where a higher standard of
justification is necessary, the Court in Irwin Toy was drawing upon the more fundamental
institutional distinction between the legislative and judicial functions that lies at the
very heart of our political and constitutional system. Courts are specialists in the
protection of liberty and the interpretation of legislation and are, accordingly, wellplaced to subject criminal legislation to careful scrutiny. However, courts are not
specialists in the realm of policy-making, nor should they be. This is a role properly
assigned to the elected representatives of the people, who have at their disposal the
necessary institutional resources to enable them to compile and assess social science
evidence, to mediate between competing social interests and reach out and protect
vulnerable groups. In according a greater degree of deference to social legislation than
to legislation in the criminal justice context, this Court has recognized these important
institutional differences between legislatures and the judiciary.18
A similar point was made by Décary J.A. in Symes (F.C.A.), although somewhat more succinctly and less
elegantly. Regarding Beth Symes's s. 15 challenge to the ITA, he expressed the view that courts ought
not to “fish” in “troubled economic waters” but rather defer to Parliament in the social and economic
domain.19
The idea that courts should defer to governments because of the superior capacity of governments to
deal with complex problems and protect vulnerable groups might be appealing but for the fact that in
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numerous s. 15 cases, the language of judicial deference has been used not to uphold legislation that
protects vulnerable groups, but rather to justify discrimination against them. In other words, judges'
anxieties about second guessing policy decisions translate into defeat for equality rights claimants.
The opinion of Lambert J.A. in Eldridge (B.C.C.A.) is illustrative. Lambert J.A. found that refusing
to provide interpreter services for people who are deaf is discriminatory. But then he observed that
there are competing demands on medical services and concluded that the discrimination should be
rectified, “if at all” by legislative or administrative action, but not by judicial action. He ruled
that discrimination against deaf people in the allocation of medical services is justified pursuant to
s. 1 of the Charter.20
Lambert J.A.'s deferential approach in Eldridge (B.C.C.A.) is particularly disturbing, given that he
clearly understood and agreed that the denial complained of was discriminatory, that the harm to the
disadvantaged group was great, and that the cost to government of rectifying the problem was small.
Lambert J.A. completely abandoned established frameworks for s. 1 analysis, including the requirement
that the respondent bear the burden of proving that the rights violation is justified in a free and
democratic society, substituting a policy of judicial non-responsibility. In essence, Lambert J.A.'s
hands-off approach to s. 1 is just a variation on the idea that there are certain kinds of legislation
to which s. 15 simply does not apply, a proposition that the Supreme Court of Canada has rejected.
The British Columbia Court of Appeal decision in Eldridge (B.C.C.A.) was overturned by the Supreme
Court of Canada on 9 October 1997.21 In a unanimous decision the Supreme Court of Canada held that where
sign language interpreters are necessary for effective communication in the delivery of medical
services, the failure to provide them constitutes a violation of s. 15 of the Charter, and is not a
reasonable limit on equality under s. 1. This outcome is a clear reversal of the Court of Appeal's
holding. However, it would be premature to say that the issue of judicial deference in relation to
social benefit schemes has gone away. In Eldridge the Supreme Court of Canada was at pains to
acknowledge that there is a lack of consensus in the Court about whether or not a deferential approach
should be adopted in such cases. The Court found its way around the issue by holding that the
challenged lack of interpreter services could not be upheld under s. 1, even on a deferential
approach.22
The dissenting opinion of Sopinka J. in Egan23 is also illustrative of the correlation between
expressed concern about the role of the courts and defeat for disadvantaged groups. Sopinka J. formed
part of the majority that held that the Old Age Security Act discriminates against gays, contrary to s.
15 of the Charter. However, relying on the notion that government should not second guess Parliament on
social policy questions involving competing interests between groups, he finds the discrimination to
be justified under s. 1 of the Charter.24
The following passage from the opinion of Sopinka J. in Egan confirms that the core image of rights
that animates his approach is that of the individual against the state. He states:
[T]he legislation in question represents the kind of socio-economic question in respect
of which the government is required to mediate between competing groups rather than being
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the protagonist [sic] of an individual. In these circumstances the Court will be more
reluctant to second-guess the choice which Parliament has made.25
The opinion of Sopinka J. in Egan has been subject to much criticism26 and was roundly rejected by four
of his colleagues on the Bench.27 It was not even entirely endorsed by any of the other judges.
Nonetheless, it determined the outcome of the case. Had Sopinka J. not ruled against the plaintiffs
under s. 1, they would have won their case by 5 to 4.
Similarly, in Egan, La Forest J. uses the language of judicial deference, not to support the equality
aspirations of gays, but rather to defeat them. Unlike Sopinka J., La Forest J. does not even find it
necessary to resort to s. 1. He finds that preferential treatment of heterosexual couples is simply not
discriminatory. Drawing on his earlier opinion in Andrews, La Forest J. says:
It would bring the legitimate work of our legislative bodies to a standstill if courts
were to question every distinction that had a disadvantageous effect on an enumerated or
analogous group. This would open up a s. 1 inquiry in every case involving a protected
group. [I]t was never intended in enacting s. 15 that it become a tool for the whole-sale
subjection to judicial scrutiny of variegated legislative choices in no way infringing
on values fundamental to a free and democratic society.28
The striking thing about La Forest J.'s opinion in Egan is that it shows very clearly that talk of
judicial deference, while purportedly about refraining from making a value judgement, can actually be
a cover or reinforcement for the judge's values. In Egan, La Forest J. does not decide to defer to
Parliament based on the notions of institutional role articulated in RJR MacDonald.29 He decides to
defer to Parliament because he agrees with the values that are promoted by the legislation. He does not
attempt to hide this. He says, with approval, “[The singling out of legally married and common law
couples for benefits] is deeply rooted in our fundamental values and traditions that could not have
been lost on the framers of the Charter.”30 He says further that “Parliament may quite properly give
special support to the institution of marriage” and to common law couples.31 Thus, at the same time as
clearly supporting the substantive content of the government's policy of favouritism towards the
“traditional” couple, the opinion of La Forest J. derives support from the language of judicial
restraint.
The approach of La Forest J. in Egan, although supported by three other judges on the Supreme Court, is
not the majority opinion; it is in fact a dissenting opinion. Similarly, the opinion of Sopinka J. in
Egan regarding the interpretation and application of s. 1 of the Charter is not the opinion of the
majority.32 However, in thinking about what is going wrong in the equality jurisprudence, these
opinions cannot be entirely discounted because the themes are repeated in lower court decisions such
as Masse.33
What is most striking about the Masse decision is how closely connected the legal category of socioeconomic policy is to the exclusion of poor people from rights. Poor people's issues, by definition,
are seen as issues for socio-economic policy and not as rights issues. Indeed, rights for people living
in poverty are seen as an oxymoron. The lawyers representing the Government of Ontario in Masse argued
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that “while poverty is a deeply troubling social problem it is not unconstitutional,”34 and
predictably, that the challenge to deep cuts in the welfare system “involves matters of economic and
social policy beyond the competence and jurisdiction of the courts.”35 [Emphasis added.] Clearly, this
theme had resonance for at least two members of the Ontario Divisional Court. O'Brien J., who dismissed
the claim in its entirety, begins his opinion by saying:
I approach the arguments on these issues bearing in mind the statements made by Sopinka
J. in Egan: “It is not realistic for the Court to assume that there are unlimited funds to
address the needs of all. A judicial approach on this basis would tend to make a government
reluctant to create any new social benefit scheme because their limits would depend on an
accurate prediction of the outcome of court proceedings under 15(1) of the Charter.”36
O'Brien J.'s approach, he indicates, is also informed by the following statement made by La Forest J.
in McKinney and approved by Sopinka J. in Egan:
But generally, courts should not lightly second-guess legislative judgment as to just how
quickly it should proceed in moving forward towards the ideal of equality.37
And he closes his opinion by saying, “I believe that the comments of La Forest J. in Andrews are
particularly appropriate to the applicants argument on the s. 15 issue.”38 He quotes La Forest J.
stating:
[I]t was never intended in enacting s. 15 that it become a tool for the wholesale
subjection to judicial scrutiny of variegated legislative choices in no way infringing
values fundamental to a free and democratic society. Like my colleague, I am not prepared
to accept that all [emphasis in the original] legislative classifications must be
rationally supportable before the courts. Much economic and social policy-making is
simply beyond the institutional competence of the courts. Their role is to protect against
incursions on fundamental values, not to second-guess policy decisions.39
In a separate opinion, O'Driscoll J., like O'Brien J., also dismisses all aspects of the Masse claim.
O'Driscoll J. also quotes extensively from the opinions of both Sopinka and La Forest JJ. in Egan,
calling for judicial deference. He invokes the same passages as O'Brien J., and adds the following
statement of Sopinka J. made in Egan:
This Court has recognized that it is legitimate for the government to make choices between
disadvantaged groups and that it must be provided with some leeway to do so.40
However, at the conclusion of his opinion, O'Driscoll J. says:
The applicants will appreciate that the court has no jurisdiction or desire to secondguess policy/political decisions. … The matter cannot be summed up any better than was
done by the United States Supreme Court in Dandridge v. Williams at p. 1162-163: “The
intractable economic, social and even philosophical problems presented by welfare
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assistance programs are not the business of this Court.”41
This statement indicates that O'Driscoll J.'s position goes far beyond the proposition that
governments should have some leeway to make choices between disadvantaged groups. His comments
strongly suggest that O'Driscoll J. wholeheartedly supports the government's argument that given the
socio-economic character of poverty, the courts simply have no responsibility to hear the equality
rights claims of people on income assistance.
As the cases show, the explicit separation of law from social and economic policy operates as a kind of
trump. It makes individual freedom from government interference the dominant constitutional right,
and it blocks equality analysis. The socio-economic policy trump may shape the court's entire approach
to the claim, to legitimate a refusal to make a finding of discrimination, as in Masse. Or, as in
Eldridge (B.C.C.A.), it may in itself relieve the respondent of the burden of making out a s. 1
defence.

Breaking the Linkage between Inequality and Equality Rights
To fully understand the mechanics of how equality rights can be drained of their capacity to address
real equality problems, consideration must also be given to some of the ways in which the linkage
between de facto inequality and a legal finding of discrimination gets broken.
The Supreme Court of Canada has held that the analysis under s. 15 involves two steps. First, the
claimant must show that there has been a denial of equal protection or benefit of the law. Second, the
claimant must show that the denial constitutes discrimination. In order for discrimination to be made
out, the claimant must show that the denial rests on one of the grounds enumerated in s. 15, such as
race or sex, or on analagous grounds such as marital status or sexual orientation, and that the unequal
treatment is based on the stereotypical application of presumed group or personal characteristics.42
In short, discrimination is understood to be detrimental treatment based on personal characteristics.
Courts have also recognized repeatedly that discrimination is primarily a question of adverse effects,
rather than treatment or intention. However, the usefulness of this theoretical development will be
uncertain if judges are too easily swayed by defences calculated to attribute the causes of
discrimination to factors other than a challenged law, and to discount adverse effects.
Shifting Blame
When courts do not want to hold governments responsible for addressing certain forms of inequality,
the tendency is to revert to a blame and punishment model of responsibility, ignoring that the key goal
of human rights protections is not to find fault, but rather to remedy discriminatory effects. Among
the eligible targets for blame are nature, the equality rights claimant, or some other legislation.
Blaming nature is a very familiar defensive move. This is what the Supreme Court of Canada did in Bliss
v. Canada (A.G.)43 when it attributed the harm of pregnancy discrimination to nature, and not to the
legislation.
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The pattern of blaming nature is repeated in the decision of the majority of the British Columbia Court
of Appeal in Eldridge.44 Hollinrake and Cumming JJ.A. reasoned that the lack of access to medical
services complained of by the plaintiffs was not caused by the Medical Services Act — which treats
everyone the same, without regard to deafness — but rather by the fact of deafness itself. They said:
“This inequality exists independently of the legislation and cannot be said to be in any way an effect
of the legislation.”45
The theme of attributing the cause of the alleged discrimination to nature is also repeated in La
Forest J.'s opinion in Egan, when he finds that marriage is by nature heterosexual.
The Thibaudeau decision provides an illustration of responsibility being shifted away from a
challenged legislative scheme and on to another scheme or to an extraneous social cause. In
Thibaudeau, the evidence was clear that the deduction/inclusion system under the ITA had adverse
effects on Suzanne Thibaudeau as well as many other women because women are the vast majority of
separated custodial parents. However, the majority was prepared to dismiss those effects as the fault
of another system of legislation, the family law system. In a concurring opinion, Gonthier J. adds that
the inequality in the income tax system complained of by Ms. Thibaudeau is not caused by the ITA but
rather is attributable to social causes such as the failure of non-custodial parents to fulfil their
obligations to their children adequately. Along with his male colleagues, he also finds that the real
cause of the problems complained of by Ms. Thibaudeau is the provincial family law system.
Alternatively, the rights claimant can be blamed for having been complicit in a “family decision.”
This occurred in the case of Symes, at the level of the Supreme Court of Canada.46 A majority of the
Court rejected Beth Symes's claim, because she was seen to have chosen to assume child care expenses
that her husband could have assumed or shared. Her choice was seen as atypical, and therefore her own
fault. On behalf of the majority, Iacobucci J. said:
[T]he appellant and her husband made a “family decision” to the effect that the appellant
alone was to bear the financial burden of having children. … [T]he “family decision” is
not mandated by law and public policy.47
Iacobucci J. points out that at law, parents are viewed as having “joint” legal responsibilities. He
concludes with a warning that adverse effects analysis requires that the effects complained of be
caused by the impugned legislation, not by independent factors. He writes:
If the adverse effects analysis is to be coherent, it must not assume that a statutory
provision has an effect which is not proved. We must take care to distinguish between
effects which are wholly caused, or are contributed to, by an impugned provision, and
those social circumstances which exist independently of such a provision.48
In Symes, as in Thibaudeau, L'Heureux-Dubé and McLachlin JJ. dissented and would have ruled in favour
of the rights claimant.
The Thibaudeau and Symes decisions illustrate a point that goes to the heart of the discussion about
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how courts are thinking about what discrimination is, and what the responsibility of governments is
for dealing with it. An implication of these decisions seems to be that there is no discrimination
unless the harm complained of can be shown to be caused exclusively by the challenged law, as evidenced
by a comparison that is conducted within the four corners of the legislation. This interpretation is
disturbing because the character of discrimination often precludes rights claimants from being able to
prove that a given law is the sole cause of the inequality complained of.49 It will almost always be
possible to point to the claimant's group membership as a factor in a claim of discrimination.
Discrimination is often a matter of a dynamic between a given practice and a wider context of
inequality experienced by the group. The more disadvantaged the group, the easier it becomes to
attribute a given instance of discrimination to pre-existing disadvantage.
A different example may help to clarify the point. If one thinks about cuts in funding for rape crisis
centres, a crucial factor that makes such cuts an issue of sex discrimination is that overwhelmingly
women are the victims of sexual violence and the users of rape crisis centre services. But to see this,
it is necessary to take the situation of the group into account. A logical though ludicrous implication
of a mono-causal approach to discrimination is that governments could be absolved of responsibility
for the consequences of women's decreased access to rape crisis centres, on the basis that the harm
does not flow only from the government cuts but also from the fact that women are raped. The conclusion
to be drawn from some of the cases is that judges are asking the wrong question.
In keeping with the remedial goal of human rights protections, the question that should be asked is
not, “Is there someone or something else that could be blamed?” but rather, “Who has the capacity to
make a difference to the conditions of inequality experienced by this group?” If a government policy
contributes to or worsens women's disadvantaged position, this should be sufficient to establish a
causal connection between the policy and the disadvantage for the purposes of equality analysis.
Discounting Adverse Effects
The principle that discrimination is a question of adverse effects is well established in case law.
However, adverse effects can be discounted if the court can be persuaded to focus on legislative
purpose or treatment rather than adverse effects. Also, adverse effects may be discounted if not
everyone in the group is adversely affected, or if people not in the group are also having problems.
The first two moves are illustrated by the Supreme Court of Canada decision in Thibaudeau. The majority
finds that the most important effect of the legislation is to benefit post-divorce couples. The Court
focuses on the legislative goal of assisting divorced couples, and then deals with the “post-divorce
family unit” as though it can be taken for granted that a tax benefit to the husband trickles down to
the wife.50 The fact that Suzanne Thibaudeau and many other women were penalized by the legislation,
while their husbands benefited, is ignored.
On this point, Madam Justice McLachlin and Madam Justice L'Heureux-Dubé explicitly dissent from their
male colleagues. McLachlin J. recognizes that the legislation had the “laudable aim of ameliorating
the position of all members of the broken family,”51 but finds that Parliament failed to consider the
impact of the scheme on custodial parents, the great majority of whom are women. McLachlin J. finds
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that on its face, the ITA demonstrates adverse unequal treatment of custodial parents in that it
artificially inflates the custodial parent's taxable income.52
Similarly, L'Heureux-Dubé J. concedes that the purpose of the impugned distinction may be to confer
tax savings upon “couples,” but she finds that it does not follow that its effect is experienced
equally by both members of the couple. L'Heureux Dubé J. finds also that the fact that some isolated
individuals within the group may not be adversely affected does not alter the general validity of this
conclusion.
The British Columbia Court of Appeal decision in Eldridge is another example of purpose or treatment
being permitted to eclipse discriminatory effects. A majority of the Court found that there is no
discrimination because the Medical Services Act treats deaf and non-hearing people alike. There is
coverage for everyone for medical services. The Court makes this finding notwithstanding that the
effect of the no-interpreter policy is to deny to deaf people the equal benefit of paid medical
services. As previously mentioned, the Court attributes the fact that deaf people are required to pay
for translators in order to receive medical services, to nature rather than to the legislation. As for
the legislation, the Court says: “Both purposively and effectively the legislation provides its
benefit of making payment for medical services equally to the hearing and the deaf.”53
As previously mentioned, the decision of the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Eldridge was
overturned by the Supreme Court of Canada.54 The Supreme Court of Canada rejected argument to the
effect that s. 15 requires only that people be treated the same and does not oblige the state to ensure
that disadvantaged members of the society can take advantage of public benefit programs. The Court
affirmed its commitment to the idea that discrimination can arise from the adverse effects of facially
neutral rules, and held that the failure to provide sign language interpreters necessary for effective
communication in the delivery of medical services is a violation of the Charter. Although the Supreme
Court of Canada decision in Eldridge is an advance over the impoverished analysis of the Court of
Appeal, it does not disprove the thesis that judges are vulnerable to arguments designed to shut down
adverse effects analysis.
The s. 15 dissent in Egan55 provides a further illustration of the problem. In the decision of La
Forest J. in Egan, the effects complained of by the two gay men are ignored. It is recognized that the
ITA favours heterosexual couples, a goal which La Forest J. regards as constitutionally permissible.
However, the ITA is understood to treat homosexual couples the same as other non-spousal “couples.”56
A variation on the theme of discounting adverse effects involves diffusing the effects so either the
effects or the group are forced outside the bounds of a protected ground. The jurisprudence requires s.
15 rights claimants to show that the alleged discrimination is based on personal characteristics. The
decision of Hugessen J. in Thibaudeau (F.C.A.) illustrates the judicial view that harmful effects are
not based on personal characteristics, unless those harmful effects are proven to be confined to one,
and only one, group.57
Hugessen J. recognized that within the group negatively affected by the challenged provision of the
ITA, women were overwhelmingly represented. However, because 2 percent of the negatively affected
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group were custodial fathers, the claim of sex discrimination was not borne out, he found. In
particular, the distinction could not be said to be based on the shared characteristic of femaleness,
held Hugessen J. It is clear that Hugessen J.'s conception of what constitutes femaleness excludes a
range of social, legal, and economic factors that define women as an unequal group in the society. He
also overlooks the fact that, in a social context of inequality and stigmatization in which single
mothers raise their children, the imposition of an income tax penalty on custodial parents does have a
qualitatively disproportionate impact on women, as well as a numerically disproportionate one.
Hugessen J.'s approach to the ground of sex discrimination is a narrow, socially decontextualized,
biological, and defeating one. Philipps and Young have described the problem this way:
Hugessen J.A.'s notion of sex difference works … for … only a few characteristics we
associate with sex. Pregnancy is the most obvious and — apart from other aspects of
women's reproductive physiology, perhaps breast feeding — may be the only gender
dimension along which discrimination occurs that fits with Hugessen J.A.'s analysis. …
All other characteristics that one associates with one sex or the other point,
potentially, to at least some members of the “opposite” sex. What Hugessen J.A. fails to
realize … is that categorization (how we demarcate the female and the male) is only a
theoretical device; its relationship with the real world is necessarily a complicated
one.58
Significant consolation can be taken from the fact that on appeal, the Supreme Court of Canada did not
fasten on the Hugessen J. approach. Nonetheless, Hugessen J.'s opinion stands as a demonstration of an
archetypal problem that confronts women when equality is constructed as a question of sameness and
difference. Women are required to show that they are the same as men for the purpose of establishing
the entitlement to equality, and simultaneously that they are different from men for the purpose of
establishing the rights violation. This is the impossibility of the sameness-difference model of sex
equality.

Resisting the Disconnection of Equality Rights from De Facto Social and Economic
Inequality
The cases referred to here show that there are many ways to couch a refusal to deal with adverse
effects. Whereas the invocation of the socio-economic policy category functions to divorce social
conditions of inequality from the ambit of equality rights, breaking the linkage between de facto
inequality and a legal finding of discrimination depends on conducting the discrimination analysis in
such a way as to either shift responsibility away from the government or to discount the harm
complained of by the rights claimant.
To review, these are the basic moves:
C

create a special hands-off category for socio-economic issues;

C

shift responsibility away from the government by blaming nature or the claimant
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herself or some other legislative system;
C

discount adverse effects by focusing instead on legislative appearances or intentions;

C

discount adverse effects by redrawing the boundaries of the group and observing that
not everyone in the group is adversely affected, thus diluting the adverse effects;

C

discount adverse effects by observing that people outside the group are also
negatively affected, thereby diffusing the adverse effects.

Categorizing an equality rights claim as a question of social or economic policy is a means of
invalidating the claim. Although the idea of allowing governments sufficient room to implement
equality-promoting measures is appealing, the reality is that in the s. 15 cases where judges have
decided to “defer” to governments to give them “room to manoeuvre” in the “socio-economic sphere,”
that room has functioned to allow discriminatory legislation to stand.
The purported distinction between social and economic policy on the one hand, and real law, on the
other, is not sustainable. At the heart of this categorical distinction is a problematic view of what
rights are supposed to do and not supposed to do. The view is that rights are supposed to protect the
individual's liberty from incursions by the state. Rights are not supposed to address disparities
between groups. Rights are supposed to be individualistic and negative. They are not supposed to be
group-based and positive.
However, founding equality rights interpretation on a core idea of rights as individualistic and
negative cannot serve women's interests. Although the inequality problems of women are experienced by
individual women and in this sense are individual, they also have a larger context of social, economic,
political, and legal inequality. Deprived of their group context, women's equality problems can be
rendered invisible, but not eliminated.
The assumption that rights are injunctions not to do something rather than to do something is
detrimental to women because women need governments to act positively, to provide benefit schemes, to
provide protection from domestic violence, and to reverse historical patterns of discrimination.
For women, a division between rights to economic security and rights to personal liberty is purely
artificial. In the circumstances of women who have violent or psychologically abusive male partners,
for example, the indivisibility of economic issues from violence issues is clear. As a result of the
Conservative government's cuts to social assistance and social programs, the Ontario Association of
Interval and Transition Houses reports that “a significant number of women in Ontario are now making
decisions to remain in or return to abusive situations.”59 A woman who has inadequate economic
supports is more vulnerable to threats to her physical security and less able to escape. Thus, a
woman's right to physical security is intimately linked to her economic conditions.
For women, even the assumption that liberty is a negative right that can be adequately respected by
restraining government action is fictitious. Liberty from domestic violence, for example, is
contingent on the willingness of governments to actively fulfil their policing responsibilities.
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Economic inequality also has profound effects on women's enjoyment of all other rights. It not only
increases women's vulnerability to violence, sexual exploitation, coercion, and imprisonment, it also
deprives women of equal status and decision-making authority in their domestic relationships with men,
and it affects their ability to care for their children. It limits women's access to justice, to
expression of their ideas, and to participation in political life. It affects not only women's
individual opportunities, but also the ability of women as a group to improve their status and
conditions.
It is simply not the case, then, that liberty rights can be understood as separate from other rights
when women are concerned. Women's inequality manifests itself in multiple ways — spanning the range of
civil and political, economic, social, and cultural rights.
The situation of meritorious equality claims being rejected based on their perceived socio-economic
character is all the more troubling in light of the unevenness with which the concept is applied. Some
cases trigger judges' concerns about overstepping the judicial role. Others do not. It is notable that
challenges by doctors60 and lawyers to government regulatory schemes are not met with anything like the
kind of resistance engendered by welfare rights challenges.
Andrews, the first equality rights case to be decided by the Supreme Court of Canada, stands in stark
contrast to cases in which courts have adopted a policy of deference towards government policies
affecting disadvantaged groups. Mark Andrews, a white, male lawyer was allowed to succeed in his
challenge to legislation designed to regulate the legal profession. And, as previously mentioned,
although La Forest J. warned of the dangers of questioning legislative decisions in areas that go
beyond traditional human rights coverage, he did not argue that government should be given room to
mediate between different groups of lawyers. Rather, La Forest J.'s opinion reveals his sympathy
towards Mr. Andrews's goal of pursuing his economic goals. He says:
By and large, the use in legislation of citizenship as a basis for distinguishing between
persons, here for the purpose of conditioning access to the practice of a profession,
harbours the potential for undermining the essential or underlying values of a free and
democratic society that are embodied in s. 15.61
Even from a very narrow legal perspective, according a higher level of constitutional protection to
traditional criminal law liberty rights is problematic because it rests on an inadequate conception of
what criminal law is. McLachlin J. put it this way:
[It] has been suggested that greater deference to Parliament or the Legislature may be
appropriate if the law is concerned with competing rights between different sectors of
society than if it is a contest between the individual and the state. … However, such
distinctions may not always be easy to apply. For example, criminal law is seen as
involving a contest between the state and the accused, but it also involves an allocation
of priorities between the accused and the victim, actual or potential.62
The superficial attractiveness of the idea that courts should allow governments to make legislation
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that addresses social problems does not dictate that equality rights should have nothing to say about
the relationship between the effects of given legislative action or inaction, and social and economic
inequality. Nor does the fact that the solutions to some equality problems are difficult mean that they
are not real equality rights problems.
The notion that judicial activism threatens democracy rests on a conception of democracy that is too
thin and too process oriented. The ideal of democracy must be understood to be big enough to include
the goal of equality. There is judicial support for this perspective. In R. v. Oakes, Dickson C.J. of
the Supreme Court of Canada said:
[C]ourt[s] must be guided by the values and principles essential to a free and democratic
society which I believe embody, to name but a few, respect for the inherent dignity of the
human person, commitment to social justice and equality, accommodation of a wide variety
of beliefs, respect for cultural and group identity, and faith in social and political
institutions which enhance the participation of individuals and groups in society.63
The legitimacy of judicial intervention to uphold Charter rights does not reside in the kind of line
drawing that seeks to differentiate this kind of legislation from that, or to separate legal issues
from socio-economic issues, but rather in the values that the Charter embodies. When democracy and
equality are understood to be consistent rather than oppositional concepts, it may be recognized that
judicial interventions to promote the social and economic equality of women are not a threat to
democracy, but rather a potential enhancement of it.
The notion that courts lack the democratic legitimacy to address certain issues rings hollow for
groups that are not adequately represented within legislatures.64 Women are not equally represented in
either the legislatures or the judiciary. However, courts sometimes provide an alternative venue when
elected officials are not listening.65
It is all very well to have debates about whether courts should leave some tasks to governments.
However, establishing categories that sort cases according to the type of legislation or type of issue
will never lead to satisfactory results. As particular cases come along, judges will continually be
forced to redefine the categories so that an appearance of consistency is maintained. Yesterday's
legal issue will be tomorrow's social policy issue because a judge either feels moved by the facts of a
particular case or does not feel so moved.
Great care must be taken to ensure that judges do not recoil from issues simply on the basis that they
are the issues of disadvantaged groups in the society. Social and economic equality are, by
definition, the issues of disadvantaged groups. There cannot be one standard of rights protection for
dominant groups in the society, with a lower standard of protection being accorded to the rights of
disadvantaged groups. To have a legal right to equality means that there is an institution of
enforcement whose job it is to judge laws, policies, and practices for their conformity with the
protected value. It is not legitimate for judges to abdicate this responsibility, especially for
groups that are not adequately represented within government.
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When judges say that courts should not “second guess” governments in the realm of social and economic
policy making, the damaging public message is that there is no obligation on anyone to take positive
steps to address inequality of conditions, and governments can make laws that perpetuate inequality,
with impunity. The message might come across differently if there were some other institution, apart
from the courts, that was charged with the responsibility for enforcing equality rights, but there is
no other such institution. In this circumstance, judicial deference translates into permission for
government complacency about the persistent social and economic inequality of women and other
disadvantaged groups.
Just as it is unacceptable for judges to decide that they do not deal with cases involving challenges
to structures that create social and economic inequality, so, too, it is highly problematic for
discrimination analysis to revert to a blame and punishment model of liability. The point of
discrimination analysis should not be to look for ways of allowing government to minimize its
responsibility to promote the equality of disadvantaged groups, but rather to ensure that the Charter
goal of assisting disadvantaged groups to overcome their inequality is advanced.
Associated with the various linkage-breaking moves identified in this chapter is an unhelpful
framework for s. 15 analysis which has been developed by the Supreme Court of Canada. Although it is
not impossible to use the “different treatment based on personal characteristics” framework to
illuminate the adverse effects that government decisions have on women, the framework is not
particularly helpful because it has a tilt in favour of equality as same treatment of individuals. Its
starting place for understanding whether discrimination has occurred is treatment rather than
effects. The capacity of the decision maker to perceive adverse effects on the group is undermined when
the starting place for the analysis is the treatment of the individual claimant.
The prioritization of treatment over effects must be rejected. Quite simply, the goal of achieving
equality for disadvantaged groups cannot be served by understandings of inequality that are
indifferent to the effects of government choices on disadvantaged groups.
Fundamentally, the different treatment/same treatment formulation version of equality is concerned
with abstract difference rather than with subordination. Its normative goal is neutral treatment. It
does not comprehend that a seemingly neutral rule may not be neutral for women because it rests on
sexist social structures. Many seemingly neutral rules retain their appearance of neutrality only as
long as they are viewed in isolation from social patterns of inequality. The very idea of neutral rules
should be suspect, especially given that many rules are made without the participation and influence
of women.
Finally, the “different treatment based on personal characteristics” formulation is apt to reinforce
an understanding of sex as a matter of biological characteristics rather than as the socially
constructed consequences of being female. Being a woman is not simply a biological fact. It is a
social, economic, and legal construction. Moreover, a dominant social and economic expectation is that
caretaking will be poorly paid, if at all, and performed by women who will be economically dependent on
men.66
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However, the Supreme Court's framework for s. 15 analysis is not the core problem in the jurisprudence.
The core problem is resistance to the insight that discrimination is a question of adverse effects on
disadvantaged groups. Equality jurisprudence has recognized that equality may sometimes require
different treatment, but this insight is too superficial. It does not necessarily translate into an
awareness that same treatment is a mischaracterization of the normative goal of equality. It does not
represent a clear understanding that inequality is not a question of different treatment but rather of
subordination, marginalization, exclusion, and group disadvantage. As long as equality rights law
continues to revolve around a conception of equality as sameness and difference, more problems can be
anticipated.

Conclusion
This chapter has examined techniques of legal argument that have been used to push the social and
economic dimensions of group-based inequality outside the equality framework: creating a hands-off
category for socio-economic issues; shifting responsibility away from government by blaming nature,
the rights claimant, or another legislative scheme; discounting adverse effects by focusing on
legislative appearances or intentions; and diluting or dispersing adverse effects.
It is readily apparent that our claim that the BIA violates women's Charter equality rights can be
summarily dismissed if equality rights are understood to have nothing to say about economic inequality
or if s. 15 analysis is reduced to a small and highly predictable repertoire of mechanical and
legalistic comparisons. However, we argue these approaches to equality rights cannot be sustained.
The judicial opinions discussed — in the cases of Egan, Masse, Eldridge (B.C.C.A.),67 Thibaudeau, and
Symes — fall back on the very kind of discredited reasoning that resulted in the defeat of Stella
Bliss's claim more than a decade ago.68 As such, they go against the main current of the major
jurisprudential developments in human rights and Charter equality rights law of the past decade, a
central feature of which is the recognition that discrimination is a question of effects on
disadvantaged groups. It has been explicitly recognized that s. 15 confers more than formal equality.
And regarding Bill of Rights decisions such as Bliss, the Supreme Court of Canada acknowledged in
Andrews that “[i]t is readily apparent that the language of s. 15 was deliberately chosen in order to
remedy some of the perceived defects under the Canadian Bill of Rights.69
Having come this far in equality rights case law, for the judges to revert to formal equality reasoning
of the very kind that resulted in the systematic defeat of equality claims under the Canadian Bill of
Rights risks creating a real crisis in the legitimacy of the courts.
Viewed against the backdrop of Canadian political history, many of the judicial opinions discussed in
this chapter are also historically anomalous. They are a throwback to a nineteenth century version of
equality as same treatment. They are consistent with a classical liberal image of the autonomous,
self-defining individual in need only of protection from state interference. This imagery leads to an
impoverished conception of what the norm of equality requires. However, the extreme individualism and
sexism of nineteenth century rights is inconsistent with more than 50 years of Canadian government
commitments to social and economic equality for women, and concerted government efforts within the
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same time period to construct a social safety net that ameliorates conditions of people in need (many
of whom are women) and simultaneously reduces disparities between groups.
The cases discussed here point to the necessity of continually recalling courts and governments to the
contemporary values, analytical insights, and group aspirations that underlie equality rights. They
also provide some indication of the challenges that women face in their ongoing efforts to replace
outdated conceptions of rights with contemporary understandings that can serve women's interests in
achieving true social and economic equality.
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affect all women negatively, only those who were pregnant. The Court failed to take into account the fact that the adverse
effects complained of were experienced exclusively by women. Because the challenged provision did not affect all women,
and noting that the Unemployment Insurance Act treated all non-pregnant employees alike, the Court concluded that if the
Unemployment Insurance Act treats pregnant women differently from other employed persons, it is because they are pregnant,
not because they are women. The Court expressed agreement with Justice Pratte of the Federal Court of Appeal (1977), 16 N.R.
254) who said:
Assuming the respondent to have been “discriminated against,” it would not have been by reason of her
sex. Section 46 applies to women, and has no application to women who are not pregnant, and it has no
application, of course to men. If section 46 treats unemployed pregnant women differently from other
unemployed persons, be they male or female, it is, it seems to me, because they are pregnant not because
they are women. Bliss, (S.C.C.) ibid. at 190–1917.
In other words, by treating all non-pregnant persons the same (whether male or female), the Unemployment Insurance Act
satisfied the requirement of neutrality, that is, of treating likes alike.

4.

The Bliss Court stated repeatedly that the challenged scheme was enacted for valid federal objectives, as though the
validity of the government's objectives could in itself be dispositive, regardless of the discriminatory effects on women.

5.

The Bliss Court invoked a relevancy test for determining the legality of eligibility criteria based on pregnancy, holding
that an extended eligibility period for pregnant women is a relevant distinction for determining entitlement to
unemployment insurance benefits. The Court failed to recognize that a law may be relevant to a government objective, but
nevertheless discriminatory in purpose or effect.

6.

The Court did not draw any analytical distinction between the plaintiff's claim and the government's defence.
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Andrews, supra note 16 at 170.
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CHAPTER 4
The Budget Implementation Act, Canada's Treaty Obligations,
and the Charter's Equality Rights Guarantees
Introduction
Because the meaning of equality guarantees is always in danger of being diminished, it is important to
examine fully the dimensions of an interpretive approach to equality rights that gives full effect to
Canada's equality commitments — an approach that speaks to women's concerns about material inequality,
that is grounded in the cultural understanding of equality, and that incorporates the content of
Canada's international human rights commitments. It is important also to test the BIA1 against this
interpretation of equality. Our conclusion is that the BIA is not consonant with Canada's treaty
obligations nor with the Charter.2
As we have noted, there is a stock of rhetorical arguments that are used to make rights less expansive
than the commitments on which they are premised. However, we believe that the Charter's equality
guarantees require an interpretation that fully reflects the richness of their historical and
philosophical context within Canada, and within the international human rights movement. We believe
that the BIA is a violation of the Charter, but that claim is not premised on a naive conviction that
the Charter is the answer to all of women's inequality problems. Neither is it our view that a court
decision upholding the BIA would preclude Canadians from denouncing it as a violation of women's
socially agreed upon entitlement to equality.3 However, we do believe that equality jurisprudence must
be pushed to reflect women's concerns. Decisions interpreting the Charter have legal, political, and
cultural authority.

The Implications of Treaty Commitments
Canada's international human rights commitments work in two ways: (1) the treaties form a separate
level of human rights obligations by which Canada is bound, and domestic legislation is understood to
be an important means of fulfilling those obligations; and (2) the treaties are an aid to
interpretation of the Charter.
What is the content of the treaties that is specifically pertinent to the problem of women's material
inequality? The full meaning of the social and economic equality of women that is affirmed by
international instruments can only be understood by considering the ICESCR4 and CEDAW5 together. These
treaties must be given an intertwined reading that is also informed by the most recent internationally
agreed upon pronouncement on the advancement of women's equality, the Platform for Action.6
CEDAW must encompass at least the rights that are included in the ICESCR. It cannot be understood to
offer women less because that would contradict guarantees of equality in both the ICCPR7 and the
ICESCR.
This means that a same treatment, or formal equality, reading of CEDAW with respect to economic
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equality is inadequate. A formal equality reading could permit governments to conclude that they would
meet the terms of CEDAW with respect to economic inequality by passing laws to prohibit differential
treatment of women in workplaces. Such legislation, it could be argued, would satisfy the formal
equality test by requiring neutrality in the law as it applies to economic matters.
Taking a formal equality approach, governments might not deal with the poverty of women at all since
formal equality tends to make group-based economic disadvantage disappear from view. But if they did,
governments might argue that the requirements of formal equality are met by ensuring that men and women
experience the same incidence and depth of poverty. Equality could be achieved not by alleviating
women's poverty, but by making men equally poor.8
This empty idea of equality confined to facial sameness means that equality has no bottom; it can be
satisfied if men and women are equally destitute. It also means that equality cannot tell down from up;
it can be brought about either by equalizing up or equalizing down.
However, the ICESCR does not permit reading CEDAW in this shallow fashion because to do so would
diminish the substantive meaning of women's economic and social rights, as guaranteed by the ICESCR.
The ICESCR guarantees women the right to an adequate standard of living and to the continuous
improvement of living conditions. It guarantees everyone the right to work, to health, and to
education. It does not guarantee to women the right to the same rate of poverty as men, but rather the
right to the social and economic conditions that are consistent with the maximum available resources
of the state. The ICESCR precludes equalizing downwards, that is, creating “equality” by making more
men poor, because it entitles everyone to “the continuous improvement of living conditions.” As the
ICESCR Committee states in General Comment No. 3, because of the general obligation in the ICESCR to
take steps “with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights,” there is a very
strong presumption against “any deliberately retrogressive measures.”9 Equalizing downwards would be
deliberately retrogressive.
While the ICESCR makes it clear that equality has a bottom, CEDAW builds on the ICESCR. In case the
ICESCR is read as requiring governments only to ensure economic minimums for women, CEDAW shows that
the commitment to women's equality goes further. Ensuring that the poorest women get to live above the
poverty line, and that all women have an adequate standard of living, will not satisfy the requirement
of equality, even though, considering the impoverished conditions of women around the world and the
poverty of women in Canada, this would be a giant step forward.
However, it would not satisfy the commitments in CEDAW, because women's equality requires not just the
eradication of women's poverty, but also the elimination of the economic disparity between women and
men as groups. That economic imbalance, and women's economic dependence on men, is a key facet of
women's subordination, and CEDAW is concerned with the subordination of women as a group.10 Thus, the
equality of women requires not only the eradication of poverty, but also an equitable distribution of
wealth, income, and resources between women and men as groups.
Both the ICESCR and CEDAW speak to the issue of state obligations. Under the ICESCR governments have
obligations to use their resources to satisfy the social and economic rights of their people. Although
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there is a current struggle being waged over how to make governments accountable in an effective way
for realizing these rights, the obligations of governments have, nonetheless, been recognized
repeatedly. Lucie Lamarche says that “economic rights have been built and designed against the state,
not for its ability to violate them but for its capacity to protect the economic and social dimensions
of human dignity.”11
While the ICESCR reinforces the responsibility of governments to correct women's economic and social
inequality, CEDAW's commitment is different from the ICESCR's commitment to the “progressive
realization” of social and economic rights. CEDAW's commitment is to the immediate implementation of
“all appropriate measures to ensure the full development and advancement of women.” In practice,
equality is a right that can be immediately recognized in law and progressively realized through
programs and other means. The de facto equality of women will not come about overnight, but this does
not mean that the measures necessary to foster and support it can be delayed, or that governments can
treat equality-promoting measures as ones to be implemented only when there are ample resources
available.
Thus, a commitment to “progressively realize” the equality of blacks would be quickly understood as a
mere cover for racism, if it meant that delay was an option. There is no credible commitment to
equality, if it is acceptable for it to occur at some time in the future, unless all possible steps are
being taken in the present and continuously. For this reason, the commitment in CEDAW is to take all
appropriate measures “without delay” to ensure women's advancement. Because the social and economic
dimensions of women's inequality are indivisible from the civil and political dimensions, CEDAW can
only be understood as a commitment to take all appropriate measures immediately with respect to all
manifestations of women's inequality, including their economic exclusion and subordination. CEDAW
precludes treating “progressive realization” as an invitation to stall where women's social and
economic social rights are concerned.
Neither the ICESCR nor CEDAW permits States Parties to rely on arguments about the impact of
globalization, the demands of the market, or the requirements of international agencies to justify
economic policies that do not conform to the standards set by international human rights law.12 Human
rights are not a sometimes thing, good for some times and not others, nor is any part of human activity
exempt from their application. Philip Alston, Chair of the ICESCR Committee, points out that
permitting economic justifications to trump social and economic rights simply amounts to a refusal to
accept them as basic entitlements.13 The Platform for Action adds the recognition that current macroeconomic policies, such as globalization and structural adjustment programs, are deepening women's
economic exclusion and subordination, and are themselves obstacles to women's advancement.14
Taken together, CEDAW and the ICESCR, reinforced by the Platform for Action, stand for these central
propositions:
C

Equality has a bottom, that is, it is not achieved merely when the incidence of poverty
among women is the same as the incidence of poverty among men; rather, equality
includes, as a part of its meaning, the social and economic rights of the ICESCR,
including an adequate standard of living;
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C

Equality requires the elimination of economic disparities between women and men as
groups;

C

Governments have positive obligations to create conditions of social and economic
equality for women;

C

Those obligations do not permit governments to delay in taking the appropriate
measures to meet them or to move backwards; and

C

Economic policies violate women's right to equality if they permit or foster poverty
among women, or if they perpetuate, and do not repair, the status quo of women's
economic inequality.

Canada's Compliance with International Commitments
Does the BIA comply with the international obligations by which Canada has agreed to be bound? It is
important to note when considering whether the BIA complies that Canada has cited the now repealed CAP,
ss. 7 and 15 of the Charter, and s. 36 of the Constitution Act, 1982, Part III to demonstrate in its
official reports that it is in compliance with the ICESCR, in particular Article 11 regarding the right
to an adequate standard of living. Canada's statements are official acknowledgement of the specific
positive obligations on it to provide social programs and services that will satisfy the right to an
adequate standard of living.
The 1982 Report of Canada cites the CAP as a means of implementing the right to an adequate standard of
living. The Report states:
The Canada Assistance Plan is the legal authority through which the federal government
shares with the provinces the cost of providing social assistance and welfare services to
individuals in need or likely to become in need …15
The Report states further that:
[u]nder Part I of the Canada Assistance Plan provision is made for the cost-sharing with
provinces and territories of general social assistance payments to persons in need.
Assistance includes payment for food, shelter, clothing, fuel, utilities, household
supplies, and personal requirements as well as prescribed welfare services … 16
In 1992, the Second Report of Canada on Articles 10–15 states,
In Canada, the provinces have established programs for the payment of social allowances
to persons in need. The federal government assists in the funding of these programs
through the Canada Assistance Plan, which sets standards for the provinces to be eligible
for this assistance …17
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Also in its 1982 Report on its progress in complying with the requirements of the ICESCR, Canada
referred to s. 36 of the Constitution as a means of implementing Articles 10–12 of the Covenant.18 In
its 1987 Report, Canada cited s. 36(1) of the Constitution as a form of implementation of other ICESCR
commitments.19 In oral submissions to the Committee in 1992, the Canadian delegation characterized
Canada's obligations under s. 36(1) of the Constitution in the following terms:
The 1982 Constitution Act made it a duty of the federal government and all provincial and
territorial governments to … provide essential services of reasonable quality to all
Canadians.20
Moreover, Canada's 1992 Report highlights s. 15 of the Charter as a “very relevant provision” in
relation to the question of Canada's compliance with Articles 10–15 of the ICESCR.21 The Report states:
Section 15 applies to the full range of governmental action. Thus it serves to ensure that
the rights enunciated by Articles 10–15 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights are guaranteed without discrimination in Canada, as required by
Article 2(2) of the Covenant.22
In 1993 the ICESCR Committee reviewed the Second Report of Canada on Articles 10–15, and received
representations from a coalition of non-governmental organizations including the Charter Committee on
Poverty Issues (CCPI), and the National Anti-Poverty Organization (NAPO). The Committee expressed a
number of serious concerns about Canada's failure to make any measurable progress in alleviating
poverty over the previous decade, or in alleviating the severity of poverty among a number of
particularly vulnerable groups. The Committee expressed particular concern that more than half the
single mothers in Canada live in poverty; that there is no procedure to ensure that income under
welfare programs is at or above the poverty line; and that there is hunger in Canada and widespread
reliance on foodbanks.23
The contradiction of high rates of poverty among women and other vulnerable groups in a country as
wealthy as Canada was not lost on the Committee. The Committee said:
In view of the obligation arising out of article 2 of the Covenant to apply the maximum of
available resources to the progressive realization of the rights recognized in the
treaty, and considering Canada's enviable situation with regard to such resources, the
Committee expresses concern about the persistence of poverty in Canada.24
The Committee also expressed concern that in some court decisions and in constitutional discussions,
social and economic rights had been described as mere “policy objectives” of government rather than as
fundamental human rights.25 The Committee recommended, in view of the important role played by courts
in the enforcement of social and economic rights, that the Canadian judiciary be provided with
training courses on Canada's obligations under the Covenant and on their effect on the interpretation
and application of Canadian law.26
Since the Committee was concerned with Canada's compliance with the ICESCR before the introduction of
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the BIA, in May 1995 the same NGO coalition, now including the National Action Committee on the Status
of Women, sought and obtained leave to make representations to the ICESCR Committee regarding the
impact of the BIA on poor people in Canada. The coalition requested that Canada be called to account
specially for its actions and to explain how the BIA is consistent with the terms of the ICESCR.
In November 1996, after the BIA came into force, the coalition, joined by the Canadian Association of
Foodbanks, made a further submission to the ICESCR Committee.27 In this most recent submission, the
groups stated:
[The BIA] represents, in the opinion of our organizations and many other experts in
Canada, the most serious retrogressive measure ever taken in Canada with respect to
legislative protection of the right to an adequate standard of living. On April 1, 1996,
Canada was transformed from a country in which the right to adequate financial assistance
for persons in need was a legal requirement, enforceable in court by individuals affected,
to one in which there is no federal legislation recognizing this right or providing any
means of enforcing it.28
The ICESCR Committee considered the representations of the community organizations, and called upon
Canada to provide an accounting, first on 4 May 199529 and again in December 1996.30 The Committee's
communications with Canada are unprecedented initiatives for a Committee that normally confines
itself to making observations upon receipt of a States Party's scheduled report.31 Canada has now
responded and defends the new CHST regime on the predictable grounds that it provides flexibility for
the provinces to allocate resources where they believe that they are most needed, and that it was
necessary for budgetary reasons.32 The Committee will review this report in 1998.
The conclusions of the ICESCR Committee will be important. However, it is also important for Canadian
women to reach their own conclusions about whether the BIA and the new CHST regime comply with Canada's
international commitments to women's equality, taken as a whole. We conclude they do not, for the
following reasons:
C

CAP is gone. This means that women no longer have a legally recognized entitlement to
social assistance. There is no national legislative framework for social assistance
and social services.

C

Federal funds have been cut and the CHST does not require provincial and territorial
governments to spend any of the federal transfer on social programs and social
services. This means that the existence and viability of social programs and social
services are threatened.

C

The federal government has withdrawn from its role as standard setter. This means that
there is no mechanism for ensuring that women have access to adequate social supports.

C

Women have a higher risk of poverty and a greater reliance on social programs and
social services. This means that the BIA has the effect of increasing the social and
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economic vulnerability of women, and Canada's poorest women in particular.
Canada's actions cannot be considered to comply with the commitments it has undertaken to:
C

refrain from engaging in any act or practice of discrimination against women, (CEDAW,
Article 2(d));

C

take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women by any person,
or organization or enterprise, (CEDAW, Article 2(e);

C

take in all fields, in particular in the … social, economic … fields, all appropriate
measures, including legislation, to ensure the full development and advancement of
women, for the purpose of guaranteeing them the exercise and enjoyment of human rights
… on a basis of equality with men, (CEDAW, Article 3).33

Nor is the BIA consonant with undertakings Canada agreed to in the Platform for Action to:
C

pursue and implement sound and stable macro-economic … policies that are designed to …
address the structural causes of poverty and are geared to eradicating poverty and
reducing gender-based inequality … ;34 and

C

provide adequate safety nets and strengthen State-based … support systems, as an
integral part of social policy … .35

Further, the BIA does not comply with the ICESCR's requirement that the right to an adequate standard
of living and the continuous improvement of living conditions, which is guaranteed equally to women,
be “progressively realized.”36 According to the Limburg Principles for implementing the ICESCR, which
were adopted by the Commission on Human Rights at its 43rd session in 1987, a State Party violates the
ICESCR if it “deliberately retards or halts the progressive realization of a right.”37 In its General
Comment No. 3 the ICESCR Committee states that the ICESCR “imposes an obligation to move as
expeditiously and effectively as possible towards [the full realization of the rights]” and warns that
“any deliberately retrogressive measures” would need to be fully justified.38
Finally, we have concluded that when CEDAW, the ICESCR, and the Platform for Action are read together,
it is clear that economic policies violate women's right to equality if they permit or foster poverty
among women, or if they perpetuate, and do not repair, the status quo of women's economic inequality.
The BIA increases the vulnerability of women by removing the legislative framework for social
assistance and social services, and by eliminating the basic entitlement. It permits poor women to
live unaided. It permits the status quo of women's inequality to continue.
For all these reasons, we believe that the BIA violates Canada's international commitments to women's
equality.
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Interpreting Section 15 of the Charter
One can argue that non-compliance with treaty obligations is sufficient reason for a wholesale
rejection of the BIA. However, non-compliance with the Charter makes the case against the BIA even
stronger. Further, the Charter is an obvious vehicle through which an integrated reading of the ICESCR
and CEDAW may be given practical effect.
Canadian courts to date have not been asked to consider a Charter case that squarely raises the issue
of women's right to an adequate standard of living. However, the legal foundations are in place for a
reading of s. 15 that furthers the goal of redressing group disadvantage and incorporating the
specific content of Canada's treaty commitments. From the earliest days of the Charter, courts have
embraced the view that Charter rights are to be interpreted generously and in light of their purpose.
The elements of a purposive approach were articulated in Andrews v. Law Society (British Columbia),
wherein McIntyre J. wrote on behalf of a unanimous Supreme Court:
[T]he provisions of the Charter must be given their full effect. In R v. Big M Drug Mart
Ltd., this Court emphasized this point at p. 344 where Dickson C.J. stated:
This Court has already, in some measure, set out the basic approach to be taken in
interpreting the Charter. In Hunter v. Southam Inc. [1984] 2 S.C.R. 145, this Court
expressed the view that the proper approach to the definition of the rights and freedoms
guaranteed by the Charter was a purposive one. The meaning of a right or freedom
guaranteed by the Charter was to be ascertained by an analysis of the purpose of such a
guarantee; it was to be understood, in other words, in light of the interests it was meant
to protect.
In my view this analysis is to be undertaken, and the purpose of the right or freedom in
question is to be sought by reference to the character and the larger objects of the
Charter itself, to the language chosen to articulate the specific right or freedom, to the
historical origins of the concepts enshrined, and where applicable, to the meaning and
purpose of the other specific rights and freedoms with which it is associated within the
text of the Charter. The interpretation should be, as the judgement in Southam emphasizes,
a generous rather than a legalistic one aimed at fulfilling the purpose of the guarantee
and securing for individuals the full benefit of the Charter's protections.39
In short, the purpose of a Charter right is to be ascertained by having regard to:
C

the character and larger objects of the Charter;

C

the historical origins and text of s.15; and

C

the meaning and purpose of associated Charter rights and freedoms.

We argue that the character and larger objects of the Charter, the historical origins and text of s.
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15, the status, history and text of s. 15, and the meaning and purpose of associated constitutional
rights, including s. 36 of the Constitution and ss. 7 and 28 of the Charter, all point to the conclusion
that a key purpose of s. 15 is to assist disadvantaged groups in overcoming inequality of conditions.
Moreover, this has been recognized by the Supreme Court of Canada. In Andrews, Wilson J. said,
“[Section] 15 is designed to protect those groups who suffer social, political and legal disadvantage
in our society.”40 This sentiment was subsequently adopted by a unanimous Supreme Court in Turpin.41
Further, the Charter was introduced within a historical and philosophical context of broad public
consensus that the federal government, as well as provincial governments, have an obligation to
provide social programs to promote the equality and well-being of disadvantaged Canadians and regions.
What are the legal foundations for a reading of women's rights under s. 15 of the Charter that draws in
international treaty commitments? Courts have held that domestic statutes should, whenever possible,
be interpreted so as to be consistent with provisions of international instruments to which Canada is
bound. This is on the assumption that Parliament and legislatures intend to legislate in conformity
with them. The Supreme Court of Canada has held that this principle also applies to the interpretation
of the Charter. In the case of Slaight Communications, Dickson C.J. speaking for the majority said:
The content of Canada's international human rights obligations is, in my view, an
important indicia of the meaning of “full benefit of the Charter's protection.” I believe
that the Charter should generally be presumed to provide protection at least as great as
that afforded by similar provisions in international human rights documents which Canada
has ratified.42
The facts of Slaight provide an indication of the difference that it can make when Charter rights are
interpreted in light of Canada's human rights treaty commitments. The case of Slaight concerned a
wrongful dismissal under the Canada Labour Code. The adjudicator ordered the employer to give the
employee a letter of recommendation attesting to the employee's positive record and acknowledging that
the termination had been held to be unjust. In addition, by order of the adjudicator, the employer was
precluded from responding to a request for information about the employee except by sending the letter
of recommendation. The employer appealed, arguing that these orders constituted an infringement of s.
2(b) of the Charter that guarantees freedom of expression. The Supreme Court of Canada granted that the
employer's freedom of expression had been infringed, but upheld the adjudicator's orders on the basis
that they were a justifiable limit under s. 1 of the Charter.
One step in the s. 1 analysis consists of balancing the harmful effects of the challenged measure
against the importance of the objective of the measure. In the course of concluding that the
deleterious effects of the arbitrator's orders were not so great as to outweigh the importance of their
objective, the majority in Slaight referred to Canada's obligations under the ICESCR, in particular to
Canada's commitment to protect the right to work. Speaking for the majority, Dickson C.J. said:
Especially in light of Canada's ratification of the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights … and commitment therein to protect, inter alia, the right to
work in its various dimensions found in Article 6 of that treaty, it cannot be doubted that
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the objective in this case is a very important one.43
Dickson C.J. said further that:
… Canada's international human rights obligations should inform not only the
interpretation of the content of the rights guaranteed by the Charter but also the
interpretation of what can constitute pressing and substantial s. 1 objectives which may
justify restrictions on those rights. Furthermore, for purposes of this … inquiry, the
fact that a value has the status of an international human right, either in customary
international law or under a treaty to which Canada is a State Party, should generally be
indicative of a high degree of importance attached to that objective. This is consistent
with the importance that this Court has placed on the protection of employees as a
vulnerable group in the society.44
Thus, Slaight stands for the proposition that Canada's international human rights obligations may have
two roles to play as aids to the interpretation of Charter rights. First, they are relevant to defining
the content of Charter rights. Second, they may be useful in defining the scope of the limits that can
be imposed upon them under s. 1 of the Charter. More particularly, the fact that a value has the status
of an international human right is to be taken as indicative of a high degree of importance attached to
that objective, in the context of s. 1 analysis.
In another case, R v. Brydges,45 the Supreme Court of Canada relied on an international treaty
commitment under the ICCPR to interpret the Charter right to instruct and retain counsel as including
the right to be informed of the existence and availability of duty counsel and legal aid plans. This is
consistent with the principle that treaty commitments may supply content for Charter rights, which are
expressed in relatively open-textured language.46
However, it is apparent that the rationale for applying international human rights norms is not
restricted to the presumption of consistency between a State Party's legislation and its treaty
commitments. The rationale is broader than this. As Matthew Craven has noted: “It is clear … that the
Canadian courts do not take cognizance of international standards merely on the basis of the
presumption that Parliament intended to legislate in conformity with its international obligations. …
Rather, it appears that reference is made to international human rights standards in general because,
in the words of Dickson C.J., they `reflect the values and principles that underlie the Charter
itself.'”47
In another case, Reference Re Public Service Employee Relations Act,48 Dickson C.J. acknowledged, even
more generally, the international human rights norms as part of the Charter's interpretive backdrop.
He said:
A body of treaties … and customary norms now constitutes an international law of human
rights under which the nations of the world have undertaken to adhere to the standards and
principles necessary for ensuring freedom, dignity and social justice for their citizens.
The Charter conforms to the spirit of this contemporary international human rights
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movement, and it incorporates many of the policies and prescriptions of the various
international documents pertaining to human rights. The various sources of international
human rights law — declarations, covenants, conventions, and quasi-judicial decisions of
international tribunals, customary norms — must, in my opinion, be relevant and
persuasive sources for interpretation of the Charter's provisions.49
International human rights norms were a principal source of inspiration for the Charter. Anne Bayevsky
explains:
[the legislative history of the Charter] contains frequent references to human rights
law. Throughout the period from 1968 to 1982 when the Charter was being drafted, the
proliferation of international norms was digested by Canadian constitutional framers. …
From the outset of the federal government's concerted efforts in 1968 to realize a
constitutional Bill of Rights the architects were conscious of international human rights
norms.50
Similarly, John Claydon states that:
Canada's international human rights obligations served as not only the necessary and
pervasive context in which the Charter of Rights was introduced and adopted, but also the
direct inspiration for amendments designed to strengthen the human rights protection
provided.51
And Lynn Smith and William Black state that “s. 15 is a primary vehicle for implementing Canada's
obligations under those [international] instruments.”52
In many domestic and international contexts Canadian government officials have represented the
Charter as implementing Canada's international human rights obligations. In 1983 the federal
government presented a paper to a Federal-Provincial-Territorial Ministerial Conference on Human
Rights, which states:
[I]t is no coincidence that the Charter happens to satisfy most of Canada's human rights
obligations pursuant to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and
many of those assumed under other international human rights instruments, since it was
framed in light of their requirements. … At an early point in the deliberations of the
Special Joint Committee, the then Federal Minister of Justice, the Honourable Jean
Chrétien, affirmed that “the rights that we have agreed upon in international agreements
should be reflected in the laws or the Charter of Rights that we have in Canada.”53
In February 1990, the Canadian delegation that appeared before the CEDAW Committee concerning the
Second Report of Canada, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women,
told the Committee that “the Charter was an important means of implementing the Convention in
Canada.”54
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It is clear from this history and from pronouncements by the Supreme Court of Canada that Charter
equality rights should be interpreted in light of their larger social context and goals, including the
goal of realizing Canada's human rights treaty obligations, with a view to giving life to Canada's
equality commitments, not trivializing or circumventing them.

The BIA Violates Women's Equality Rights under the Charter
When interpretation of s. 15 is informed by Canada's treaty obligations to take appropriate measures
to realize the right to an adequate standard of living and Canada's compendious commitments to
equality for women, it is unreasonable to understand s. 15 as conferring on women anything less than:
C

a right to adequate social programs and services for women in need;

C

a right to be equal beneficiaries of all social and economic policies; and

C

a right to economic policies that will promote women's equality.

In turn, this interpretation of s. 15 must be understood to impose a positive obligation on all levels
of government to provide adequate social programs and services, and to prefer economic policies that
will promote social and economic equality for women. On this substantive interpretation of s. 15, the
BIA constitutes an equality rights violation because it allows the federal government to wash its
hands of responsibility for the adequacy of social assistance programs and related services. Seen in
the larger frame of global restructuring, the BIA is also an element of macro-economic policy that
hurts women.
It should be acknowledged that the Supreme Court of Canada has not yet considered the question of
whether s. 15 imposes positive obligations on governments to tax and spend in ways that will reduce
disparities between women and men. Nor has the Court considered whether the Charter imposes an
obligation on governments to maintain adequate social programs. It is time that s. 15 jurisprudence
recognized more explicitly than it has in the past that the norm of equality has a bottom, and that
women have a right to share equally in all of the society's material resources.
However, it is not necessary to break this new jurisprudential ground in order to establish that the
BIA is a violation of women's Charter equality rights. The BIA is so egregious that it does not stand up
to even a relatively narrow form of s. 15 scrutiny.
Even on its face, the BIA is blatantly discriminatory55 in its treatment of Canada's poorest Canadians.
The affected interests — entitlements to social assistance — go to the very core of human needs for
survival and well-being. With one hand, the BIA expressly reconfirms national standards for health
care. With the other hand, the BIA virtually wipes out national standards for social assistance.
Moreover, it is not just coincidental that health care standards are retained while social assistance
standards are abandoned.
The BIA is rooted in prejudicial attitudes about the worth of single mothers and poor people generally.
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One need only recall the prevalence of negative stereotyping of welfare recipients as unworthy, lazy,
and the author of their own misfortunes, to derive a sense of why it is that Parliament felt safe in
singling out welfare recipients for prejudicial treatment.56 On 17 February 1997, Edward Greenspon of
The Globe and Mail offered this observation about public opinion:
Whereas a generation ago, Canadians blamed society at large for the plight of the poor,
today they are more likely to blame the poor. No longer are single mothers automatically
viewed as victims; people are much more inclined today to question why the women allowed
themselves to get pregnant.57
The same negative images of welfare recipients that are likely to lead to provincial governments
favouring health care and post-secondary education over social assistance programs also underlie the
federal government's decisions to defend health care standards and forego social assistance
standards. People in need of social assistance are a stigmatized minority group, an easy target for the
deficit-cutting agenda because they are unpopular and relatively lacking in political power.58 In this
regard, the comment of Parrett J. of the British Columbia Court of Appeal in the case of Federated
Anti-Poverty Groups of B.C. v. British Columbia (A.G.)59 is apt. In the course of rejecting a Crown
motion to strike a s. 15 challenge brought by the Federated Anti-Poverty Groups, Parrett J. said that
“recipients of public assistance generally lack substantial political influence, they comprise `those
groups in society to whose needs and wishes elected officials have no apparent interest in
attending.'”60
The preferential treatment that the BIA accords to health care recipients over social assistance
recipients results in a funding framework that, under well-established principles of equality rights
analysis, is discriminatory. It is discriminatory in two senses of the term. First, stigmatizing
attitudes about the beneficiaries underlie the removal of protective conditions for social assistance
programs. Second, the BIA is discriminatory in that it is underinclusive; that is, it provides
protections for one group while withholding them from another equally deserving group. Canadian courts
have recognized that underinclusiveness in a legislative scheme of protections or benefits can
constitute discrimination. The Ontario Court of Appeal held in the case of Haig61 that the exclusion of
gays and lesbians from the protection of a human rights statute is a violation of s. 15 of the Charter,
which results from underinclusiveness. The denial of protective conditions to social assistance
recipients under the BIA is very like the denial of statutory human rights protections to gays and
lesbians under human rights legislation. Thus, the holding in Haig strongly supports the claim that
the BIA is a violation of s. 15.
The Supreme Court of Canada has also recognized that discrimination may arise through
underinclusiveness, and has granted remedies that have the effect of extending a benefit scheme to a
wrongfully excluded group. For example, in the case of Tétreault-Gadoury v. Canada (Employment and
Immigration Commission),62 an exclusion based on age was found to contravene the Unemployment
Insurance Act. The effect of the declaratory order of the Court was to extend benefits to previously
excluded claimants over the age of 65. There is no principled basis for thinking that the equality
rights issues raised by the exclusion of poor women and social assistance programs from the equal
protection of national standards should be accorded any less constitutional importance that the
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wrongful exclusion of a group from human rights legislation or unemployment insurance.
However, the claim that the BIA is discriminatory does not hinge exclusively on the fact that health
care conditions are retained while social assistance conditions are abandoned.63 The BIA is
discriminatory in that it targets social assistance recipients for negative treatment, as compared
with the treatment of the public at large. The fact that conditions for health care have been preserved
lends support to this argument, but even absent this comparison, the BIA should be understood to be
discriminatory because it targets disadvantaged groups in the society, not only by removing conditions
for social assistance, but also by reducing federal government contributions for social assistance
funding, and liberating provinces to spend on more popular priorities.
The claim that the BIA is discriminatory must meet the objection that the challenged treatment, no
matter how offensive it may be, is not “based on personal characteristics.” However, it is clear that
the impact of the BIA falls on poor people, a great many of whom are single mothers with dependent
children. The BIA is harmful to women in that it undermines their material security and equality
interests. It also has the potential to reinforce negative images of poor women as sexually
irresponsible and politically expendable. Further, notwithstanding certain difficulties that some
judges are having in actually implementing adverse effects analysis, there is no question that
equality rights jurisprudence dictates that the central focus of s. 15 analysis must be on adverse
effects.
For women, poverty and lack of economic autonomy are personal characteristics of the group in the same
way that vulnerability to pregnancy discrimination and vulnerability to harassment are
characteristics of the group; that is, they are key indicators of the group's inequality and obstacles
to the achievement of equality. The Supreme Court of Canada has recognized the connection between
gender and material inequality. In Moge v. Moge, a case arising under the spousal maintenance
provisions of the Divorce Act, L'Heureux-Dubé J., speaking for the majority said, “In Canada, the
feminization of poverty is an entrenched social phenomenon.”64
Any analysis of the BIA must take into account the intersection of adverse effects based on poverty,
receipt of social assistance, gender, and the status of being a single mother, as well as race and
disability. Courts have also specifically addressed the question of whether poverty is a personal
characteristic for purposes of s. 15 analysis, and found that it is.
In the case of Dartmouth/Halifax County Regional Housing Authority v. Sparks,65 the Nova Scotia Court
of Appeal struck down provisions of the Residential Tenancies Act which excluded public housing
tenants from the security of tenure afforded to other renters in the province. The appellant, Ms.
Sparks, was a Black, single mother on social assistance. As a tenant of public housing, she could be
evicted on one month's notice, without cause. Had she been a private sector tenant, she would have been
entitled, by law, to security of tenure, meaning that she could not have been evicted except by order
of a judge, based on default of specified obligations under the Act.
Initially, the Nova Scotia Supreme Court rejected Ms. Sparks's s. 15 challenge, saying that “[the
appellant] would have to show that the legislation somehow exempted blacks, women, and recipients of
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social assistance from the protection of the statute by singling out a characteristic of being a black,
female social assistance recipient.”66
Reversing the lower court, the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal found that the effect of denying security of
tenure to public housing tenants is to discriminate against public housing tenants as a group, on the
basis of race, sex, and income. In reaching its decision that public housing tenants are an analogous
group for purposes of s. 15 analysis, the Court found that low income is a characteristic shared by all
residents of public housing, and that poverty is a condition experienced more frequently by Blacks,
women, in particular single mothers, as well as by senior citizens. The Court said at 233–34:
Low income, in most cases verging on or below poverty, is undeniably a characteristic
shared by all residents of public housing; the principle criteria of eligibility for
public housing are to have a low income and have a need for better housing. Poverty is, in
addition, a condition more frequently experienced by members of the three groups
identified by the appellant. The evidence before us supports this.
Single mothers are now known to be the group in society most likely to experience poverty
in the extreme. It is by virtue of being a single mother that this poverty is likely to
affect the members of this group. This is no less a personal characteristic of such
individuals than non-citizenship was in Andrews. To find otherwise would strain the
interpretation of “personal characteristic” unduly.
Similarly, senior citizens that are in public housing are there because they qualify by
reason of their low-incomes and need for better housing. As a general proposition, persons
who qualify for public housing are the economically disadvantaged and are so
disadvantaged because of their age and correspondingly low incomes (seniors) or families
with low-incomes, a majority of whom are disadvantaged because they are single female
parents on social assistance, many of whom are black. The public housing tenants group as
a whole is historically disadvantaged as a result of the combined effect of several
personal characteristics listed in s. 15(1). As a result, they are a group analogous to
those persons or groups specifically referred to by the characteristics set out in s.
15(1) of the Charter being characteristics that are most commonly the subject of
discrimination.
Following the Court of Appeal ruling in Sparks, the Nova Scotia Supreme Court ruled in the case of R. v.
Rehberg67 that legislation that disentitles women who cohabit with men from receiving welfare has a
discriminatory effect on single mothers, contrary to s. 15 of the Charter. In reaching this conclusion
the Court adopted an approach to s. 15 which was informed by a recognition that poverty and gender are
importantly connected. The Court stated at 361:
I note that the Court in Sparks had no difficulty in finding that single mothers are a
“group” in society most likely to experience poverty in the extreme, and that poverty is
likely to be a personal characteristic of a single mother. I have no difficulty reaching
the same conclusion from the evidence before me.
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We are therefore faced with a situation where the regulations specifically authorized
under the Act provide that a special group, “single parents otherwise eligible for family
benefits”, can be determined ineligible to receive these benefits if they contravene the
man in the house rule, however it is applied. Moreover, this “group” is overwhelmingly
female single mothers who are, with their children, a group in society “most likely to
experience poverty in the extreme”. I find in these circumstances, as was found in Sparks,
that poverty is likely a personal characteristic of this group, and in this instance
poverty is analogous to the listed grounds in s. 15. As well, of course, the group
encompasses a listed ground, “sex”, as it is most likely that members of this group are
female.
In another case, Schaff v. R.,68 the Tax Court also found that poverty is a personal characteristic that
can form the basis of discrimination. The appellant, a single mother living in poverty argued that s.
56(1)(b) of the Income Tax Act violated her rights under ss. 7 and 15 of the Charter because it required
her to include in any computation of her income the child support payments she received. Although the
Court did not find a violation of the Charter, it nonetheless found that the appellant was a member of a
disadvantaged group that is entitled to Charter protection. The Court said at 158:
The appellant, in my opinion, is part of a “discrete and insular minority” worthy of
protection under s. 15 of the Charter. More specifically, poverty is a personal
characteristic that can form the basis of discrimination.
And further at 158:
In my opinion, the appellant is worthy of protection under s. 15 of the Charter in so far
as poor, female, single custodial parents have historically suffered social, political
and legal disadvantage.
Similarly, the Alberta Court of Queen's Bench ruled in the case of M.(R.H.) v. H.(S.S.)69 that a law
requiring corroboration of an unmarried mother's evidence discriminated on the basis of gender and
marital status. In the course of reaching this conclusion, the Court made reference to the likelihood
that single mothers would be poor. The Judge stated at 341:
Although I have already found s. 19(1) to be discriminatory for the above reasons, I make
the following additional comments on the matter of what is now referred to as the
feminization of poverty. …
… I have no difficulty finding that single mothers are more likely to suffer the effects
of poverty. … In my view, this simply is another route through which discrimination
against single mothers is established.
The recognition that the Charter should provide protection in cases involving the intersection of
poverty, receipt of social assistance, gender, and the status of being a single mother, resonates with
holdings of the Supreme Court of Canada recognizing that vulnerability to harassment and pregnancy124

related discrimination are forms of sex discrimination to which human rights protections apply.

Conclusion
It might be argued that the BIA is not subject to the Charter because it is budgetary legislation
arising from economic realities and difficult legislative choices with which courts should not
interfere. However, the Charter does not exempt any class of legislation from the requirement of
conforming with s. 15.
An overwhelming majority of the Supreme Court of Canada has held that no legislation is immune from s.
15 review.70 Courts have also recognized that s. 15 is an all-encompassing right to freedom from
discrimination which governs all legislative action.71
It is notable that s. 32 (1) of the Charter is very broad in its wording, making it clear that the
Charter applies to all federal and provincial government legislation. It states:
(a) The Charter applies to the Parliament and government of Canada in respect of all
matters within the authority of Parliament including all matters relating to the Yukon
Territory and Northwest Territories; and
(b) to the legislature and government of each province in respect of all matters within
the authority of the legislature of each province.
In addition to applying the Charter to income tax legislation, the Supreme Court of Canada has also
applied it to legislation governing benefits such as unemployment insurance.72 The Court has also been
willing to order remedies with financial implications that are potentially substantial.73 Thus, even
on existing case law, an argument that the BIA is immune from Charter review is not sustainable.
In a court of law it might be argued that the infringements of equality rights occasioned by the BIA are
justified, pursuant to s. 1 of the Charter. However, it is well established that government bears the
burden of showing that the rights violation is demonstrably justified. As Wilson J. recognized in
Andrews, it is fitting that this burden be onerous. She said: “Given that s. 15 is designed to protect
those groups who suffer social, political, and legal disadvantage in our society, the burden resting
on government to justify the … discrimination against such groups is appropriately an onerous one.”74
The government must show the legislation addresses a pressing and substantial objective, that there is
a rational connection between the legislative objective and the rights violation, that the challenged
legislation impairs75 the guaranteed right as little as possible, and that there is overall
proportionality between the harmful effects of the legislation and importance of the objective.76 This
onerous burden, the federal government cannot discharge. The aspirations of provincial governments
for increased autonomy can be respected. However, this does not justify cutting women and other
vulnerable groups adrift in the way that the BIA does, wiping out protections and supports for social
assistance programs and related services.
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We conclude that the BIA contravenes Canada's treaty obligations under the CEDAW and the ICESCR, and
violates women's Charter equality rights. The BIA should be rejected by Canadians, and the CHST should
be revisited by governments as an urgent priority.
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CHAPTER 5
New Directions
Introduction
Women's aspirations to be accorded equal consideration and respect in economic policy matters are not
satisfied by the change from the CAP to the CHST. Underlying this attack on the social safety net are
the deeply sexist assumptions that women's economic inequality is natural, that women will be looked
after inside the family, and that the poverty of women who are not connected to men can be ignored.
Women's fight for social programs and services that will support our aspirations for equality,
including economic autonomy, must be redoubled. And women must resist fiercely the placement of
economic decision making outside the equality rights framework.
In the face of economic decision making that ignores the needs and aspirations of women and treats
economic policy as unrelated to the rights of women, women need to be prepared with a new articulation
of the meaning of equality. We need to insist on connection, not disconnection. We believe that for
women to move forward, connections must be made: between civil and political rights, and economic,
social, and cultural rights; between the future of social programs and the future of national unity;
between economic policy and Canada's commitments to equality.
Here we suggest some general strategies for approaching our current problems, some ways of using and
making political spaces where women can continue to press for the fulfilment of Canada's commitments
to equality and for a more generous future for all Canadians.

Courts and Equality Rights
In recent decades, women have made significant legal gains ranging from the attainment of rights to
vote and hold office to the removal of explicit barriers to employment opportunities. It has become
extremely rare to see legislation that discriminates against women overtly. But these advances towards
formal equality do not mean that women have achieved equality in fact. The ongoing challenge is to
close the gap between the promise of equality and the realities of women's lives. Government policies
have a major role to play. Some legislative choices promote the equality of women. Others do not.
Governments in Canada are bound by the Charter and by human rights treaties to choose equalitypromoting measures.
One of the ways that women have been able to push governments to live up to their equality commitments
is by taking them to court, using the Charter's equality rights guarantees. Before the advent of the
Charter, women took governments to court, using the equality guarantee under the Canadian Bill of
Rights. From the earliest days of feminist activism, women have been concerned about issues of
economic inequality. However, because of shifts in economic policy directions that are extremely
threatening to women, there are new and more urgent pressures to ensure that equality rights
guarantees are interpreted in ways that respond to concerns about the material conditions of women's
lives. Equality rights jurisprudence is at a critical juncture.
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Recent s. 15 decisions suggest a tendency for judges to recoil from challenges to legislative schemes
that fail to take the needs of disadvantaged groups into account. This tendency can be more pronounced
if it is thought that there are social or economic issues at stake.
During a period when governments are having considerable success in their efforts to persuade courts
to bob and weave when economic issues come along, and familiar patterns of defeating legal reasoning
are repeated, it is reasonable for feminists to ask whether it is worthwhile to continue to invest
energy in the courts. Our answer to this question is yes. But our response is positive because of the
way we think about strategic litigation. We think of it as one element of a long-term struggle to
overcome ideologies of dominance, and to establish understandings of equality that can actually speak
to the material conditions of women's inequality.
Litigation can also be a means of protesting against laws, such as the CHST, which have the effect of
reinforcing the inequality of women.
In our view, feminists should use all the spaces that are available for feminist advocacy, and should
also push for spaces to be created and expanded. Sometimes the courts are a useful place to be because
they provide an opening to address an issue of inequality. Other times the opening they provide may be
small, but the reason for going there is precisely to object to the smallness of the opening. Clearly,
neither the law nor equality discourse were invented with women in mind. Sometimes the courts are a
place where this can be illustrated and protested.
Also important to our thinking about the issue of litigation is what is rejected. We reject a
conception of litigation as a tool that can accomplish great things in isolation from other
strategies. The most important legal victories of the past decade — in cases such as Brooks,1 Janzen,2
and Morgentaler3 — were achieved because they were preceded and accompanied by an enormous swell of
activism, which created favourable conditions for litigation. And it is for the same reason that the
outcome of those cases was and continues to be culturally significant. Activists have used these cases
as elements of broad-based strategies to shift public opinion.
We also reject the naive hope that any one legal case could bring an end to inequality. Sexism,
homophobia, racism, anti-Semitism, able-bodyism, and complacency about poverty are values that are so
entrenched in the society that the battle against them does not get finally won in a single legal case.
No one initiative, whether it be litigation or new legislation, could ever be expected to carry the
burden of displacing a powerful ideology. However, a well chosen legal case can make a contribution to
a long-term struggle to change attitudes and beliefs.
Nor do we claim that the courts are best suited to the performance of all law-related tasks. One of the
compelling reasons for calls for judicial restraint is that most of us actually do want our governments
to govern. But what recourse do women have when legislators are not listening? Regarding the BIA, and
the importance of national standards, women have made their concerns known to government committees,
individual politicians, senior government bureaucrats, the media, and international human rights
bodies, so far, to little avail. There are times, such as this, when litigation can be useful to open up
an alternative forum when other spaces controlled by governments and the media seem to have closed
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down, even though the ultimate goal is to prompt government action.
It is important to note that there are important ways of influencing the content of rights besides
being a plaintiff or a plaintiff's lawyer in a court case. Feminist interventions in cases initiated by
others, such as those sponsored by the Women's Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF) and by other
equality rights groups, are an extremely important vehicle for women's participation in litigation.
Outside-the-courtroom commentary and activism are important avenues of participation in the shaping
of rights. Approving references to feminist scholarship that figure prominently in many Supreme Court
of Canada decisions indicate that this kind of commentary from outside the courtroom can also make a
difference.
There are strengths, weaknesses, and highly situational strategic considerations associated with each
model of litigation involvement. Perhaps the most important role of proactive Charter litigation, by
which we mean commencing a challenge rather than intervening in a case initiated by others, is that it
can be a way of gaining legitimacy and public sympathy for an issue to which elected officials have not
been responsive. Thibaudeau4 is a case in point. The issue of discriminatory tax treatment of child
support payments had long been the subject of women's movement lobbying efforts, but not of government
reform. However, when the tax treatment of child support payments became the subject of a Charter
challenge, the wheels of legislative reform began to turn, and, interestingly, the momentum was not
lost even though the Supreme Court ruled against Suzanne Thibaudeau.
It is also important to note that the Thibaudeau challenge consisted not only of the argument advanced
by Ms. Thibaudeau and her lawyers. The challenge included legal interventions by LEAF, the Charter
Committee on Poverty Issues (CCPI), the National Action Committee on the Status of Women (NAC), and the
National Association of Women and the Law (NAWL), feminist writing in academic literature and women's
media, and a sustained lobbying effort by women's organizations and individual women, all of which
influenced federal government decision makers and the climate of public opinion.
A central characteristic of the proactive litigation model is the tension that exists between the
narrower goal of securing a legal outcome that will provide immediate benefits to the claimant,
usually an individual, and the broader goal of securing an outcome, including helpful reasons for
judgment, which can assist women as a group, both by providing immediate benefits and by pushing the
jurisprudence forward in directions favourable to women. This tension can be significantly mitigated
by the participation of feminist intervenor groups. The role of the intervenor is precisely to
articulate the legal principles on which the case should be decided, in light of the broader impact
that it is likely to have. The intervenor group may even define success in terms of the principles
adopted by the court, which will be applied as precedent in subsequent cases. The individual
plaintiff, on the other hand, acting without broad-based organizational support, may not even be aware
of the broader concerns surrounding an issue, even though the outcome of the case stands to have
widespread effects.
Another factor, in any litigation, can be the cautious lawyerly disposition that sees any move away
from established legal precedent as a threat to legal victory. Whereas lawyers are trained to make
legal arguments based on precedent, the challenge of feminist advocacy, quite often, is to take a court
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in a direction that departs significantly from precedent. The bedrock of feminist advocacy is not only
legal precedent; it is also feminist principles. However, the tension between “winning” and “winning
the right way” can also be softened if it is recognized that the hope of securing an immediate legal
victory is not the only reason for litigating. Even when the prospects of securing a legal victory are
poor, litigation can be an effective means of registering serious protest, thereby helping to shift
the terms of a debate. Furthermore, the Charter is still a relatively new instrument, and there are a
lot of areas in which precedent is either very thin or non-existent. This means that there may be a
greater requirement and opportunity for the development of effective arguments than is sometimes
thought to be the case.
We recommend against decontextualized decisions for or against litigation. Proactive litigation
should always be regarded as an option, with the choice to pursue it or not being based on highly
situational considerations, such as resource availability and capacity to mount a litigation support
campaign among women and in the media. On the other hand, we are strongly of the view that legal
interventions to shape the course of equality jurisprudence are crucial. Women do not control which
cases get before the courts. Cases that will have widespread effects on women, institutions, and
jurisprudence have been, and will continue to be, brought into the courts by various groups and
individuals. Women's presence in these cases is essential.
Particularly since 1985 when the equality guarantee of the Charter came into force, women have gained
considerable experience in using the courts as a forum in which to press women's rights claims. The
record shows that the feminist advocacy work of women's rights organizations can have a significant
influence on the outcome of legal decisions. Decisions such as Andrews5 strongly reflect the influence
of arguments advanced by feminist intervenor groups.
There are other cases in which feminist perspectives have not prevailed. In Supreme Court of Canada
Charter decisions, the influence of feminist intervenors' arguments is often reflected in dissenting
opinions. But, the power of dissenting opinions should not be underestimated. A dissenting opinion can
be used to criticize majority decisions and to mobilize public support for an alternative position.
The fact that in numerous equality rights decisions, the two women judges on the Supreme Court of
Canada have written eloquent dissents has sent a strong public message concerning the gendered
character of some key points of disagreement on the Court, and underlined the importance of appointing
more women to the bench.
The history of legal decision making shows that, over time, courts can be persuaded to change their
minds, reversing earlier decisions that are inconsistent with equality values. One of the reasons that
the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Brooks6 stands out as such an important victory is that
it represented the culmination of a decade-long protest against the Court's earlier holding in Bliss7
that discrimination based on pregnancy is not sex discrimination. Women fought long and hard for this
reversal. In Brooks, Dickson C.J. said on behalf of a unanimous Supreme Court, “With the benefit of a
decade of hindsight and ten years of experience with claims of discrimination and jurisprudence
arising therefrom, I am prepared to say that Bliss was wrongly decided, or in any event, that Bliss
would not be decided now as it was decided then.”
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But the progress of equality struggles is not steady. It is uneven. Looking to the future, there are
particular areas of equality rights law that should be the focus of concentrated attention by feminist
organizations. The Charter's equality rights guarantees are in danger of being degraded and gutted by
arguments advanced in courts by governments, arguments designed to effectively eliminate the right to
equal benefit of the law. These arguments involve three basic manoeuvres:
C

constructing hurdles that make it impossible for equality rights plaintiffs to
prove that legislation that is gender neutral on its face may nonetheless have
adverse effects on women (adverse effects are either blamed on extraneous factors
such as nature, or adverse effects are ignored);

C

erecting a wall between “socio-economic” issues (social justice claims by members
of disadvantaged groups) and “rights” issues (claims that seem to fit more easily
within a formal equality framework); and

C

reducing the burden of proof that governments must meet in order to prove that a
Charter violation is justified, and therefore permissible under s. 1 of the
Charter.

Women must resist these government efforts and push equality rights law to accept and understand
women's material inequality as a sex discrimination issue. Sustained efforts are needed to displace
same treatment, or formal equality, as a normative equality goal. Equality rights analysis must be
concerned with eliminating the pattern of unequal results experienced by women.
It has been recognized in equality rights case law that the amelioration of group disadvantage is a
goal of s. 15 of the Charter. Moreover, courts have repeatedly recognized that discrimination is
primarily a question of adverse effects. However, in practice, some claims have failed because the
inequality complained of was not seen as being based on personal characteristics.
When tested against the problem of the BIA, the pitfalls of the requirement that the alleged
discrimination be shown to be based on personal characteristics become apparent. We have argued that
the BIA is discriminatory because it targets poor people for negative treatment, and the impact of that
negative treatment has adverse effects on women, contrary to the sex equality guarantees of the
Charter, and contrary to Canada's international human rights obligations under CEDAW, the ICESCR and
the Platform for Action. The BIA removes protections and threatens services on which women are
disproportionately reliant. And, although it is clearly possible to reach the conclusion that the BIA
is discriminatory in that it “treats women differently based on personal characteristics,” this
formula sounds superficial, individualistic, and biologically reductionist. It can also distract
adjudicators so that the potential of the challenged law to contribute to the inequality of the group
is not seen.
Concluding that the BIA is discriminatory requires inferring adverse treatment from the evidence of
adverse effects. The BIA has a disproportionate impact on women, and that impact results from a complex
interaction of social, economic, and legal factors, including the gendered division of labour and the
persistent assumption that women should live in domestic circumstances of economic dependence on men.
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The BIA does, in effect, treat women adversely. Economic inequality is a social consequence of being
designated a woman. The BIA exacerbates this reality.
In situations of adverse effect discrimination, the “personal characteristics” formula can work, but
only if the personal characteristics of women are understood to include the socially constructed
indices of inequality that characterize the group, including the economic inequality to which women
are subject.
Women must insist upon judicial recognition that lack of economic autonomy is a central reality of
women's lives. It is pervasive, persistent, structural, reinforced by legislative choices, and
intimately connected to women's lack of power in fora where economic policies are being established.
Economic issues are difficult for women to address politically because decision-making processes
about economic policy are heavily influenced by those with economic clout, and, increasingly, they are
private. Women are excluded from them. This too is indicative of women's unequal status in the society.
Equality rights law took a big step forward when judges on the Supreme Court of Canada decided to
endorse adverse effect analysis as appropriate to s. 15. It is a settled principle of equality rights
jurisprudence that discrimination is a question of harmful effects, and that an intention to
discriminate need not be proven. However, the issue now is actually applying adverse effect analysis
to women's group-based circumstances. This issue is the new challenge.
Judges are having a big problem with the issue of causality. Feminist advocacy must expose the
weaknesses of a mono-causal theory of discrimination that requires the rights claimant to prove that a
challenged law is the sole cause of the inequality complained of. Such a requirement could defeat an
equality rights challenge to the BIA on the basis that this legislative scheme is not the only cause of
women's inequality. However, this is not the claim. The claim, rather, is that the BIA worsens
conditions for women, in light of a social, legal, and economic context of inequality in which the CAP
was especially important to women. Sex equality jurisprudence needs a twentieth century theory of
multiple causation that allows women to challenge the various layers of factors that create the
economic inequality of the group.
There is more to say about the question of effects. Women need courts to be able to deal with the fact
that a given piece of legislation may hurt men and women, and yet still raise a sex equality issue for
women, but not for men. Regarding the BIA, it is clear that some men are also hurt by the loss of the CAP
because they are poor, and further, that some women are economically prosperous. This picture of
multiple effects should not be considered a detraction from the validity of the claim that the BIA has
a disproportionate impact on women.
In a 1992 case dealing with mandatory retirement, Madam Justice L'Heureux-Dubé recognized that a
provision may raise gender issues, because of socio-economic patterns, notwithstanding that the
provision has the appearance of gender neutrality. She wrote: “Women are penalized, in particular, [by
mandatory retirement] because they tend to have lower paying jobs which are less likely to offer
pension coverage, and they often interrupt their careers to raise families. (These socio-economic
patterns, combined with private and government pension plans which are calculated on years of
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participation in the work force, in some ways make mandatory retirement at age 65 as much an issue of
gender as of age discrimination.)”8 Similarly, the BIA should be understood as a problem of poor
people, including poor men, but also as a gender issue.
Women must build on recognitions, such as that of L'Heureux-Dubé J. regarding the impact of mandatory
retirement on women, to establish an understanding of adverse effect discrimination that goes beyond
the notion that adverse effects are simply a matter of unintended side effects on a minority of the
population that can be adequately mitigated by means of a little bit of fine tuning.9 The narrow focus
of much adverse effect analysis means that it cannot properly address or even perceive the systemic
problems of women's economic inequality.
As part of the endeavour of protecting equality rights from degradation, women must expose the choices
that underlie economic decisions, rather than allowing governments to sustain the myth that just
because a decision involves money it does not involve choices. In short, economics must be exposed as
politics. The causal link between laws like the BIA and women's inequality becomes more visible and
less easy for governments to justify, when economic policy is revealed as a product of political
choices. Analyzing the political nature of economic policy is a task for which feminist advocacy is
exceptionally well suited, as has been demonstrated by the cogency of feminist critiques that
challenge the myth that legal reasoning is neutral and therefore not political.
Also central to a feminist agenda for meaningful equality rights must be the matter of judges' tendency
to reject claims for distributive justice. From the time of Bliss,10 women have resisted the view that
rights are only about removing penalties and not about sharing benefits. However, these efforts must
be redoubled because governments are taking benefit schemes away and persistently arguing in
litigation that courts should defer to governments in such matters. In turn, this fuels judicial
uncertainty about the democratic legitimacy of court involvement in cases where discrimination
manifests as material inequality. And yet, judicial abdication of responsibility to deal with the
economic dimensions of women's equality rights threatens democratic values in a way that is far more
profound than judicial involvement in economic policy, which government lawyers allege is such a
danger. Women's capacity to participate as full citizens in Canada's social and political life is
vastly diminished if governments can take steps that undermine women's economic autonomy without any
fear of judicial review. It is crucial that equality rights jurisprudence be expanded to recognize
that, in relation to women's equality aspirations, economic autonomy interests are no less fundamental
than liberty interests, and that for women, these interests are actually inseparable from one another.
Finally, for women to pursue this agenda, there is a practical stumbling block that must be removed.
Women's participation in the interpretation of the Charter's equality rights guarantees has been made
possible by the Court Challenges Program. The Court Challenges Program11 was established by the federal
government as a result of concerted lobbying by equality rights groups who pointed out that the
equality guarantees of the Charter would have little meaning for disadvantaged groups in Canada unless
funds were provided that would allow them to actually use their rights and participate in their
interpretation.
The Court Challenges Program has provided access to Charter rights since 1985. For test cases of
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national significance, individuals or organizations representing disadvantaged groups can receive
$50,000 to cover legal costs for trials, and a further $35,000 for each level of appeal, or for
interventions. However, under the contribution agreement between the federal government and the
Program, the Program can only fund challenges to federal laws, programs, and policies. No money is
available to support challenges to provincial laws or policies through the Program, and no provinces
have made similar funds available, with one limited exception.12
Health, education, social assistance, and social services are provincial matters because of the
constitutional division of powers. As the federal government abandons national standards, and more
responsibility for social programs and services is devolved to the provinces, this restriction is
increasingly problematic. Women's ability to use their rights to challenge discrimination in the
design and provision of social programs and services is barred by the restriction in the mandate of the
Court Challenges Program. Now, persuading federal and provincial governments to expand the mandate of
the Court Challenges Program is essential so that women and other disadvantaged groups can have access
to the use of their equality rights when there is discrimination in provincial laws, programs, and
policies.

International Instruments and Fora
As in the domestic sphere, in the international sphere there is also much work to be done.
Strategically, women must have dual aspirations: to begin to use international instruments and fora
more extensively and effectively now and, simultaneously, to work on shaping them so that they can
serve the interests of advancing women's equality better. We believe that Canadian women have not
exploited the full potential of international instruments and international fora to advance their
claims for equality. But we also believe that the strength of these instruments and the usefulness of
the fora must be built by women, and they can only be built by putting concerted and organized energy
into them. It is time to devote attention here because Canadian women need to develop a larger, global
understanding of the dimensions of women's oppression, need the lever of international human rights
law, and need extra-national fora in which to make rights claims.
There are a number of practical reasons for working at the international level now. First,
international bodies regularly scrutinize Canada's compliance with its human rights treaty
obligations. This provides occasions when attention can be drawn to the gap between Canada's human
rights commitments and its performance. For example, the United Nations Development Programme's
(UNDP) Human Development Report 1997 ranks Canada first, as the best country to live in.13 Canada falls
to sixth place, however, when women's access to professional, economic, and political opportunities
are taken into account, behind Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and New Zealand.14 Even this sixth
place ranking must be interpreted. The UNDP points out that no society treats its women as well as its
men. So Canada ranks sixth among other countries, all of which treat women less well than men.15 There
is no acceptable justification for the difference in men's and women's conditions in Canada, one of the
world's wealthiest and, it claims, most progressive countries.
It should be difficult for Canada to ignore critical observations of UN oversight bodies on its
compliance with its treaty obligations, or rulings under UN complaint procedures. While UN bodies
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cannot force compliance with human rights treaties, Canada is particularly vulnerable to pressure to
honour its obligations because in the international arena it holds itself out to other countries as a
leader with respect to human rights, and it advocates for respecting treaty commitments.
Secondly, the international arena is fertile ground for activism about women's economic inequality.
Globally, the link between being female and being poor is startlingly clear. Seventy percent of the
world's women are poor, and women own 1 percent of the world's wealth.16 Given this global data, it is
difficult for UN bodies, interpreting equality commitments, to place women's economic inequality
outside their boundaries. Yet UN treaties are still young, and international jurisprudence is still in
need of development. Because of this, it is time to build, with women's NGOs from around the world, a
feminist interpretation of the ICESCR's guarantees of social and economic rights that will ensure that
the diverse and particular dimensions of women's poverty and economic disadvantage are identified,
acknowledged, and addressed as an integral part of Covenant commitments. Similarly, it is important to
press for the application of CEDAW to economic policy and, in particular, to policies that exacerbate
women's poverty and economic inequality, or fail to redress them. And, as we have argued, it is
essential for these instruments to be applied together to illuminate fully the nature and range of
government obligations with respect to women's economic inequality.
Building these interpretations of the central human rights instruments is important for all women. In
Canada, it can make the instruments more useful for women because human rights treaties can be called
upon as aids to the interpretation of Charter equality rights. Applications of the treaties by UN
bodies to the real economic inequality of women can influence the approach to the economic content of
domestic guarantees. Using international human rights instruments and the UN system must be viewed as
a long-term strategy. It provides women with another political space in which to pursue the
development of the feminist and substantive content of rights, and the internationalization of human
rights claims can provide assistance in pursuing women's goals, just as strategic Charter litigation
can.17
There is a third reason for looking to the international level. Women are being affected by a global
restructuring, corporatist agenda. It is essential to organize against the manifestations and impacts
of this inside Canada. But it is also important to organize against the manifestations and impacts of
it globally with other women from all parts of the world, and, in particular, to build the strength of
human rights treaties and commitments as a platform from which to attack the sexism of this agenda.
Human rights activists in Canada, with women prominent among them, have, through years of work,
established that human rights laws are of a special nature and are not subject to contracting out by
governments, employers, or unions, except by explicit legislative provision. Human rights legislation
takes priority over contradictory provisions in ordinary domestic legislation. However, governments
are in fact contracting out of international and domestic human rights obligations, by entering into
agreements such as NAFTA and the new Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) that diminish the
powers of governments to regulate the conduct of corporations, and that permit the erasure of human
rights protections and the further exploitation of women's unpaid and underpaid labour. It is
important now to identify such agreements as a kind of contracting out that should be understood as
impermissible.18 At the international level, women can address the contradiction between the global,
corporatist agenda and women's human rights.19
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It is important to remember that until recently, violations of women's human rights have not even been
recognized as coming within the human rights paradigm. Because women's concerns have been seen to
belong to the spheres of the family or culture, spheres where governments should hesitate to
interfere, it has been difficult to persuade the members of the UN, the treaty bodies, rapporteurs, and
UN officials that human rights should be applied to women's circumstances. Women achieved a
breakthrough at the Second World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna in 1993. The Vienna Declaration
and Program of Action calls for attention to be given to the violation of women's human rights in all UN
activities. In particular, women were successful at the Vienna Conference in establishing that
violence against women is a form of sex discrimination and that it contravenes human rights
standards.20
The first strategy of the American-based international women's human rights organizations has been to
link women's rights to civil and political rights. Charlotte Bunch notes that it was necessary to
dispel the “insidious myth about women's rights … that they are trivial or secondary to the concerns of
life and death.”21 Women were successful in Vienna because they brought forward individual women's
stories of torture, mutilation, and abuse, as well as graphic reports of mass rapes, sexual slavery,
and executions of women. They proved that far from being trivial, “sexism kills.”22 They proved that
women's civil and political rights to life, to security of the person, to freedom from torture and
arbitrary detention, are being violated on a massive scale.
It is time, we believe, to make similarly concerted efforts to expose and protest the massive
violations of women's economic, social and cultural rights, and to ensure that women's right to
equality is understood to embrace the spectrum of civil, political, economic, social, and cultural
rights.
However, to use the international instruments and fora effectively and to build them into better tools
for advancing equality, women must contend with some practical problems. First of all, using
international instruments and fora is not easy. UN human rights bodies do their work in New York and
Geneva, their procedures are bureaucratic and technical, and women's groups in Canada do not yet have
routine access to information about events and schedules pertinent to their interests. In the Canadian
NGO community there is a lack of information about, and experience in using international treaties and
the UN system. The best informed NGOs are those that deal with development issues; they are mainly
focused on how Canada deals with human rights in other countries. The women's organizations that are
focused on women's inequality in Canada still have little expertise in using international instruments
and mechanisms.
This problem is not confined to Canada. There are a number of United States–based international
women's NGOs that are sophisticated in their knowledge of UN instruments, mechanisms, and how to use
them.23 But, in general, domestic women's NGOs are not.24 In Canada there is no women's organization
specifically devoted to using international instruments and fora to advance Canadian women's
interests, and government support for women's participation in this level of rights elaboration and
rights claiming has not been sufficient to permit women's NGOs to consolidate expertise and have a
consistent presence.25
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Also, instruments that are of central importance to women, CEDAW and the ICESCR, have inadequate
enforcement mechanisms.26 Unlike the ICCPR, the Convention Against Torture (CAT),27 and the Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racism and Racial Discrimination (CERD),28 neither CEDAW nor the
ICESCR has a complaint procedure attached to it. The ICCPR has an Optional Protocol29 that allows
individuals in countries that are signatory to the Covenant and the Protocol to make complaints that
their rights have been violated.30 The same Committee of experts (the Human Rights Committee) that
receives periodic reports from States Parties on their compliance adjudicates these complaints. CERD
permits its oversight Committee to consider complaints from individuals or groups against States
Parties that have agreed to this procedure,31 as does CAT.32 CAT also includes a separate inquiry
procedure that allows the CAT Committee to investigate allegations of systematic violations.33
However, under CEDAW and the ICESCR, States Parties are required only to submit reports to the CEDAW
Committee and the ICESCR Committee on their compliance with the treaty obligations.34
The failure to provide complaint mechanisms for CEDAW and the ICESCR has a significant sexist
dimension. Inside the UN system, the monitoring and enforcement of women's rights, so far, lack
resources and mechanisms comparable to those attached to other human rights instruments. While the
ICCPR is intended to address the civil and political rights of women as well as men, and the Human
Rights Committee has dealt with some important complaints regarding women's loss of citizenship and
other rights through marriage, the many dimensions of women's inequality are not the specific focus of
the instrument or of the Committee's work. The lack of parallel and adequate enforcement machinery for
CEDAW accords women's rights a second class status. Also, when 70 percent of the world's poor people
are women, the lack of an Optional Protocol for the ICESCR means that there is no adequate mechanism to
vindicate rights that are crucial to women, and their interests are devalued. Complaint mechanisms for
CEDAW and the ICESCR are essential.
In addition, however, if there were more NGO involvement, the report-reviewing procedure could be much
more useful than it currently is. Too often, Canada's own reports on its compliance with the UN
instruments are the only source of information that UN oversight bodies have. These reports, written
by Canadian governments, are self-congratulatory in the main, and do not provide UN bodies with the
alternative information and perspectives necessary to make critical assessments of Canada's
performance. At the current time, the UN review procedures are not set up to give NGOs a clear
participatory role. This puts women in all countries around the world, not just Canada, in the position
of trying to provide information about their conditions to oversight committees through brief written
“shadow reports,” often without interaction either with their governments, or with the members of the
oversight body.
Consequently, there are a number of practical changes for women to press for. First, it must be
acknowledged inside the UN system, and by Canada, that women's NGOs can be, and should be, important
players when international human rights instruments are being developed and when compliance with them
is being monitored. While the instruments are treaties among governments, people are the intended
beneficiaries, and women should benefit from them on an equal basis. The human rights treaties can only
be given their full vitality if NGOs have access to effective processes for vindicating the rights that
are in them.
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This means, first of all, pressing for the development of effective Optional Protocols to CEDAW and the
ICESCR that will permit women to bring complaints of rights violations into the UN system for
adjudication. After the Vienna Conference on Human Rights, at which women pushed for the development
of an Optional Protocol to CEDAW, the CEDAW Committee in 1994 recommended that the Commission on the
Status of Women (CSW)35 begin drafting an optional protocol. This work began at the fortieth session of
the CSW in March 1996, continued in 1997 and 1998, and will proceed in 1999, with a goal of
implementation in the year 2000.36 There is currently a document, full of brackets,37 which is the
working draft of the Optional Protocol.38 Most of the important issues that will determine whether the
complaint procedure will be an effective one are as yet unresolved. They include:
C

Will groups and organizations be able to make complaints, as well as individuals who
are the victims of rights violations? A purely individual complaint procedure will
preclude complaints being made by women who lack information, are in danger,
illiterate, or poor.

C

Will there be, in addition to the complaint procedure, an adequate inquiry procedure
that is binding on all signatories that will allow the Committee to investigate
allegations of systematic, not just individual, violations, similar to the inquiry
procedure for the CAT?

C

Will all the rights articulated in CEDAW, whether they are categorized as civil and
political rights, or economic, social, and cultural rights, be subject to the same
enforcement procedure? There is the very present danger that rights that are
understood to place positive obligations on governments to act, and those that require
governments to refrain from acting, will be treated differently by a new Optional
Protocol. If such an approach were to prevail, it would serve to perpetuate the
damaging perspective that commitments that create obligations for governments to
actually do things are not real rights, and to perpetuate those aspects of women's
inequality to which such rights are intended to apply. For women, this is a key issue.
It will affect whether the Optional Protocol, and CEDAW, can be effective instruments
for women.

How these central issues are resolved may be determined at the 1999 session of the CSW.
We believe that women should also be concerned about the lack of an Optional Protocol to the ICESCR. As
we have pointed out, this Covenant contains explicitly articulated rights to economic benefits and
protections, the enjoyment of which are fundamental to women's equality. Notwithstanding that an
Optional Protocol for the ICESCR was also strongly lobbied for at the Vienna Conference on Human Rights
in 1993, work on it has not moved steadily forward as it has on the Optional Protocol to CEDAW. The
longer the ICESCR remains without an Optional Protocol, the longer the division of civil and political
rights from economic, social, and cultural rights, and the domination of civil and political rights,
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are maintained. This reinforces the outmoded view that economic policy need not be congruent with
human rights.
NGO participation in the review of country reports must be enhanced, which means achieving standing
for NGOs to appear before oversight bodies and participate at both the preparatory meetings, at which
questions on country reports are prepared, and at the meetings where country reports are presented.
NGOs should also have timely access to Canada's reports so that they can prepare commentary and
alternative reports for the relevant UN bodies. Without NGO participation, these monitoring and
accountability procedures lack usefulness and credibility.
Recently the ICESCR Committee has made efforts to make its process more accessible to NGOs. Canadian
NGOs have appeared on two occasions before the Committee and have been allowed to make presentations
regarding social and economic conditions in Canada that are relevant to the Committee's assessment of
Canada's compliance. In May 1993, the Charter Committee on Poverty Issues and the National AntiPoverty Organization were allowed by the ICESCR Committee to make a presentation at the time of Canada
presenting its second periodic report concerning the rights covered in Articles 10 to 15 of the ICESCR,
including the right to an adequate standard of living. The Canadian NGO presence had a marked impact on
the ICESCR Committee's assessment of Canada's compliance. In its concluding observations on Canada's
report, the Committee issued the harshest criticism ever levelled at a developed country because of
unacceptable levels of poverty among vulnerable groups, in particular, single mothers.39
The subsequent interventions of the coalition with the ICESCR Committee to bring to its attention the
introduction of the BIA are an example of strategic and proactive use of the UN system.

At its January 1997 meeting, the CEDAW Committee considered a report regarding improved access for
NGOs.40 Both the CEDAW Committee and the ICESCR Committee need support and pressure from NGOs to ope
more space for the participation of NGOs. NGO participation is vital, and women should demand that they
be allowed to participate in such a way that the international rights treaties afford some protection
from real threats, and the oversight bodies can provide a venue for addressing women's real
inequality.
There are other possible kinds of interventions. The CSW can receive communications about systematic
violations of the rights of women.41 The thematic rapporteurs appointed by the Commission on Human
Rights can receive information from women about various kinds of violations of human rights.42 Also
women can foster feminist interpretations of human rights treaties by lobbying the Committees to
produce general comments on a particular issue, or on principles for interpreting the treaties. For
example, the CEDAW Committee recently produced a general recommendation on violence against women.
General Recommendation No. 19 on gender-based violence is important because violence against women is
not expressly mentioned in the text of CEDAW itself.43 Following this precedent, women could encourage
the Committee to produce a general recommendation on women's poverty and economic inequality that
would incorporate key elements of the Platform for Action.
Finally, it is clear that Canadian governments must provide women's groups with the means to
participate in the development and vindication of rights at the international level. At other levels
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where equality commitments have been made in law, such as in human rights legislation and in the
Charter, governments have recognized that these rights are empty if, for purely monetary reasons, the
most disadvantaged people do not have access to the use of them. When Canadian human rights legislation
was conceived, commissions were given the power to investigate complaints because the vindication of
the right to equality was understood to be in the public interest, and that lack of money should not be
a barrier to exercising rights.
Similarly, when s. 15 of the Charter was proclaimed in 1985, the federal government was persuaded to
ensure that disadvantaged Canadians would have some access to the exercise of their rights through the
Court Challenges Program, which provides funds to individuals and groups to engage in the litigation
of test cases that have national importance. It is just as important, we believe, that governments, and
the federal government in particular, provide funding to women's groups so that they can engage in
organized and strategic work at the international level that will allow them to use their treaty-based
rights and participate in the development and interpretation of international human rights
instruments.
Women's organizations need to begin to incorporate the use of international instruments and fora into
the range of tools they deploy for advancing women, to make decisions about when internationalizing a
human rights claim is appropriate and strategic, to have a long-term and planned view of this
international work, to create coalition-based task forces or networks for organizing international
work in Canada, and to demand that funding and other resources are to be available to support the
participation of women's NGOs.

A Post-Beijing Commission on Women's Equality
Canada last engaged in a public participatory process to measure the status of women and develop
recommendations for change more than a quarter of a century ago when the Royal Commission on the Status
of Women did its groundbreaking work. Some aspects of Canadian women's lives have improved since then;
some have not. Women's inequality persists, and some of the forms that it takes now are different and
differently experienced by diverse groups of women. Women are dealing now with new threats, such as the
impacts of globalization, restructuring, and cuts to Canada's social programs and services. Canadian
women are experiencing “backlash,” the blood-drawing cut of anti-egalitarian policies and ideology.
They are facing cuts to, and closures of, the very services and institutions that they created to move
women forward — transition houses, day care centres, women's health services, and women's advocacy
organizations. These cuts and closures are being justified on the grounds that feminism, like Marxism,
is “over”; there is no more need for it — there is no problem of women's inequality still to be solved.
Efforts to bring equality to women, the argument runs, have gone overboard, have resulted in
unfairness, and in too much government interference with individual liberty. Formal equality must be
reasserted; women should now be treated just the same as men, opponents of substantive equality
contend.44
We believe that it is time for a new and tougher inquiry into women's conditions, for an up-to-date
identification of the obstacles to women achieving equality in Canada, and for a new plan that can
carry women into a new millennium with confidence. Canadian governments have made commitments to
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equality at every level of law, and through diverse programs. They belie these commitments when they
indulge in anti-egalitarian conduct, and permit anti-egalitarian ideology to infect the Canadian
political environment. We believe that Canadian governments have a responsibility to seriously and
publicly engage, with the full participation of women, in an examination of their own conduct, and to
reformulate policy and practice to reflect their long-standing and deeper commitments.
Though Canada has made new commitments in the Platform for Action, there is no mechanism for monitoring
government progress in complying with those commitments. The Platform for Action identifies as key
features of today's sexism the adverse effects on women of restructuring agendas and liberal market
economic policies, and the exclusion of women from participation in decision making. In this postBeijing era, it is essential that governments take stock of women's real conditions as the century
closes, abandon outmoded conceptual frameworks, and develop comprehensive, innovative and
sophisticated approaches to implementing their equality obligations.
We believe that a Post-Beijing Commission on Women's Equality should be tasked to examine broadly the
dimensions of Canadian women's inequality today and the forces that perpetuate it. We also believe
that first priority should be given to examining the impact of current economic and social policies on
women, and the conformity of these policies with equality commitments. At the Beijing World Conference
on Women, the participating nations, including Canada, agreed that governments should “review and
modify, with the full and equal participation of women, macroeconomic and social policies with a view
to achieving the objectives of the Platform for Action.” We agree.
It is time to review economic policies, social policies, and human rights commitments together, in
light of the importance of economic and social policies to the realization of human rights. It is time
to set aside the assumption that economic policy goals can be conceived and pursued in complete
isolation from, and complete indifference to, their impact on women. Rather, new economic policy
frameworks are needed that can acknowledge that greater equality for women is necessary.
While we do not purport to provide an exhaustive list here, there are many issues that urgently need
investigation so that there is a solid basis for the development of new policies that will be suited to
Canadian women entering a new century.45 These include a detailed examination of the impact on women's
equality and economic autonomy of the restructuring of social programs, globalization, international
trade agreements, the tax system, family-based policies and income testing, and the devolution of
increased responsibility for social policy to the provinces. More extensive inquiry is also urgently
needed into the implications of women's poverty for women, as well as for children, and for society as
a whole. Investigation of the current reformulations of social assistance policies and their impact on
women is also urgently needed.
It is essential now to engage in a public exercise that will allow us to analyze the policies that are
setting women back, and to design new economic policies that can advance women's equality.46
We also believe that while other levels of government should also be drawn into the exercise, the
federal government has a responsibility to take the lead. A Commission tasked with a review of this
kind must be independent from government. Appointments to it must be made not by government alone, but
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through a negotiated partnership with women's organizations. Only this way will women actually enjoy
full and equal participation and will the Commission have the credibility with women necessary to do
effective work.47
It is clear that there must be a renewed commitment to women's substantive equality, and that a new
mechanism is needed to examine, in detail, the impact of social and economic policies on women's
equality and to develop equality promoting strategies that match women's needs and aspirations for the
twenty-first century.

The Future of Social Programs and “National” Standards
Shrinking Canada's social programs has been a wholly ideological exercise, designed to shift
Canadians' expectations and values, to convince us that smaller government is necessary, and that a
collective sense of responsibility for everyone's economic security, education, and health is simply
outmoded.
But cuts to social programs are not necessary to solve Canada's financial problems. Moreover, we are
now in a “post-deficit” era. The “post-deficit” era has been announced by the Liberal government and by
economic analysts, with the Liberals promising to divide each billion dollars of surplus among tax
cuts, social spending, and paying down Canada's debt.48 The question now is whether government
surpluses will be used to assist the poor or to increase the privileges of the rich, to further widen
the gap between rich and poor, or to narrow it. When, even by their own calculations, governments can
no longer plead lack of money as the justification for shrinking commitments to social and economic
justice, the battle over values will have to be out in the open.49
In this post-deficit era, a concerted campaign is needed to challenge the premises of deficit
hysteria, to ensure that it is not simply replaced by debt hysteria, and to ensure that women advance.
Though deficits have been wiped out with astonishing (and harmful) speed, there remains a fervent
commitment among some policy makers to continued fiscal restraint. Some provincial and territorial
governments have enacted laws to cap future spending, freeze taxes, or require a balanced budget. In
Alberta and Manitoba, deficits are now legally prohibited. In Alberta, the law requires that surpluses
be used only to pay down debt. Laws such as these attempt to entrench a permanently inadequate level of
social spending, even in times of relative prosperity. When future recessions occur, as they
inevitably will, such laws threaten to put Canadians through the trauma of severe cutbacks all over
again because they place governments in a fiscal straitjacket. The reality, acknowledged by a vast
majority of economists, is that temporary deficits are not always harmful, and indeed can be essential
to maintaining a stable economy. Spending restraint during an economic downturn simply aggravates and
prolongs recessionary trends by further reducing employment, personal incomes, and consumer demand
levels. Besides imposing terrible social costs, a no-deficit policy during recessions is simply bad
economic policy. If we are to avoid a repetition of painful budget cutting, Canadians must overcome the
unreasonable fear of deficits that has been cultivated in recent years.50
In present times, when funds are available for reinvestment in Canadians, governments must focus on
redressing the equality deficit that has been exacerbated by recent budgets. We must now ensure that
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women advance. This means ensuring two things: that money is reallocated to social programs and
services, and that social programs and services are designed so that they will actually improve
women's conditions.
The change from the CAP to the CHST has not only diminished crucial programs and services that women
need. It has also cut off democratic avenues for women to participate in decision making about social
programs. The shift to block funding and the removal of conditions on transferred funds are part of a
devolutionary strategy that, far from increasing democratic participation in decision making, or
increasing the accountability of governments to the public, reduces both.
It is important to remember that debate about the nature of changes that should be made to Canada's
social programs was scooped out of the public realm, transformed into a non-debatable issue, and
decided by the Liberal government in the context of the 1995 budget. The conclusion is inescapable that
this approach was taken in order to characterize cutbacks to social programs and the loss of CAP rights
as a simple and indisputable matter of available dollars rather than as a highly political choice of
direction with respect to social policy.
As a result of the budget decision to repeal CAP and move to block funding, national standards for
social programs, if there are to be any, are now being dealt with by provincial and federal officials
and First Ministers in closed door sessions that are all too reminiscent of the Meech Lake
Constitutional Conference. This form of decision making lost any credibility with Canadians, as
private negotiations among First Ministers as a way of making constitutional change was simply not
seen as legitimate.51
At their December 1997 meeting, First Ministers announced that they will negotiate a new framework
agreement for Canada's social union. The changes to social programs that are occurring now are as
significant as any constitutional reform. There are major shifts in allocations of power and
responsibility between federal and provincial levels of government. The shape of the nation is being
altered. That shape shifting is accompanied by an increasing importance assigned to intergovernmental
bodies — working groups, task forces, ministerial conferences — whose decisions affect all Canadians,
but whose work is done behind closed doors and without accountability. Power is being shifted, without
public agreement, to forums that are, so far, impenetrable.
Executive federalism is an increasing threat to women's participation in decision making.52 By
executive federalism we mean decision making by politicians and government officials that is carried
on outside legislative and parliamentary processes among federal, provincial, territorial, and
municipal levels of government through ministerial councils and conferences, and intergovernmental
working groups and task forces. These meetings are important venues for decision making, and what
happens in them is a key, but unacknowledged, form of governance. Intergovernmental meetings are not
only the venue into which the matter of developing new national standards for Canada's social programs
has been dropped. They are also the venue for decision making on many other matters affecting the
equality of women in Canada. We take no exception to intergovernmental consultation and negotiation to
arrive at pan-Canadian approaches to particular problems. What is not acceptable is that this form of
governance is private. It happens behind closed doors, out of public view. Decisions are taken without
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public knowledge or input, and delivered as faits accomplis.
This is a diminution of democracy, of particular significance to women whose representation on
governing bodies is already inadequate, and whose ability to participate in decision making is already
curtailed. Women must find new ways to intervene here, to insist on representation, on public access,
and on participation. The working out of the future of Canada's social programs, including the
question of national standards, cannot be done in closed-door meetings of Ministers and officials.
Nor, however, should women be satisfied with more of the current form of “consultation” by
governments. It is not an acceptable form of participation. When women's groups are consulted,
governments too often do not provide adequate notice, or adequate resources to conduct the research
and policy development that would make consultation meaningful. Sometimes in consultation processes,
women are faced with set questions, workbooks with the desired answers built into them, and invitation
lists constructed by governments. Too often, the consultation process is a cynical one, and, at the end
of the day, what women say is ignored.53
Finally, the future of Canada's social programs is also connected to the national unity debate.
Quebec's insistence on making autonomous decisions regarding matters within its jurisdiction is being
used by the federal government and by other provincial governments as an excuse for having no national
standards for social programs and services in the rest of Canada. We reject this reasoning. While a
substantial proportion of the Quebec population has expressed its belief that decision making on
matters affecting Quebecers should be in the hands of the Quebec government, no such desire is
expressed by the residents of the other provinces. On the contrary, in the rest of Canada, there is a
desire for a strong central government,54 and strong social programs are a key part of Canadian
identity. Quebec is not a block to new national standards. The federal government and other provincial
governments are. They use Quebec to legitimize a devolutionary strategy that erodes social
responsibility at the expense of the poorest people in Canada.
We also believe that the future of Canadian unity is connected to the future of social programs.
Canadians, including Quebecers, have a strong investment in Canada's social programs, both as a
practical foundation for a shared community life, and as an element of Canadian identity. Quebec
voters, who are strong advocates of a progressive “social project” have less incentive to stay in
Canada if Canada abandons its commitments to a strong social union. Even if one does not believe, as we
do, that the path to national unity lies in respecting Quebec's desire for autonomy in key areas of
decision making, it is clear that strengthening social programs is a necessary step. Progressive
Quebecers will not vote to stay in a Canada whose social vision they cannot share.
Consequently, we believe that weakening Canada's social programs weakens the ties that bind the
diverse regions and peoples of Canada together. The strength of the union depends on the strength of
Canada's social programs.
It is essential, then, that the future of Canada's social programs be worked out in a new way. We
believe that there are five requirements:
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C

New national, or common, standards for social programs must be developed;

C

The funding formulas that determine the level of transfer payments to the provinces for social
programs and services and the level of provincial spending on social programs and services
must be developed in a public and accountable forum; and

C

A new monitoring body, through which governments are publicly accountable, must be designed to
permit public participation in the development of new common standards and to monitor the
compliance of governments with them. This body must be accessible, and it must operate in
public, so that women's groups, and others, can intervene, and so that Canadians can
understand what decisions are being made regarding social programs and services, when, and by
whom.

C

There must be a means of enforcing common standards and adherence to funding formulas when
governments do not comply.

C

Quebec must be allowed to choose whether it will participate in this process and comply with
new common standards, or whether it will develop its own parallel standards. However, we
believe that there is the possibility of a “social partnership” between Quebec and the rest of
Canada based on the adoption of a common set of standards for social programs.55

The Content of New Standards
Clearly, enforceable standards are essential for health, as well as social assistance. Because we are
concerned here principally with the impact of the BIA on social assistance and social services, we
comment only on the necessary content of new standards in these areas.
In the area of social assistance and social services, new common standards should obligate all
governments:
C

to provide assistance to any person in need. There should be no limitations or
restrictions based on the reasons for need;56

C

to provide assistance without imposing a residency requirement;57

C

to meet a standard of adequacy for the level of assistance provided. This standard of
adequacy could be set as a percentage of the Statistics Canada Low-Income Cut-Off for
an area,58 or by the cost of a “market basket” of goods and services available in the
community.59 Whatever the methodology, the level of social assistance should “ensure
the health, personal security, and dignity of the recipients and their families, as
well as their ability to participate as full and equal members in their communities and
in Canadian society”;60

C

to provide assistance without imposing work requirements, particularly for
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caregivers;61
C

to ensure that there is no discrimination in the design or delivery of programs or
services on the grounds of sex, sexual orientation, race, national or ethnic origin,
colour, religion, age, mental or physical disability, or other analogous grounds;62

C

to ensure that programs and services are designed to enhance the equality of all women,
fully recognizing their diversity, and to eliminate their social and economic
disadvantage;63

C

to provide a guaranteed right to appeal any decision denying, reducing, restricting or
terminating social assistance or a service;64

C

to ensure that women participate in the design and reform of social programs and
services so that they will meet the needs of the women using them, and be accountable to
them;65

C

to provide specified social services, including public child care, transition houses,
and legal aid for family law matters;

C

to ensure that social programs and services realize the commitments made in Canada's
human rights treaties, including CEDAW, and the ICESCR.

Funding Formulas
In addition to standards to govern content and procedural fairness for social programs, there should
be a negotiated standard, binding on all levels of government, that will ensure the adequacy of the
funding base for social programs in order to conform to s. 36 of the Constitution. When the federal
government's financial contributions to social programs are cut unilaterally, or when a provincial
government, like Alberta, decides to limit its funding for social assistance when it has no financial
need to do so,66 a general standard giving specific content to the promise of s. 36 is clearly required.
This standard of adequacy for the funding base for social programs should be able to take into account
fluctuating needs, because, for example, people's need for social assistance rises and falls depending
on the availability of work. Given the nature of this program in particular, the standard should be
formulated in such a way as to allow for variations in use. In any case, the standard of adequacy should
provide certainty and predictability.
The call of the provinces for stability in the federal government's levels of contributions to social
programs should be heeded. The federal government should not be the only party bound, however. The
provinces should also be prohibited from allocating social program funding received from the federal
government to other purposes, or from allowing social program funding to fall below a reasonable
threshold within their own budget allocations.
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All of these standards are required in our view in order to meet Canada's commitments to equality.
An Independent Monitoring Body for Social Program and Service Standards
We believe that there should be an independent monitoring body established, first to facilitate public
participation in the development of new standards and funding formulas for social programs and
services,67 and secondly to monitor, on an ongoing basis, government compliance with them.68 Such a body
could oversee an open public process of consultation on the development of new standards for social
programs and services, seeking input in particular from those non-governmental organizations that
represent women and other disadvantaged groups. It could also oversee a parallel public process of
consultation on the development of new formulas for funding social programs and social services. The
members of the monitoring body could then participate in discussions and negotiations among federal,
provincial, and territorial governments leading to the adoption of new standards and funding formulas.
Once new standards and funding formulas are set, the monitoring body would evaluate, on an ongoing
basis, compliance with common standards and funding formulas, establishing social indicators for the
purpose of evaluating compliance, and compiling statistical and other data relevant to this
evaluation. It could also have a role in educating the public and government officials regarding the
needs of particular groups. Most important, as a result of its monitoring work, it would identify noncompliance. Individuals and organizations representing disadvantaged groups would have standing to
appear before this body to make submissions regarding non-compliance and its effects. The monitoring
body would make recommendations to governments and legislative bodies regarding the steps necessary to
achieve compliance with common standards.69
Enforcing Compliance
Though this public monitoring body would have the capacity to determine that a government was not in
compliance with national standards, and to make recommendations regarding what would be necessary to
achieve compliance, this process is not likely to be effective unless it is backed up by the threat or
reality of financial penalties being imposed. This, of course, has been the strength of the federal
spending power as a social policy instrument; it has allowed the federal government to set and enforce
national standards. Despite the objections of the provinces and territories, we see no reason to
abandon this. We believe that new common standards, once developed, should be adopted by the federal
government as amendments to the legislation creating the CHST, and that the federal government, on the
recommendation of the monitoring body, should enforce the standards by withholding funds from noncomplying governments.
We acknowledge that the procedure we recommend here would not prevent the federal government from
repeating its pattern of unilaterally cutting funds to the provinces, despite established funding
agreements. It is our hope, however, that the public nature of the process of setting funding formulas,
and the increased pressure from the provinces for control, will make it more difficult for the federal
government to withdraw from publicly made commitments to established funding formulas.
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Quebec
Because commitments to social programs are strong among both the people of Quebec and people in the
rest of Canada, Barbara Cameron suggests that the development of a “social partnership” is possible.70
A social partnership would be based on the development of a common set of standards for social
programs,71 but would “recognize both the sovereignty of Quebec in the area of social programs and a
significant role for the federal government in social programs for the rest of Canada.”72 For the rest
of Canada, “this would mean a confirmation of the role of the Canadian government in the establishment
of `national norms' or rights without denying the provincial role in the administration and delivery
of programs.”73 Responsibility for realization of the standards would rest with the Quebec government
for residents of Quebec and with the federal government for residents in the rest of Canada.
With respect to monitoring Quebec's compliance with standards for social programs, it should be free
to opt to have its performance scrutinized along with that of other governments, or to establish a
parallel mechanism.
For women, the struggle over social programs is a triple one. It is a struggle to regain ground that is
being cut away and to improve social programs and services so they can advance women's equality. It is
also a struggle, once more, to force crucial decision making out of back rooms and into the public
sphere so that women can participate and have a voice. The flimsy principles articulated by the
Ministerial Council on Social Policy Reform and Renewal in its Report to Premiers cannot be allowed to
stand as the framework for Canada's social programs, nor can the process through which they were
formulated. Canadian women deserve, and must demand, more. Finally, it is a struggle for a nation that
we can believe in because it stands for commonly held values of respect, caring, and equality.

Conclusion
We believe we are at a critical juncture — a defining moment for women. Will women move forward, as
Canada's commitments indicate that they should; or will they, as Canada moves into a new millennium,
move backwards and reveal that those commitments are hollow?
The biggest threat to women now is economic policy that, at best, ignores women, and, at worst, relies
on and exploits women's inequality. The biggest threat is the seductiveness of the idea that economic
policy is apolitical and unrelated to the rights of women.
The new challenge for women is to discredit this idea. In every forum women must insist on a social
vision that connects social and economic policy to women's right to equality. There can be no equality
for women without economic justice and economic autonomy.
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appendix a
CONSTITUTION ACT, 1982
PART I
CANADIAN CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
Guarantee of Rights and Freedoms
1. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and
freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law
as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.
Legal Rights
7. Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person and
the right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of
fundamental justice.
Equality Rights
15. (1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the
right to the equal protection and equal benefit of the law without
discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination based on race,
national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical
disability.
(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, program or activity that has
as its object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or
groups including those that are disadvantaged because of race, national or
ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.
28. Notwithstanding anything in this Charter, the rights and freedoms
referred to in it are guaranteed equally to male and female persons.
Application of Charter
32. (1) This Charter applies
(a) to the Parliament and government of Canada in respect
of all matters within the authority of Parliament including
all matters relating to the Yukon Territory and Northwest
Territories; and
(b) to the legislature and government of each province in
respect of all matters within the authority of the legislature
of each province.
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), section 15 shall not have effect until
three years after this section comes into force.
equalization and regional disparities
36.
(1) Without altering the legislative authority of Parliament or of
the provincial legislatures, or the rights of any of them with respect to the
exercise of their legislative authority, Parliament and the legislatures,
together with the government of Canada and the provincial governments, are
committed to
(a) promoting equal opportunities for the well-being of
Canadians;
(b) furthering economic development to reduce disparity in

opportunities; and
(c) providing essential public services of reasonable quality
to all Canadians.
(2) Parliament and the government of Canada are committed to the principle
of making equalization payments to ensure that provincial governments have
sufficient revenues to provide reasonably comparable levels of public services
at reasonably comparable levels of taxation.
appendix b
the constitution act, 1867
VI. Distribution of Legislative Powers
Powers of the Parliament
91. It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with the Advice and Consent
of the Senate and House of Commons, to make Laws for the Peace, Order, and good
Government of Canada, in relation to all Matters not coming within the Classes
of Subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the
Provinces; and for greater Certainty, but not so as to restrict the Generality
of the foregoing Terms of this Section, it is hereby declared that
(notwithstanding anything in this Act) the exclusive Legislative Authority of
the Parliament of Canada extends to all Matters coming within the Classes of
Subjects next hereinafter enumerated; that is to say,1.
Repealed.
1A.
The Public Debt and Property.
2.
The Regulation of Trade and Commerce.
2A.
Unemployment insurance.
3.
The raising of Money by any Mode or System of Taxation.
4.
The borrowing of Money on the Public Credit.
5.
Postal Service.
6.
The Census and Statistics.
7.
Militia, Military and Naval Service, and Defence.
8.
The fixing of and providing for the Salaries and Allowances of Civil and
other Officers of the Government of Canada.
9.
Beacons, Buoys, Lighthouses, and Sable Island.
10.
Navigation and Shipping.
11.
Quarantine and the Establishment and Maintenance of Marine Hospitals.
12.
Sea Coast and Inland Fisheries.
13.
Ferries between a Province and any British or Foreign Country or between
Two Provinces.
14.
Currency and Coinage.
15.
Banking, Incorporation of Banks, and the Issue of Paper Money.
16.
Savings Banks.
17.
Weights and Measures.
18.
Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes.
19.
Interest.
20.
Legal Tender.
21.
Bankruptcy and Insolvency.
22.
Patents of Invention and Discovery.
23.
Copyrights.
24.
Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indians.
25.
Naturalization and Aliens.
26.
Marriage and Divorce.
27.
The Criminal Law, except the Constitution of Courts of Criminal
Jurisdiction, but including the Procedure in Criminal Matters.
28.
The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management of Penitentiaries.

29.
Such Classes of Subjects as are expressly excepted in the Enumeratin of
the Classes of Subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of
the Provinces.
And any Matter coming within any of the Classes of Subjects enumerated in
this Section shall not be deemed to come within the Class of Matters of a local
or private Nature comprised in the Enumeration of the Classes of Subjects by
this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces.
Exclusive Powers of Provincial Legislatures
92.
In each Province the Legislature may exclusively make Laws in relation to
Matters coming within the Classes of Subjects next hereinafter enumerated; that
is to say,1.
Repealed.
2.
Direct Taxation within the Province in order to the raising of a Revenue
for Provincial Purposes.
3.
The borrowing of Money on the sole Credit of the Province.
4.
The Establishment and Tenure of Provincial Offices and the Appointment and
Payment of Provincial Officers.
5.
The Management and Sale of the Public Lands belonging to the Province and
of the Timber and Wood thereon.
6.
The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management of Public and Reformatory
Prisons in and for the Province.
7.
The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management of Hospitals, Asylums,
Charities, and Eleemosynary Institutions in and for the Province, other than
Marine Hospitals.
8.
Municipal Institutions in the Province.
9.
Shop, Saloon, Tavern, Auctioneer, and other Licences in order to the
raising of a Revenue for Provincial, Local, or Municipal Purposes.
10.
Local Works and Undertakings other than such as are of the following
Classes:(a) Lines of Steam or other Ships, Railways, Canals, Telegraphs, and other
Works and Undertakings connecting the Province with any other or others of the
Provinces, or extending beyond the Limits of the Province;
(b) Lines of Steam Ships between the Province and any British or Foreign
Country;
(c) Such Works as, although wholly situate within the Province, are before
or after their Execution declared by the Parliament of Canada to be for the
general Advantage of Canada or for the Advantage of Two or more of the
Provinces.
11.
The Incorporation of Companies with Provincial Objects.
12.
The Solemnization of Marriage in the Province.
13.
Property and Civil Rights in the Province.
14.
The Administration of Justice in the Province, including the Constitution,
Maintenance, and Organization of Provincial Courts, both of Civil and of
Criminal Jurisdiction, and including Procedure in Civil Matters in those Courts.
15.
The Imposition of Punishment by Fine, Penalty, or Imprisonment for
enforcing any Law of the Province made in relation to any Matter coming within
any of the Classes of Subjects enumerated in this Section.
16.
Generally all Matters of a merely local or private Nature in the Province.
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Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women

The States Parties to the present Convention,
Noting that the Charter of the United Nations reaffirms faith in fundamental
human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal
rights of men and women,
Noting that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights affirms the principle of
the inadmissibility of discrimination and proclaims that all human beings are
born free and equal in dignity and rights and that everyone is entitled to all
the rights and freedoms set forth therein, without distinction of any kind
including distinction based on sex,
Noting that the States Parties to the International Covenant on Human Rights
have the obligation to ensure the equal rights of men and women to enjoy all
economic, social, cultural, civil and political rights,
Considering the international conventions concluded under the auspices of the
United Nations and the specialized agencies promoting equality of rights of men
and women,
Noting also the resolutions, declarations and recommendations adopted by the
United Nations and the specialized agencies promoting equality of rights of men
and women,
Concerned, however, that despite these various instruments extensive
discrimination against women continues to exist,
Recalling that discrimination against women violates the principles of equality
of rights and respect for human dignity, is an obstacle to the participation of
women, on equal terms with men, in the political, social, economic and cultural
life of their countries, hampers the growth of the prosperity of society and the
family, and makes more difficult the full development of the potentialities of
women in the service of their countries and of humanity,
Concerned that in situations of poverty women have the least access to food,
health, education, training and opportunities for employment and other needs,
Convinced that the establishment of the new international economic order based
on equity and justice will contribute significantly towards the promotion of
equality between men and women,
Emphasizing that the eradication of apartheid, of all forms of racism, racial
discrimination, colonialism, neo-colonialism, aggression, foreign occupation and
domination and interference in the internal affairs of States is essential to
the full enjoyment of the rights of men and women,
Affirming that the strengthening of international peace and security, relaxation
of international tension, mutual co-operation among all States irrespective of
their social and economic systems, general and complete disarmament and in
particular nuclear disarmament under strict and effective international control,
the affirmation of the principles of justice, equality and mutual benefit in
relations among countries, and the realization of the right of peoples under
alien and colonial domination and foreign occupation to self-determination and
independence as well as respect for national sovereignty and territorial
integrity will promote social progress and development and as a consequence will
contribute to the attainment of full equality between men and women,

Convinced that the full and complete development of a country, the welfare of
the world and the cause of peace require the maximum participation of women on
equal terms with men in all fields,
Bearing in mind the great contribution of women to the welfare of the family and
to the development of society, so far not fully recognized, the social
significance of maternity and the role of both parents in the family and in the
upbringing of children, and aware that the role of women in procreation should
not be a basis for discrimination but that the upbringing of children requires a
sharing of responsibility between men and women and society as a whole,
Aware that a change in the traditional role of men as well as the role of women
in society and in the family is needed to achieve full equality between men and
women,
Determined to implement the principles set forth in the Declaration on the
Elimination of Discrimination against Women and, for that purpose, to adopt the
measures required for the elimination of such discrimination in all its forms
and manifestations,
Have agreed on the following:
PART I
Article 1
For the purposes of the present Convention, the term "discrimination against
women" shall mean any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of
sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition,
enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis
of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the
political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.
Article 2
States Parties condemn discrimination against women in all its forms, agree to
pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating
discrimination against women and, to this end, undertake:
(a) To embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national
constitutions or other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated therein
and to ensure, through law and other appropriate means, the practical
realization of this principle;
(b) To adopt appropriate legislative and other measures, including sanctions
where appropriate, prohibiting all discrimination against women;
(c) To establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with
men and to ensure through competent national tribunals and other public
institutions the effective protection of women against any act of
discrimination;
(d) To refrain from engaging in any act or practice of discrimination against
women and to ensure that public authorities and institutions shall act in
conformity with this obligation;

(e) To take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women
by any person, organization or enterprise;
(f) To take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to modify or
abolish existing laws, regulations, customs and practices which constitute
discrimination against women;
(g) To repeal all national penal provisions which constitute discrimination
against women.
Article 3
States Parties shall take in all fields, in particular in the political, social,
economic and cultural fields, all appropriate measures, including legislation,
to ensure the full development and advancement of women , for the purpose of
guaranteeing them the exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fundamental
freedoms on a basis of equality with men.
Article 4
1. Adoption by States Parties of temporary special measures aimed at
accelerating de facto equality between men and women shall not be considered
discrimination as defined in the present Convention, but shall in no way entail
as a consequence the maintenance of unequal or separate standards; these
measures shall be discontinued when the objectives of equality of opportunity
and treatment have been achieved.
2. Adoption by States Parties of special measures, including those measures
contained in the present Convention, aimed at protecting maternity shall not be
considered discriminatory.
Article 5
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures:
(a) To modify the social and cultural patterns of conduct of men and women, with
a view to achieving the elimination of prejudices and customary and all other
practices which are based on the idea of the inferiority or the superiority of
either of the sexes or on stereotyped roles for men and women;
(b) To ensure that family education includes a proper understanding of maternity
as a social function and the recognition of the common responsibility of men and
women in the upbringing and development of their children, it being understood
that the interest of the children is the primordial consideration in all cases.
Article 6
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to
suppress all forms of traffic in women and exploitation of prostitution of
women.
PART II
Article 7

States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination
against women in the political and public life of the country and, in
particular, shall ensure to women, on equal terms with men, the right:
(a) To vote in all elections and public referenda and to be eligible for
election to all publicly elected bodies;
(b) To participate in the formulation of government policy and the
implementation thereof and to hold public office and perform all public
functions at all levels of government;
(c) To participate in non-governmental organizations and associations concerned
with the public and political life of the country.
Article 8
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure to women, on equal
terms with men and without any discrimination, the opportunity to represent
their Governments at the international level and to participate in the work of
international organizations.
Article 9
1. States Parties shall grant women equal rights with men to acquire, change or
retain their nationality. They shall ensure in particular that neither marriage
to an alien nor change of nationality by the husband during marriage shall
automatically change the nationality of the wife, render her stateless or force
upon her the nationality of the husband.
2. States Parties shall grant women equal rights with men with respect to the
nationality of their children.
PART III
Article 10
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination
against women in order to ensure to them equal rights with men in the field of
education and in particular to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women:
(a) The same conditions for career and vocational guidance, for access to
studies and for the achievement of diplomas in educational establishments of all
categories in rural as well as in urban areas; this equality shall be ensured in
pre-school, general, technical, professional and higher technical education, as
well as in all types of vocational training;
(b) Access to the same curricula, the same examinations, teaching staff with
qualifications of the same standard and school premises and equipment of the
same quality;
(c) The elimination of any stereotyped concept of the roles of men and women at
all levels and in all forms of education by encouraging coeducation and other
types of education which will help to achieve this aim and, in particular, by
the revision of textbooks and school programmes and the adaptation of teaching
methods;
(d ) The same opportunities to benefit from scholarships and other study grants;

)e) The same opportunities for access to programmes of continuing education,
including adult and functional literacy programmes, particulary those aimed at
reducing, at the earliest possible time, any gap in education existing between
men and women;
(f) The reduction of female student drop-out rates and the organization of
programmes for girls and women who have left school prematurely;
(g) The same opportunities to participate actively in sports and physical
education;
(h) Access to specific educational information to help to ensure the health and
well-being of families, including information and advice on family planning.
Article 11
1. States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate
discrimination against women in the field of employment in order to ensure, on a
basis of equality of men and women, the same rights, in particular:
(a) The right to work as an inalienable right of all human beings;
(b) The right to the same employment opportunities, including the application of
the same criteria for selection in matters of employment;
(c) The right to free choice of profession and employment, the right to
promotion, job security and all benefits and conditions of service and the right
to receive vocational training and retraining, including apprenticeships,
advanced vocational training and recurrent training;
(d) The right to equal remuneration, including benefits, and to equal treatment
in respect of work of equal value, as well as equality of treatment in the
evaluation of the quality of work;
(e) The right to social security, particularly in cases of retirement,
unemployment, sickness, invalidity and old age and other incapacity to work, as
well as the right to paid leave;
(f) The right to protection of health and to safety in working conditions,
including the safeguarding of the function of reproduction.
2.
In order to prevent discrimination against women on the grounds of
marriage or maternity and to ensure their effective right to work, States
Parties shall take appropriate measures:
(a) To prohibit, subject to the imposition of sanctions, dismissal on the
grounds of pregnancy or of maternity leave and discrimination in dismissals on
the basis of marital status;
(b) To introduce maternity leave with pay or with comparable social benefits
without loss of former employment, seniority or social allowances;
(c) To encourage the provision of the necessary supporting social services to
enable parents to combine family obligations with work responsibilities and
participation in public life, in particular through promoting the establishment
and development of a network of child-care facilities;

(d) To provide special protection to women during pregnancy in types of work
proved to be harmful to them.
3.
Protective legislation relating to matters covered in this article shall
be reviewed periodically in the light of scientific and technological knowledge
and shall be revised, repealed or extended as necessary.
Article 12
1.
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate
discrimination against women in the field of health care in order to ensure, on
a basis of equality of men and women, access to health care services, including
those related to family planning.
2.
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of this article, States
Parties shall ensure to women appropriate services in connection with pregnancy,
confinement and the post-natal period, granting free services where necessary,
as well as adequate nutrition during pregnancy and lactation.
Article 13
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination
against women in other areas of economic and social life in order to ensure, on
a basis of equality of men and women, the same rights, in particular:
(a) The right to family benefits;
(b) The right to bank loans, mortgages and other forms of financial credit;
(c) The right to participate in recreational activities, sports and all aspects
of cultural life.
Article 14
1.
States Parties shall take into account the particular problems faced by
rural women and the significant roles which rural women play in the economic
survival of their families, including their work in the non-monetized sectors of
the economy, and shall take all appropriate measures to ensure the application
of the provisions of the present Convention to women in rural areas.
2.
States Parties shall take
discrimination against women in
equality of men and women, that
development and, in particular,

all appropriate measures to eliminate
rural areas in order to ensure, on a basis of
they participate in and benefit from rural
shall ensure to such women the right:

(a) To participate in the elaboration and implementation of development planning
at all levels;
(b) To have access to adequate health care facilities, including information,
counselling and services in family planning;
(c) To benefit directly from social security programmes;
(d) To obtain all types of training and education, formal and non-formal,
including that relating to functional literacy, as well as, inter alia, the
benefit of all community and extension services, in order to increase their
technical proficiency;

(e) To organize self-help groups and co-operatives in order to obtain equal
access to economic opportunities through employment or self employment;
(f) To participate in all community activities;
(g) To have access to agricultural credit and loans, marketing facilities,
appropriate technology and equal treatment in land and agrarian reform as well
as in land resettlement schemes;
(h) To enjoy adequate living conditions, particularly in relation to housing,
sanitation, electricity and water supply, transport and communications.
PART IV
Article 15
1. States Parties shall accord to women equality with men before the law.
2. States Parties shall accord to women, in civil matters, a legal capacity
identical to that of men and the same opportunities to exercise that capacity.
In particular, they shall give women equal rights to conclude contracts and to
administer property and shall treat them equally in all stages of procedure in
courts and tribunals.
3. States Parties agree that all contracts and all other private instruments of
any kind with a legal effect which is directed at restricting the legal capacity
of women shall be deemed null and void.
4. States Parties shall accord to men and women the same rights with regard to
the law relating to the movement of persons and the freedom to choose their
residence and domicile.
Article 16
1. States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate
discrimination against women in all matters relating to marriage and family
relations and in particular shall ensure, on a basis of equality of men and
women:
(a) The same right to enter into marriage;
(b) The same right freely to choose a spouse and to enter into marriage only
with their free and full consent;
(c) The same rights and responsibilities during marriage and at its dissolution;
(d) The same rights and responsibilities as parents, irrespective of their
marital status, in matters relating to their children; in all cases the
interests of the children shall be paramount;
(e) The same rights to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing
of their children and to have access to the information, education and means to
enable them to exercise these rights;
(f) The same rights and responsibilities with regard to guardianship, wardship,
trusteeship and adoption of children, or similar institutions where these

concepts exist in national legislation; in all cases the interests of the
children shall be paramount;
(g) The same personal rights as husband and wife, including the right to choose
a family name, a profession and an occupation;
(h) The same rights for both spouses in respect of the ownership, acquisition,
management, administration, enjoyment and disposition of property, whether free
of charge or for a valuable consideration.
2.
The betrothal and the marriage of a child shall have no legal effect, and
all necessary action, including legislation, shall be taken to specify a minimum
age for marriage and to make the registration of marriages in an official
registry compulsory.

PART V
Article 17
1.
For the purpose of considering the progress made in the implementation of
the present Convention, there shall be established a Committee on the
Elimination of Discrimination against Women (hereinafter referred to as the
Committee) consisting, at the time of entry into force of the Convention, of
eighteen and, after ratification of or accession to the Convention by the
thirty-fifth State Party, of twenty-three experts of high moral standing and
competence in the field covered by the Convention. The experts shall be elected
by States Parties from among their nationals and shall serve in their personal
capacity, consideration being given to equitable geographical distribution and
to the representation of the different forms of civilization as well as the
principal legal systems.
2.
The members of the Committee shall be elected by secret ballot from a list
of persons nominated by States Parties. Each State Party may nominate one person
from among its own nationals.
3.
The initial election shall be held six months after the date of the entry
into force of the present Convention. At least three months before the date of
each election the Secretary-General of the United Nations shall address a letter
to the States Parties inviting them to submit their nominations within two
months. The Secretary-General shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of all
persons thus nominated, indicating the States Parties which have nominated them,
and shall submit it to the States Parties.
4.
Elections of the members of the Committee shall be held at a meeting of
States Parties convened by the Secretary-General at United Nations Headquarters.
At that meeting, for which two thirds of the States Parties shall constitute a
quorum, the persons elected to the Committee shall be those nominees who obtain
the largest number of votes and an absolute majority of the votes of the
representatives of States Parties present and voting.
5.
The members of the Committee shall be elected for a term of four years.
However, the terms of nine of the members elected at the first election shall
expire at the end of two years; immediately after the first election the names
of these nine members shall be chosen by lot by the Chairman of the Committee.

6.
The election of the five additional members of the Committee shall be held
in accordance with the provisions of paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of this article,
following the thirty-fifth ratification or accession. The terms of two of the
additional members elected on this occasion shall expire at the end of two
years, the names of these two members having been chosen by lot by the Chairman
of the Committee.
7.
For the filling of casual vacancies, the State Party whose expert has
ceased to function as a member of the Committee shall appoint another expert
from among its nationals, subject to the approval of the Committee.
8.
The members of the Committee shall, with the approval of the General
Assembly, receive emoluments from United Nations resources on such terms and
conditions as the Assembly may decide, having regard to the importance of the
Committee's responsibilities.
9.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall provide the necessary
staff and facilities for the effective performance of the functions of the
Committee under the present Convention.
Article 18
1.
States Parties undertake to submit to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, for consideration by the Committee, a report on the legislative,
judicial, administrative or other measures which they have adopted to give
effect to the provisions of the present Convention and on the progress made in
this respect:
(a) Within one year after the entry into force for the State concerned;
(b) Thereafter at least every four years and further whenever the Committee so
requests.
2.
Reports may indicate factors and difficulties affecting the degree of
fulfilment of obligations under the present Convention.
Article 19
1.

The Committee shall adopt its own rules of procedure.

2.

The Committee shall elect its officers for a term of two years.

Article 20
1.
The Committee shall normally meet for a period of not more than two weeks
annually in order to consider the reports submitted in accordance with article
18 of the present Convention.
2.
The meetings of the Committee shall normally be held at United Nations
Headquarters or at any other convenient place as determined by the Committee.
Article 21
1.
The Committee shall, through the Economic and Social Council, report
annually to the General Assembly of the United Nations on its activities and may
make suggestions and general recommendations based on the examination of reports
and information received from the States Parties. Such suggestions and general

recommendations shall be included in the report of the Committee together with
comments, if any, from States Parties.
2.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit the reports of
the Committee to the Commission on the Status of Women for its information.
Article 22
The specialized agencies shall be entitled to be represented at the
consideration of the implementation of such provisions of the present Convention
as fall within the scope of their activities. The Committee may invite the
specialized agencies to submit reports on the implementation of the Convention
in areas falling within the scope of their activities.
PART VI
Article 23
Nothing in the present Convention shall affect any provisions that are more
conducive to the achievement of equality between men and women which may be
contained:
(a) In the legislation of a State Party; or
(b) In any other international convention, treaty or agreement in force for that
State.
Article 24
States Parties undertake to adopt all necessary measures at the national level
aimed at achieving the full realization of the rights recognized in the present
Convention.
Article 25
1.

The present Convention shall be open for signature by all States.

2.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations is designated as the
depositary of the present Convention.
3.
The present Convention is subject to ratification. Instruments of
ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.
4.
The present Convention shall be open to accession by all States. Accession
shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations.
Article 26
1.
A request for the revision of the present Convention may be made at any
time by any State Party by means of a notification in writing addressed to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations.
2.
The General Assembly of the United Nations shall decide upon the steps, if
any, to be taken in respect of such a request.

Article 27
1.
The present Convention shall enter into force on the thirtieth day after
the date of deposit with the Secretary-General of the United Nations of the
twentieth instrument of ratification or accession.
2.
For each State ratifying the present Convention or acceding to it after
the deposit of the twentieth instrument of ratification or accession, the
Convention shall enter into force on the thirtieth day after the date of the
deposit of its own instrument of ratification or accession.
Article 28
1.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall receive and circulate to
all States the text of reservations made by States at the time of ratification
or accession.
2.
A reservation incompatible with the object and purpose of the present
Convention shall not be permitted.
3.
Reservations may be withdrawn at any time by notification to this effect
addressed to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall then inform
all States thereof. Such notification shall take effect on the date on which it
is received.
Article 29
1.
Any dispute between two or more States Parties concerning the
interpretation or application of the present Convention which is not settled by
negotiation shall, at the request of one of them, be submitted to arbitration.
If within six months from the date of the request for arbitration the parties
are unable to agree on the organization of the arbitration, any one of those
parties may refer the dispute to the International Court of Justice by request
in conformity with the Statute of the Court.
2.
Each State Party may at the time of signature or ratification of the
present Convention or accession thereto declare that it does not consider itself
bound by paragraph 1 of this article. The other States Parties shall not be
bound by that paragraph with respect to any State Party which has made such a
reservation.
3.
Any State Party which has made a reservation in accordance with paragraph
2 of this article may at any time withdraw that reservation by notification to
the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
Article 30
The present Convention, the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and
Spanish texts of which are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, duly authorized, have signed the present
Convention.
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International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
The States Parties to the present Covenant,
Considering that, in accordance with the principles proclaimed in the Charter of
the United Nations, recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and
inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of
freedom, justice and peace in the world,
Recognizing that these rights derive from the inherent dignity of the human
person,
Recognizing that, in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
the ideal of free human beings enjoying freedom from fear and want can only be
achieved if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his economic,
social and cultural rights, as well as his civil and political rights,
Considering the obligation of States under the Charter of the United Nations to
promote universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and freedoms,
Realizing that the individual, having duties to other individuals and to the
community to which he belongs, is under a responsibility to strive for the
promotion and observance of the rights recognized in the present Covenant,
Agree upon the following articles:
PART I
Article 1
1.
All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right
they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic,
social and cultural development.
2.
All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural
wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of
international economic co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual benefit,
and international law. In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of
subsistence.
3.
The States Parties to the present Covenant, including those having
responsibility for the administration of Non-Self-Governing and Trust
Territories, shall promote the realization of the right of self-determination,
and shall respect that right, in conformity with the provisions of the Charter
of the United Nations.
PART II
Article 2
1.
Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps,
individually and through international assistance and co-operation, especially
economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view
to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the
present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption
of legislative measures.
2.
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to guarantee that the
rights enunciated in the present Covenant will be exercised without
discrimination of any kind as to race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other
status.

3.
Developing countries, with due regard to human rights and their national
economy, may determine to what extent they would guarantee the economic rights
recognized in the present Covenant to non-nationals.
Article 3
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure the equal right
of men and women to the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural rights
set forth in the present Covenant.
Article 4
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize that, in the enjoyment of
those rights provided by the State in conformity with the present Covenant, the
State may subject such rights only to such limitations as are determined by law
only in so far as this may be compatible with the nature of these rights and
solely for the purpose of promoting the general welfare in a democratic society.
Article 5
1.
Nothing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as implying for any
State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act
aimed at the destruction of any of the rights or freedoms recognized herein, or
at their limitation to a greater extent than is provided for in the present
Covenant.
2.
No restriction upon or derogation from any of the fundamental human rights
recognized or existing in any country in virtue of law, conventions, regulations
or custom shall be admitted on the pretext that the present Covenant does not
recognize such rights or that it recognizes them to a lesser extent.
PART III
Article 6
1.
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right to work,
which includes the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living by
work which he freely chooses or accepts, and will take appropriate steps to
safeguard this right.
2.
The steps to be taken by a State Party to the present Covenant to achieve
the full realization of this right shall include technical and vocational
guidance and training programmes, policies and techniques to achieve steady
economic, social and cultural development and full and productive employment
under conditions safeguarding fundamental political and economic freedoms to the
individual.
Article 7
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to
the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work which ensure, in
particular:
(a) Remuneration which provides all workers, as a minimum, with:
(i) Fair wages and equal remuneration for work of equal value without
distinction of any kind, in particular women being guaranteed
conditions of
work not inferior to those enjoyed by men, with equal pay for equal
work;

(ii) A decent living for themselves and their families in accordance with
the
provisions of the present Covenant;
(b) Safe and healthy working conditions;
(c) Equal opportunity for everyone to be promoted in his employment to an
appropriate higher level, subject to no considerations other than those of
seniority and competence;
(d) Rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic
holidays with pay, as well as remuneration for public holidays.
Article 8
1.
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure:
(a) The right of everyone to form trade unions and join the trade union of his
choice, subject only to the rules of the organization concerned, for the
promotion and protection of his economic and social interests. No restrictions
may be placed on the exercise of this right other than those prescribed by law
and which are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national
security or public order or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others;
(b) The right of trade unions to establish national federations or
confederations and the right of the latter to form or join international tradeunion organizations;
(c) The right of trade unions to function freely subject to no limitations other
than those prescribed by law and which are necessary in a democratic society in
the interests of national security or public order or for the protection of the
rights and freedoms of others;
(d) The right to strike, provided that it is exercised in conformity with the
laws of the particular country.
2.
This article shall not prevent the imposition of lawful restrictions on
the exercise of these rights by members of the armed forces or of the police or
of the administration of the State.
3.
Nothing in this article shall authorize States Parties to the
International Labour Organisation Convention of 1948 concerning Freedom of
Association and Protection of the Right to Organize to take legislative measures
which would prejudice, or apply the law in such a manner as would prejudice, the
guarantees provided for in that Convention.
Article 9
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to
social security, including social insurance.
Article 10
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize that:
1.
The widest possible protection and assistance should be accorded to the
family, which is the natural and fundamental group unit of society, particularly
for its establishment and while it is responsible for the care and education of
dependent children. Marriage must be entered into with the free consent of the
intending spouses.
2.
Special protection should be accorded to mothers during a reasonable
period before and after childbirth. During such period working mothers should be
accorded paid leave or leave with adequate social security benefits.
3.
Special measures of protection and assistance should be taken on behalf of
all children and young persons without any discrimination for reasons of

parentage or other conditions. Children and young persons should be protected
from economic and social exploitation. Their employment in work harmful to their
morals or health or dangerous to life or likely to hamper their normal
development should be punishable by law. States should also set age limits below
which the paid employment of child labour should be prohibited and punishable by
law.
Article 11
1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to
an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate
food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living
conditions. The States Parties will take appropriate steps to ensure the
realization of this right, recognizing to this effect the essential importance
of international co-operation based on free consent.
2.
The States Parties to the present Covenant, recognizing the fundamental
right of everyone to be free from hunger, shall take, individually and through
international co-operation, the measures, including specific programmes, which
are needed:
(a) To improve methods of production, conservation and distribution of food by
making full use of technical and scientific knowledge, by disseminating
knowledge of the principles of nutrition and by developing or reforming agrarian
systems in such a way as to achieve the most efficient development and
utilization of natural resources;
(b) Taking into account the problems of both food-importing and food-exporting
countries, to ensure an equitable distribution of world food supplies in
relation to need.
Article 12
1.
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone
to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental
health.
2.
The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the present Covenant to
achieve the full realization of this right shall include those necessary for:
(a) The provision for the reduction of the stillbirth-rate and of infant
mortality and for the healthy development of the child;
(b) The improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene;
(c) The prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and
other diseases;
(d) The creation of conditions which would assure to all medical service and
medical attention in the event of sickness.
Article 13
1.
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone
to education. They agree that education shall be directed to the full
development of the human personality and the sense of its dignity, and shall
strengthen the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. They further
agree that education shall enable all persons to participate effectively in a
free society, promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations
and all racial, ethnic or religious groups, and further the activities of the
United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
2.
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize that, with a view to
achieving the full realization of this right:
(a) Primary education shall be compulsory and available free to all;

(b) Secondary education in its different forms, including technical and
vocational secondary education, shall be made generally available and accessible
to all by every appropriate means, and in particular by the progressive
introduction of free education;
(c) Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis of
capacity, by every appropriate means, and in particular by the progressive
introduction of free education;
(d) Fundamental education shall be encouraged or intensified as far as possible
for those persons who have not received or completed the whole period of their
primary education;
(e) The development of a system of schools at all levels shall be actively
pursued, an adequate fellowship system shall be established, and the material
conditions of teaching staff shall be continuously improved.
3.
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to have respect for
the liberty of parents and, when applicable, legal guardians to choose for their
children schools, other than those established by the public authorities, which
conform to such minimum educational standards as may be laid down or approved by
the State and to ensure the religious and moral education of their children in
conformity with their own convictions.
4.
No part of this article shall be construed so as to interfere with the
liberty of individuals and bodies to establish and direct educational
institutions, subject always to the observance of the principles set forth in
paragraph 1 of this article and to the requirement that the education given in
such institutions shall conform to such minimum standards as may be laid down by
the State.
Article 14
Each State Party to the present Covenant which, at the time of becoming a Party,
has not been able to secure in its metropolitan territory or other territories
under its jurisdiction compulsory primary education, free of charge, undertakes,
within two years, to work out and adopt a detailed plan of action for the
progressive implementation, within a reasonable number of years, to be fixed in
the plan, of the principle of compulsory education free of charge for all.
Article 15
1.
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of
everyone:
(a) To take part in cultural life;
(b) To enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications;
(c) To benefit from the protection of the moral and material interests resulting
from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.
2.
The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the present Covenant to
achieve the full realization of this right shall include those necessary for the
conservation, the development and the diffusion of science and culture.
3.
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to respect the
freedom indispensable for scientific research and creative activity.
4.
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the benefits to be
derived from the encouragement and development of international contacts and cooperation in the scientific and cultural fields.
PART IV
Article 16

1.
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to submit in
conformity with this part of the Covenant reports on the measures which they
have adopted and the progress made in achieving the observance of the rights
recognized herein.
2.
(a) All reports shall be submitted to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, who shall transmit copies to the Economic and Social Council for
consideration in accordance with the provisions of the present Covenant;
(b) The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall also transmit to the
specialized agencies copies of the reports, or any relevant parts therefrom,
from States Parties to the present Covenant which are also members of these
specialized agencies in so far as these reports, or parts therefrom, relate to
any matters which fall within the responsibilities of the said agencies in
accordance with their constitutional instruments.
Article 17
1.
The States Parties to the present Covenant shall furnish their reports in
stages, in accordance with a programme to be established by the Economic and
Social Council within one year of the entry into force of the present Covenant
after consultation with the States Parties and the specialized agencies
concerned.
2.
Reports may indicate factors and difficulties affecting the degree of
fulfilment of obligations under the present Covenant.
3.
Where relevant information has previously been furnished to the United
Nations or to any specialized agency by any State Party to the present Covenant,
it will not be necessary to reproduce that information, but a precise reference
to the information so furnished will suffice.
Article 18
Pursuant to its responsibilities under the Charter of the United Nations in the
field of human rights and fundamental freedoms, the Economic and Social Council
may make arrangements with the specialized agencies in respect of their
reporting to it on the progress made in achieving the observance of the
provisions of the present Covenant falling within the scope of their activities.
These reports may include particulars of decisions and recommendations on such
implementation adopted by their competent organs.
Article 19
The Economic and Social Council may transmit to the Commission on Human Rights
for study and general recommendation or, as appropriate, for information the
reports concerning human rights submitted by States in accordance with articles
16 and 17, and those concerning human rights submitted by the specialized
agencies in accordance with article 18.
Article 20
The States Parties to the present Covenant and the specialized agencies
concerned may submit comments to the Economic and Social Council on any general
recommendation under article 19 or reference to such general recommendation in
any report of the Commission on Human Rights or any documentation referred to
therein.
Article 21

The Economic and Social Council may submit from time to time to the General
Assembly reports with recommendations of a general nature and a summary of the
information received from the States Parties to the present Covenant and the
specialized agencies on the measures taken and the progress made in achieving
general observance of the rights recognized in the present Covenant.
Article 22
The Economic and Social Council may bring to the attention of other organs of
the United Nations, their subsidiary organs and specialized agencies concerned
with furnishing technical assistance any matters arising out of the reports
referred to in this part of the present Covenant which may assist such bodies in
deciding, each within its field of competence, on the advisability of
international measures likely to contribute to the effective progressive
implementation of the present Covenant.
Article 23
The States Parties to the present Covenant agree that international action for
the achievement of the rights recognized in the present Covenant includes such
methods as the conclusion of conventions, the adoption of recommendations, the
furnishing of technical assistance and the holding of regional meetings and
technical meetings for the purpose of consultation and study organized in
conjunction with the Governments concerned.
Article 24
Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the provisions
of the Charter of the United Nations and of the constitutions of the specialized
agencies which define the respective responsibilities of the various organs of
the United Nations and of the specialized agencies in regard to the matters
dealt with in the present Covenant.
Article 25
Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the inherent
right of all peoples to enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth
and resources.
PART V
Article 26
1.
The present Covenant is open for signature by any State Member of the
United Nations or member of any of its specialized agencies, by any State Party
to the Statute of the International Court of Justice, and by any other State
which has been invited by the General Assembly of the United Nations to become a
party to the present Covenant.
2.
The present Covenant is subject to ratification. Instruments of
ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.
3.
The present Covenant shall be open to accession by any State referred to
in paragraph 1 of this article.
4.
Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession
with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

5.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all States which
have signed the present Covenant or acceded to it of the deposit of each
instrument of ratification or accession.
Article 27
1.
The present Covenant shall enter into force three months after the date of
the deposit with the Secretary-General of the United Nations of the thirty-fifth
instrument of ratification or instrument of accession.
2.
For each State ratifying the present Covenant or acceding to it after the
deposit of the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or instrument of
accession, the present Covenant shall enter into force three months after the
date of the deposit of its own instrument of ratification or instrument of
accession.
Article 28
The provisions of the present Covenant shall extend to all parts of federal
States without any limitations or exceptions.
Article 29
1.
Any State Party to the present Covenant may propose an amendment and file
it with the Secretary-General of the United Nations. The Secretary-General shall
thereupon communicate any proposed amendments to the States Parties to the
present Covenant with a request that they notify him whether they favour a
conference of States Parties for the purpose of considering and voting upon the
proposals. In the event that at least one third of the States Parties favours
such a conference, the Secretary-General shall convene the conference under the
auspices of the United Nations. Any amendment adopted by a majority of the
States Parties present and voting at the conference shall be submitted to the
General Assembly of the United Nations for approval.
2.
Amendments shall come into force when they have been approved by the
General Assembly of the United Nations and accepted by a two-thirds majority of
the States Parties to the present Covenant in accordance with their respective
constitutional processes.
3.
When amendments come into force they shall be binding on those States
Parties which have accepted them, other States Parties still being bound by the
provisions of the present Covenant and any earlier amendment which they have
accepted.
Article 30
Irrespective of the notifications made under article 26, paragraph 5, the
Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all States referred to in
paragraph 1 of the same article of the following particulars:
(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions under article 26;
(b) The date of the entry into force of the present Covenant under article
27 and the date of the entry into force of any amendments under article 29.
Article 31
1.
The present Covenant, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian and
Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the
United Nations.
2.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit certified
copies of the present Covenant to all States referred to in article 26.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
AND ACTIONS
45. In each critical area of concern, the problem is diagnosed and strategic
objectives are proposed with concrete actions to be taken by various actors in
order to achieve those objectives. The strategic objectives are derived from
the critical areas of concern and specific actions to be taken to achieve them
cut across the boundaries of equality, development and peace - the goals of the
Nairobi Forward-looking Strategies for the Advancement of Women - and reflect
their interdependence. The objectives and actions are interlinked, of high
priority and mutually reinforcing. The Platform for Action is intended to
improve the situation of all women, without exception, who often face similar
barriers, while special attention should be given to groups that are the most
disadvantaged.
46. The Platform for Action recognizes that women face barriers to full
equality and advancement because of such factors as their race, age, language,
ethnicity, culture, religion or disability, because they are indigenous women or
because of other status. Many women encounter specific obstacles related to
their family status, particularly as single parents; and to their socio-economic
status, including their living conditions in rural, isolated or impoverished
areas. Additional barriers also exist for refugee women, other displaced women,
including internally displaced women as well as for immigrant women and migrant
women, including women migrant workers. Many women are also particularly
affected by environmental disasters, serious and infectious diseases and various
forms of violence against women.
A.

Women and poverty

47. More than 1 billion people in the world today, the great majority of whom
are women, live in unacceptable conditions of poverty, mostly in the developing
countries. Poverty has various causes, including structural ones. Poverty is a
complex, multidimensional problem, with origins in both the national and
international domains. The globalization of the world's economy and the
deepening interdependence among nations present challenges and opportunities for
sustained economic growth and development, as well as risks and uncertainties
for the future of the world economy. The uncertain global economic climate has
been accompanied by economic restructuring as well as, in a certain number of
countries, persistent, unmanageable levels of external debt and structural

adjustment programmes. In addition, all types of conflict, displacement of
people and environmental degradation have undermined the capacity of Governments
to meet the basic needs of their populations. Transformations in the world
economy are profoundly changing the parameters of social development in all
countries. One significant trend has been the increased poverty of women, the
extent of which varies from region to region. The gender disparities in
economic power-sharing are also an important contributing factor to the poverty
of women. Migration and consequent changes in family structures have placed
additional burdens on women, especially those who provide for several
dependants. Macroeconomic policies need rethinking and reformulation to address
such trends. These policies focus almost exclusively on the formal sector.
They also tend to impede the initiatives of women and fail to consider the
differential impact on women and men. The application of gender analysis to a
wide range of policies and programmes is therefore critical to poverty reduction
strategies. In order to eradicate poverty and achieve sustainable development,
women and men must participate fully and equally in the formulation of
macroeconomic and social policies and strategies for the eradication of poverty.
The eradication of poverty cannot be accomplished through anti-poverty
programmes alone but will require democratic participation and changes in
economic structures in order to ensure access for all women to resources,
opportunities and public services. Poverty has various manifestations,
including lack of income and productive resources sufficient to ensure a
sustainable livelihood; hunger and malnutrition; ill health; limited or lack of
access to education and other basic services; increasing morbidity and mortality
from illness; homelessness and inadequate housing; unsafe environments; and
social discrimination and exclusion. It is also characterized by lack of
participation in decision-making and in civil, social and cultural life. It
occurs in all countries - as mass poverty in many developing countries and as
pockets of poverty amidst wealth in developed countries. Poverty may be caused
by an economic recession that results in loss of livelihood or by disaster or
conflict. There is also the poverty of low-wage workers and the utter
destitution of people who fall outside family support systems, social
institutions and safety nets.
48. In the past decade the number of women living in poverty has increased
disproportionately to the number of men, particularly in the developing
countries. The feminization of poverty has also recently become a significant
problem in the countries with economies in transition as a short-term
consequence of the process of political, economic and social transformation. In
addition to economic factors, the rigidity of socially ascribed gender roles and
women's limited access to power, education, training and productive resources as
well as other emerging factors that may lead to insecurity for families are also
responsible. The failure to adequately mainstream a gender perspective in all
economic analysis and planning and to address the structural causes of poverty
is also a contributing factor.
49. Women contribute to the economy and to combating poverty through both
remunerated and unremunerated work at home, in the community and in the
workplace. The empowerment of women is a critical factor in the eradication of
poverty.
50. While poverty affects households as a whole, because of the gender division
of labour and responsibilities for household welfare, women bear a
disproportionate burden, attempting to manage household consumption and
production under conditions of increasing scarcity. Poverty is particularly
acute for women living in rural households.

51. Women's poverty is directly related to the absence of economic
opportunities and autonomy, lack of access to economic resources, including
credit, land ownership and inheritance, lack of access to education and support
services and their minimal participation in the decision-making process.
Poverty can also force women into situations in which they are vulnerable to
sexual exploitation.
52. In too many countries, social welfare systems do not take sufficient
account of the specific conditions of women living in poverty, and there is a
tendency to scale back the services provided by such systems. The risk of
falling into poverty is greater for women than for men, particularly in old age,
where social security systems are based on the principle of continuous
remunerated employment. In some cases, women do not fulfil this requirement
because of interruptions in their work, due to the unbalanced distribution of
remunerated and unremunerated work. Moreover, older women also face greater
obstacles to labour-market re-entry.
53. In many developed countries, where the level of general education and
professional training of women and men are similar and where systems of
protection against discrimination are available, in some sectors the economic
transformations of the past decade have strongly increased either the
unemployment of women or the precarious nature of their employment. The
proportion of women among the poor has consequently increased. In countries
with a high level of school enrolment of girls, those who leave the educational
system the earliest, without any qualification, are among the most vulnerable in
the labour market.
54. In countries with economies in transition and in other countries undergoing
fundamental political, economic and social transformations, these
transformations have often led to a reduction in women's income or to women
being deprived of income.
55. Particularly in developing countries, the productive capacity of women
should be increased through access to capital, resources, credit, land,
technology, information, technical assistance and training so as to raise their
income and improve nutrition, education, health care and status within the
household. The release of women's productive potential is pivotal to breaking
the cycle of poverty so that women can share fully in the benefits of
development and in the products of their own labour.
56. Sustainable development and economic growth that is both sustained and
sustainable are possible only through improving the economic, social, political,
legal and cultural status of women. Equitable social development that
recognizes empowering the poor, particularly women, to utilize environmental
resources sustainably is a necessary foundation for sustainable development.
57. The success of policies and measures aimed at supporting or strengthening
the promotion of gender equality and the improvement of the status of women
should be based on the integration of the gender perspective in general policies
relating to all spheres of society as well as the implementation of positive
measures with adequate institutional and financial support at all levels.
F. Women and the economy
150. There are considerable differences in women's and men's access to and
opportunities to exert power over economic structures in their societies. In
most parts of the world, women are virtually absent from or are poorly
represented in economic decision-making, including the formulation of financial,

monetary, commercial and other economic policies, as well as tax systems and
rules governing pay. Since it is often within the framework of such policies
that individual men and women make their decisions, inter alia, on how to divide
their time between remunerated and unremunerated work, the actual development of
these economic structures and policies has a direct impact on women's and men's
access to economic resources, their economic power and consequently the extent
of equality between them at the individual and family levels as well as in
society as a whole.
151. In many regions, women's participation in remunerated work in the formal
and non-formal labour market has increased significantly and has changed during
the past decade. While women continue to work in agriculture and fisheries,
they have also become increasingly involved in micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises and, in some cases, have become more dominant in the expanding
informal sector. Due to, inter alia, difficult economic situations and a lack
of bargaining power resulting from gender inequality, many women have been
forced to accept low pay and poor working conditions and thus have often become
preferred workers. On the other hand, women have entered the workforce
increasingly by choice when they have become aware of and demanded their rights.
Some have succeeded in entering and advancing in the workplace and improving
their pay and working conditions. However, women have been particularly
affected by the economic situation and restructuring processes, which have
changed the nature of employment and, in some cases, have led to a loss of jobs,
even for professional and skilled women. In addition, many women have entered
the informal sector owing to the lack of other opportunities. Women's
participation and gender concerns are still largely absent from and should be
integrated in the policy formulation process of the multilateral institutions
that define the terms and, in cooperation with Governments, set the goals of
structural adjustment programmes, loans and grants.
152. Discrimination in education and training, hiring and remuneration,
promotion and horizontal mobility practices, as well as inflexible working
conditions, lack of access to productive resources and inadequate sharing of
family responsibilities, combined with a lack of or insufficient services such
as child care, continue to restrict employment, economic, professional and other
opportunities and mobility for women and make their involvement stressful.
Moreover, attitudinal obstacles inhibit women's participation in developing
economic policy and in some regions restrict the access of women and girls to
education and training for economic management.
153. Women's share in the labour force continues to rise and almost everywhere
women are working more outside the household, although there has not been a
parallel lightening of responsibility for unremunerated work in the household
and community. Women's income is becoming increasingly necessary to households
of all types. In some regions, there has been a growth in women's
entrepreneurship and other self-reliant activities, particularly in the informal
sector. In many countries, women are the majority of workers in non-standard
work, such as temporary, casual, multiple part-time, contract and home-based
employment.
154. Women migrant workers, including domestic workers, contribute to the
economy of the sending country through their remittances and also to the economy
of the receiving country through their participation in the labour force.
However, in many receiving countries, migrant women experience higher levels of
unemployment compared with both non-migrant workers and male migrant workers.

155. Insufficient attention to gender analysis has meant that women's
contributions and concerns remain too often ignored in economic structures, such
as financial markets and institutions, labour markets, economics as an academic
discipline, economic and social infrastructure, taxation and social security
systems, as well as in families and households. As a result, many policies and
programmes may continue to contribute to inequalities between women and men.
Where progress has been made in integrating gender perspectives, programme and
policy effectiveness has also been enhanced.
156. Although many women have advanced in economic structures, for the majority
of women, particularly those who face additional barriers, continuing obstacles
have hindered their ability to achieve economic autonomy and to ensure
sustainable livelihoods for themselves and their dependants. Women are active
in a variety of economic areas, which they often combine, ranging from wage
labour and subsistence farming and fishing to the informal sector. However,
legal and customary barriers to ownership of or access to land, natural
resources, capital, credit, technology and other means of production, as well as
wage differentials, contribute to impeding the economic progress of women.
Women contribute to development not only through remunerated work but also
through a great deal of unremunerated work. On the one hand, women participate
in the production of goods and services for the market and household
consumption, in agriculture, food production or family enterprises. Though
included in the United Nations System of National Accounts and therefore in
international standards for labour statistics, this unremunerated work particularly that related to agriculture - is often undervalued and underrecorded. On the other hand, women still also perform the great majority of
unremunerated domestic work and community work, such as caring for children and
older persons, preparing food for the family, protecting the environment and
providing voluntary assistance to vulnerable and disadvantaged individuals and
groups. This work is often not measured in quantitative terms and is not valued
in national accounts. Women's contribution to development is seriously
underestimated, and thus its social recognition is limited. The full visibility
of the type, extent and distribution of this unremunerated work will also
contribute to a better sharing of responsibilities.
157. Although some new employment opportunities have been created for women as a
result of the globalization of the economy, there are also trends that have
exacerbated inequalities between women and men. At the same time,
globalization, including economic integration, can create pressures on the
employment situation of women to adjust to new circumstances and to find new
sources of employment as patterns of trade change. More analysis needs to be
done of the impact of globalization on women's economic status.
158. These trends have been characterized by low wages, little or no labour
standards protection, poor working conditions, particularly with regard to
women's occupational health and safety, low skill levels, and a lack of job
security and social security, in both the formal and informal sectors. Women's
unemployment is a serious and increasing problem in many countries and sectors.
Young workers in the informal and rural sectors and migrant female workers
remain the least protected by labour and immigration laws. Women, particularly
those who are heads of households with young children, are limited in their
employment opportunities for reasons that include inflexible working conditions
and inadequate sharing, by men and by society, of family responsibilities.
159. In countries that are undergoing fundamental political, economic and social
transformation, the skills of women, if better utilized, could constitute a
major contribution to the economic life of their respective countries. Their

input should continue to be developed and supported and their potential further
realized.
160. Lack of employment in the private sector and reductions in public services
and public service jobs have affected women disproportionately. In some countries
women take on more unpaid work, such as the care of children and those who are
ill or elderly , compensating for lost household income, particularly when public
services are not available. In many cases employment creation strategies
have not paid sufficient attention to occupations and sectors where women
predominate; nor have they adequately promoted the access of women to those
occupations and sectors that are traditionally male.

161. For those women in paid work, many experience obstacles that prevent them
from achieving their potential. While some are increasingly found in lower
levels of management, attitudinal discrimination often prevents them from being
promoted further. The experience of sexual harassment is an affront to a
worker's dignity and prevents women from making a contribution commensurate with
their abilities. The lack of a family-friendly work environment, including a
lack of appropriate and affordable child care, and inflexible working hours
further prevent women from achieving their full potential.
162. In the private sector, including transnational and national enterprises,
women are largely absent from management and policy levels, denoting
discriminatory hiring and promotion policies and practices. The unfavourable
work environment as well as the limited number of employment opportunities
available have led many women to seek alternatives. Women have increasingly
become self-employed and owners and managers of micro, small and medium-scale
enterprises. The expansion of the informal sector, in many countries, and of
self-organized and independent enterprises is in large part due to women, whose
collaborative, self-help and traditional practices and initiatives in production
and trade represent a vital economic resource. When they gain access to and
control over capital, credit and other resources, technology and training, women
can increase production, marketing and income for sustainable development.
163. Taking into account the fact that continuing inequalities and noticeable
progress coexist, rethinking employment policies is necessary in order to
integrate the gender perspective and to draw attention to a wider range of
opportunities as well as to address any negative gender implications of current
patterns of work and employment. To realize fully equality between women and
men in their contribution to the economy, active efforts are required for equal
recognition and appreciation of the influence that the work, experience,
knowledge and values of both women and men have in society.
164. In addressing the economic potential and independence of women, Governments
and other actors should promote an active and visible policy of mainstreaming a
gender perspective in all policies and programmes so that before decisions are
taken, an analysis is made of the effects on women and men, respectively.
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